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OREGON RARE.II SUIT 
HERE WE GO AGAIN! 

In our Thanks-to-yon last 
issue for your financial sup
port of the Kalmiopsis 
Blockade, we expressed the 
hope that we wouldn't have 
to go to you very often with 
hat in hand begging for dimes. 
We have just learned, how
ever, that our share of legal 
expenses for the historic 
North Kalmiopsis RARE II 
Suit (Earth First! vs. Block) 
is $1,200. Our attorney, Neal 
Kagan of Roseburg, has not 
charged us any fee but there 
are over $2,000 worth of 
expenses and costs which we 
must share with our co-plain
tiffs, the Oregon Natural 
Resources Council. Any con
tribution which you can make 

by Andy Kerr 
Associate Director 

Oregon Natural 
Resources Council 

A federal judge has issued a 
preliminary irtjunction against 
further construction of the Bald 
Mountain Road in Southern 
Oregon. As regular readers re
call, the road goes along the 
current boundary of the Kal
miopsis Wilderness Area and 
would sever the Silver Creek 

Canyon from the designated 
Wilderness core. 

U.S. District Court Judge 
James Redden issued the in
junction after an all-day hear
ing on July 13 in Eugene. Earth 
First!, Oregon Natural Resour
ces Council (ONRC), and nine 
individuals were listed as plain
tiffs. The defendants were the 
U.S. Forest Service and Plum
bley, Inc., the contractor for the 
road. 

l\CT NOW ON KALMIOPSIS 
I wish to thank all the people involved, some of whom 

made Iongjourneys, for all that was given in our struggle 
to save the North Kalmiopsis.--

Contributions took many forms: letters, articles, money, 
bodies, hopes and prayers. All were much appreciated. 

It seems now with the granting of an injunction to halt 
the destruction, we can rejoice in our victory. The largest 
tract of Old Growth now remaining in Oregon is safe! 

The sad fact is what we have won so far is precious time. 
A few months to try and bring a permanent halt to this 
unconsciousable act of ecocide. In the last few issues of 
the newsletter there have been requests to write letters to 
Sen. Mark Hatfield and send copies to Sen. Packwood and 
your state's senators. If any of you are like me, I'm sure 
you've heard this refrain of "please write your repre
sentative" more times than you care to remember and 
perhaps like I've done many times before, you have decided 
to let this one slide. But consider this: in 1976, Sen. Hat
field proposed that the North Kalmiopsis be added to the 
Wilderness system. In response to this a group of southern 
Oregon timber barons formed a lobbying organization to 
pressure against protecting the Rainforest. After launch
ing a media blitz that generated a few hundred letters and 
the implicit threat that big money carries in reelection 
campaigns, the good senator beat a hasty retreat. It's now 
1983 and Mark Hatfield sings a new tune "Not one acre 
more." 

Only the bodies of some of my brave brothers and sis
ters have stopped the bulldozers ... for now. 

Earth First! has no lobbyists in Washington, no battery 
of lawyers or Political Action Committee. Earth First! is 
only as strong, as effective as YOU. The timber beasts 
would have us believe that these ancient trees are theirs. 
Say NO. Please write and write again, tell friends, ask that 
the North Kalmiopsis be declared Wilderness. Don't waste 
what was so hard won - time. 

- Steve Marsden 
Grant,s Pass, OR 

(Ed. Note: If an Oregon Wilderness Bill passes without the 
North Kalmiopsis all that we have done over the last six 
months will be lost - the blockade, the RARE II lawsuit. 
Bulldozers will be rolling again next spring and we will 
have no way of stopping them this time. But if every 
reader of Earth First! would write one letter or postcard 
to Senator Mark Hatfield, the chances are very good that 
the North Kalmiopsis will become wilderness and the 
Bald Mountain Road will be dead forever! We don't ask you 
to write often. Now is the time. Write: The Hon. Mark 
Hatfield, United States Senate, Washington, D.C. 20510. 
Send a copy to Sen. Bob Packwood and to your state's two 
senators (if you live outside Oregon). Same address. Get 
others to write. Do it now. Please, let's not lose what we 
have won.) · 

The Bald Mountain suit is the 
first citizen suit challenging the 
legal adequacy of the Forest 
Service's second Roadless Area 
Review and Evaluation (RARE 
II). The State ofCalifornia(bless 
former Resources Secretary 
Huey Johnson) won such a suit 
in 1980. The California suit was 
upheld by the U.S. 9th Circuit 
Court of Appeals on October 
22, 1982. The Bald Mountain 
plaintiffs relied heavily on Cal
iforn'ia v. Bl,ock in making their 
case. 

The government defense was 
based, not on their belief that 
RARE II was indeed a legal pro
cess, but rather an attempt to 
show that all of the plaintiffs 
had no standing. It challenged 
the Oregon Natural Resources 
Council because it had pre
viously joined a Sierra Club suit 
to halt construction of the road. 
That previous suit did not raise 
RARE II inadequacy grounds. 
The Sierra Club lost. The feds 
contended that ONRC should 
be barred because it had failed 
to raise all issues in the pre
vious Sierra Club case. The 
judge pointed out that even 
though ONRC knew about the 
action brought by the State of 
California, so too did the gov
ernment. Both sides failed to 
raise it for political, although 
different, reasons. 

The government sought to 

show that plaintifIEarth First! 
came to court with "unclean 
hanqs" since it had attempted 
to stop road construction by 
"illegal" means, i.e., the block
ade. The same tactic was used 
on some of the nine individ
uals, but all were not members 
of Earth First! or blockaders. In 
the end, the judge ruled that 
there were parties to the case 
of which the government could 
not in any way challenge their 
standing. So even ifhe did toss 
out the other plaintiffs, the case 
would continue. 

BUT WHAT DOES to us for this extremely sig-
IT ALL MEAN? nificantlawsuit(see separate 

Four years after the atroc- article) would be deeply 
ious RARE II process, some appreciated. Make your 
conservationists finally acted in checks out to Earth First! and 
court. "Some" is emphasized send them to Earth First! 
because the decision to proceed Legal Fund, P.O. Box 235, Ely, 
with a lawsuit was not unan- NV 89301. Thank you! 
imously received with pleasure 1-----------
among all national environmen
tal groups. They feared a back
lash against such an action and 
a loss of credibility. 

The environmental backlash 
has been forecast since environ
mentalists became a force to be 
reckoned with. It has yet to 
appear. If credibility comes at 
the cost of losing acres, what 
value is credibility? 
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Earth First! The Radical 
Environmental Journal is an 
independent publication within 
the broad Earth First! move
ment. Entire contents are 
copyrighted 1983 but we are 
more than happy to allow re
printing if credit is given. Earth 
First! is a forum for the radical 
environmental movement and 
responsibility rests with the 
respective authors and corres
pondents. While Earth First! 
does not accept the authority 
of the heirarchical state, noth
ing herein is intended to run us 

---------------------------1 afoulofits police power.Agents provocateurs will be dealt with 

Will Small in this issue's Let
ters to the Editor chides us for 
the last Cat Tracks column in 
which Chim Blea calls for sub
sidized, free abortions. Will, who 
opposes abortion, fears that this 
sets Earth First! policy. I would 
encourage everyone to read the 
masthead in the upper right cor- · 
ner of this page. Earth First! is 
not an organization with officers 
and a heirarchy. It is a loose, 
informal movement of people 
who believe the Earth comes 
first. But there is a problem 
in having an anarchistic 
"organization." That is dealing 
with the state - the IRS, post 
office, etc., etc. Our solution was 
to set up Earth First!: The Rad
ical Environmental Journal as 
an independent entity, a pri
vate business, within the broad 
Earth First! movement. This 
private business publishes the 
EF!newspaper and sellsFshirts 
and bumperstickers. Any prof
its made are channeled back 
into the movement to support 
such things as the Kalmiopsis 
Blockade or developing state 
wilderness proposals. Earth 
First! is not the newsletter of 
the Earth First! movement. It 
may function that way and it is 
a forum set up for commun
ication within the Earth First! 
movement but it is indepen
dent. Note thatEF!is a forum at 
the service of the movement. 
Everything printed in these 
pages is not necessarily EF! 
"policy" or even the policy of 
this newspaper. As editor and 
publisher, I print a wide variety 
of views - not all of which I 
agree with. Much of what is pub
lished here is controversial -
particularly Cat Tracks. While I 
may like much of what Chim 
Blea writes, what is in regular 
columns (including Cat Tracks, 
Grizzly Den, Dear Ned Ludd, 
Mutterings From Mama) is not 
the dogma of Earth First! or 
this newspaper. Yes, we are hard 
to pin down:'i:t has been de
signed that way. 

A good example of this paper's 
role as a forum for the EF! move
ment is our special section this 
issue on Earth First! and Non
Violence. This section came 
about because of criticism from 
our friends in the Kah;niopsis 
Action Alliance during the Bald 
Mountain Road Blockade. Some 
of them felt EF! was too comba
tive, that our logos of the green 
fist and monkeywrench belied 
our non-violent action. I asked 
Uwm to write their views for 
this st'Ction two months ago. I, 
unfortunately, have not re
ct'ivt'd them. However, Peter 

Swanson has written a short, 
yet thoughtful, essay from this 
perspective. Howie Wolke takes 
a differing tack - he argues for 
tactical non-violence. A couple 
of articles from Australia dis
cuss the costs and tactics of 
direct action. Chim Blea asks 
where reality is within this con
text. I try to set out the different 
roles in tbe diversicy which is 
the Earth First! movement. Jim 
Stiles weighs in with a reply to 
Doc Raccoon's piece last issue 
on Dignity. And Nagasaki John
son's cartoon of Gandhi and 
Hayduke perhaps sums it all 
up. Naturally, we'd appreciate 
your comments on this dis
cussion. 

Another good example of our 
role as the forum for the mili
tant environmental movement 
is our front-page article on the 
Sinkyone Wilderness by The 
Man Who Walks In The Woods 
(Woods to his friends). Woods is 
not afraid of naming names or 
organizations who have sold out 
the local wilderness activists in 
the area. If there are different 
viewpoints or defenses of those 
whom Woods criticizes, we'd be 
interested in considering them. 
The Sinkyone is a major Earth 
First! issue and Mike Roselle is 
working on it with California 
EF!ers. 

I've moved. That means this 
newspaper has also moved. I've 
taken up residence for a year in 
Chico, California, and Earth 
First! will be published and 
mailed in Chico. I'd also like to 
welcome Bart Koehler back as 
Associate Editor. After a sum
mer in Wyoming, Bart is re
turning to Ely, Nevada, to work 
on the paper and to keep watch 
on wilderness in the intermoun
tain West. Please note the box 
on this page explaining our new 
address situation. Ely still re
mains our official address. 

I'd like to give my special 
thanks to Earth First!ers in 
Jackson, Wyoming, who have 
been mailing this rag for the 
last year. They've done a fine 
job with little recognition. 
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EDITORIAL: KILL THE BILLS 
RARE II Wilderness bills for 

several states are pending in 
Congress. They range from the 
bad to the truly ugly. Even the 
best of them, the House-passed 
California bill, would release 
hundreds of thousands of acres 
of currently roadless and unde
veloped wild lands to the chain
saw, bulldozer and drill rig. The 
worst of them, such as the ghas
tly Wyoming, Idaho and Utah 
bills, are a nightmare. None of 
the bills are wilderness protec
tion bills. They are wilderness 
development bills. 

Nonetheless, many conser
vationists have supported them 
because they have thought they 
were the best we could get (like 
the very poor Colorado, New 
Mexico and River Of No Return 
bills in 1980). The fear is that if 
we don't get some areas protec
ted now from the depredations 
of th_e ForesJ Seroce.- the. Fred
di es will rape every roadless 
acre (like they were trying to 
do in Oregon's Kalmiopsis) be
fore Congress can designate 
even minimal acreage as protec
ted wilderness. 

But there is a change now. 
Judge James A. Redden's July 
ruling in Oregon stopping the 
Bald Mountain Road because it 
violated the Ninth Circuit Court 
of Appeals decision that RARE 
II violated NEPA has in effect 
CYrdered the Forest Service 
nationwide to halt all develop
ment activities in RARE II 
areas. (See Andy Kerr's article 
in this issue.) Check with the 
National Forests in your area. 
Apprise them of Judge Redden's 
decision. Demand that they 
honor it. If they do not, imme
diately file an appeal or specific 
lawsuit. (We'll help - contact 
Bart Koehler in Ely or Dave 
Foreman in Chico.) Develop
ment activities in RARE II area.s 
are illegal. We can stop them. 
Do not dawdle. Make sure that 
your National Forests are obey
ing the court decision. Earth 

I hope that mailing the paper 
now from Chico will speed de
livery since we will not be 
bogged down with shipping 
time between printer and 
mailer. Of course, much of the 
delay in getting your copy of 
EF! to you is due to the slow
ness of 3rd Class Mail. We are 
considering the option of offer
ing 1st Class Mail for those 
willing to add $5 to their sub
scription fee. If there's enough 
interest in this (l~t me know), 
we may offer this service by 
next issue. 
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First! vs. Block was a most im
portant and historic legal case. 
Use it! 

With this new weapon, why 
settle for bad state wilderness 
bills? All roadless areas are pro
tected now. Poor wilderness 
bills will simply release much 
of this roadless acreage to devel
opment by stating the RARE II 
EIS was sufficient, thereby nul
lifying the court decision. It will 
be a net loss of wilderness, not a 
gain. 

Let's wait for wilderness bills 
until after the 1984 elections 
and the next session of Con
gress. The Democrats have a 
good chance ofrecapturing the 
Senate which means that the 
bull goose land-raper in the Sen
ate, Republican Jim McClure of 
Idaho, current Chairman of the 
Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee, will no longer be 

_ calUng the shots on wilderness. 
Ronald Reagan could also be 
consigned to the dustbin of his
tory. Any Democrat in the White 
House will be more amenable 
to wilderness. At the very least, 
things will be no worse after 
the 1984 elections. Let's work 
to kill all the state RARE II bills 
in the West now - California, 
Oregon, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, 
Arizona and the rest - and 
make sure that the Ninth Cir
cuit Court's decision is enforced 
throughout the land. We should 
also take a close look at wilder
ness bills in the Eastern states 
to determine if they should be 
killed too (I don't know much 
about them except that the 
House Interior Committee gut
ted the Irish Wilderness in 
Missouri). 

C'mon, Sierra Club, Friends 
of the Earth, Wilderness Soci
ety, Oregon Natural Resources 
Council, California Wilderness 
Coalition and the rest of you. 
You don't have to take thie kind 
of shit McClure and his friends 
are feeding you. Kill the bills. 

- Dave Foreman 

by the Grizzly Defense League 
on the Mirror Plateau. 

Contributions are welcomed 
and should be typed or caref
ully printed, double-spaced, and 
sent with an SASE. All contrib
utions should be sent to 230 
West 7th Avenue, Chico, CA 
95926, except for poetry which 
should go to Art Good times, Box 
160, Norwood, CO 81423. 
Dave Foreman, Editor & 

Publisher 
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Wildcat Annie, Merchandise & 
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Letters to the editor are 
encouraged. Lengthy letters 
may be edited for space 
requirements. Letters should 
be typed or carefully printed 
and double-spaced, using only 
one side of a sheet of paper. 
Be sure to indicate if you wish 
your name and location to 
appear or if you wish to 
remain anonymous. Send to 
230 West 7th Avenue, Chico, 
CA 95926 
DearEF!, 

After reading the Beltane 
issue I felt I had found brothers 
and sisters of common thought 
and desires: to save what is left 

· of our homeland from being 
raped, pillaged and concreted 
over. I am living about 30 miles 
west of the Dallas-Ft. Worth 
Metroplex and desire to meet 
other EF!ers in this area. Please 
list me as the North Texas con
tact and direct any existing local 
EF!ers my way. I am self
employed so my time is flexible 
but I get home late in the day as 
a rule if you want to contact me 
by phone. 

- Don McDowell 
3204 Mineral Wells Hwy. 

Weatherford, TX 76086 
(817) 594-4935 

DearEF!, 
Your magazine recently re

ceived an enthusiastic review 
in "Mushroom' - the· "alterna
tive" magazine in this country. 
Please start my subscription 
with the current issue rather 
than waiting for the next - I am 
impatient for inspiration and 
guidance to effective non
violent action. 

- New Zealand 

Campfire 
cont from pg 2 

Our good buddy, Airhead 
(Kevin Everhart), Jackson 
hunting guide and Kalmiopsis 
Blockade organizer, tried to cut 
a new irrigation ditch with his 
face recently. He totalled his 
motorcycle but is now out of 
the Jackson Hospital with a 
hundred stitches to show for 
his adventure. Nagasaki reports 
that handsome Kevin is even 
better looking now, with a chin 
like Kirk Douglas'. 

The Samhain issue of EF! 
(Nov. 1) will have a full report 
on the trials of the Kalmiopsis 
Blockaders. Join us then for a 
soap opera saga set in the Jose
phine County Court House, 
Oregon. 

Due to my move to Chico, we 
are using a new typesetter and 
the entire EF! Local Contact list 
has been reset. If you're on it, 
please check your address, 
phone, name, etc., and let me 
know if correx are due. 

Finally - Ned Ludd has en
closed a special insert in this 
issue. Copy it. Use it. Enjoy, 
enjoy. 

- Dave Foreman 

Le~+ers 
to the 
Editor 

Dear Dave, 
Litha edition great! You guys 

are getting into it. Sending cop
ies off all over Oz and Solomons. 

- John Seed 
Australia 

Dear EF! 
I wonder how many folks out 

there saw themselves in Rick 
Davis' article "Sunshine En
vironmentalists" (EF!, Aug. 1, 
1983)? I know I did. It is entire
ly too easy to point an accusing 
finger at others when in truth 
maybe some reforming efforts 
could start with ourselves. Save 
heat. Use less water. Drive cars 
that pollute less. And - have 
fewer kids. The world is over
crowded already. 

If we pay attention to these 
small details, then perhaps we 
will have earned the right to 
stand in front of bulldozers. 

- Larue 

Dear People 
Congratulations on Howie's 

several inches of type in the 
Sunday New York Times!I can't 
describe to you what a thrill I 
felt: I started reading the article 
about the mainstream environ
mentalists caving in on the 
power line in Montana, and· 
thought "This reporter should 
hear what Earth First! would 
say about this!" - and lo and 
behold, the next paragraph was 
quoting Howie Wolke! 

- New York City 

Dear EF! 
My husband and I live and 

work at Pt. Reyes National Sea
shore. Just a note that might be 
of interest to people in this area: 

Ray Arnett and gang are in 
• the process of trying to open Pt. 

Reyes National Seashore to 
public hunting - obstensibly to 
control the deer. population in 
the park. It seems entirely inap
·propriate in a wilderness area 
used by so many urbanites as a 
"wilderness refuge!" 

- Pt. Reyes 

DearEF! 
It is the end of another fine 

day in the life of Yours Truly 
and bedtime is near. But first, 
I've written four senators on 
the Kalmiopsis as you reques
ted. And I must send you more 
money. Rarely do I read any
thing cover to cover (except 
good books); that's what I did 
today in my spare time with the 
Lughnasad Edition. It's reviv
ing to my spirit! 

- Barbara 

Dear EF! 
Re: Kalmiopsis and everything 

else you're doing - RIGHT ON! 
You guys lift my otherwise sink
ing heart. Bless you! 

- Liz 

Dear EF! 
Please find enclosed a tape 

copy of National Public Radio's 
All Things Considered broad
cast of 5-28-83 featuring Earth 
First! It makes me proud. 

- Peoria 

Dear Dave, 
The June 21 issu.e sure is 

heavy~duty! First I cried, then I 
got mad! Almost came to that 
blockade. Glad now that I didn't 
'cuz I couldn'tkeep myself from 
using violence seeing you run 
down, the others bulldozed. You 
folks are so dedicated and full 
of positive action. I don't hardly 
go througha day without think
ing of you and asking the great 
spirit to guide you and keep 
you from harm. 

may the wings of the 
raven guide you ... 

Dear EF!, 
I have been meaning to write 

you for a long time ~nd the final 
straw was my reacting of the 
"Monkey Wrench Gang" by 
Edward Abbey. I am getting fed 
up with bureaucratic hassles 
and the consideration of an eco
nomic environment that is there 
to b.e exploited. I presently work 
in the Canadian Federal Gov
ernment in a department that 
builds roads. I am rapidly losing 
what little respect I had for the 
organization and have really 
begun to question whether nat
ural environments and devel
opment can co-exist. I used to 
believe they could but I now 
have serious doubts. My own 
eountry's government is trying 
to remove a large se<:tion ofland 
from non-disposition status. It 
was once set aside for all of 
Canada and the rest of the 
world. The reason: oil explor
ation in the Beaufort Sea. An 
area where oil production would 
be "uneconomic" at present 
prices. 

- Ottawa 

DearEF!, 
The newsletter gets better 

and better. I am almost at the 
stage of getting chills when I 
read it. It is so alive and excit
ing, everyone's dedication and 
energy is just oozing out of it. I 
get so recharged and refreshed 
when I read it. It's an oppor
tunity to remember what it's 
really all about. I sit down with 
it and read it back to front and 
back again ... can't put it down. 
It's like a Ken Kesey book that 
you never want to end. I get sad 
that I have to wait so long bet
ween "fixes." Congratulations 
on spawning a real movement. 
It's really going to go! 

- Pablo Deserieto 
Tucson 

Brothers & Sisters, 
Here's a few bucks to help 

out in the field. I hate to pay 
others to do my dirty work (per
haps "heroic deeds" would be 
the better phrase). I'll have to 
actively join you when work 
permits. I only wish I had more 
money to give. . 

- The Wizard of AZ 

DearEF!, 
Been meaning to join for a 

while but after two months on 
the North Rim of the Grand Can
yon figured the time had coll).e. 
Been getting into the back coun
try of southern Utah a lot. All 

. that controversy about BLM 
wilderness is horrible. It should 
all be wilderness from Canyon
lands to Zion. Also prayed on 
the bridge at the Glen Canyon 
dam for one little pre-cision 
earthquake. 

-North Rim 

DearEF!, . 
My condolences to our sis

ters and brothers who didn't 
make it to th,e Round River 

• 

Rendezvous at Bald Mountain 
in Oregon over the 4th of July 
weekend! It was a wonderful, 
fun-filled occasion as all celeb
rations of independence should 
be. • 

When I arrived at the spot for 
the RRRand found no one there, 
it was a bit of a surprise, but 
then I had wondered how an
archists could be organized. 
After a couple calls back to 
town, the EF!ers were located 
in a bar, in celebracious ritual, 
toasting themselves for the just
announced TRO and the release 
from jail of the Berkeley block
aders earlier that day. The 
revelry later moved to local EF! 
headquarters and a long night 
of sitting around talking over 
fears, laughs and victory ensued. 

Listening to people's bull
dozer stories was dramatic at 
each telling. It stood out how 
non-violence was an unexpec
ted response to the violence and 
threats of violence from the cat 
drivers and road builders. Ifwe 
can break that cycle of violence 
by acting out oflove and respect 
for the earth, I believe many 
more will have cause to stop, 
look and listen and perhaps gen
uine dialogue about this nature 
around us can become a reality. 
It is a sad st;atement indeed that 
our environment has become 
so ravaged, our remaining wild
erness so small, that we have 
come to the_ point that people 
are willing to kill over it. 

ThefollowingdaysoftheRen
dezvous, now that the tension 
of the possibility of another 
blockade had been abated, were 
probably some of the best party 
days the environmental move
ment has seen. Music in the 
meadows, dancing in the sun
lightand beeraround the camp
fire all made for a great time. 
Though the creek was proba
bly too polluted to drink, it 
made fine skinny-dipping pools 
when the dancing weather got 
too hot. There was some delic
ious barbequed chicken and a 
pot luck of food for dinner meals. 
It was fun to see what other 
EF!er$ are like and make new 
friends around the country. 
Most of the states west of the 
Rockies had representation. A 
good time was had by all, but I 
think Nagasaki Johnson looked 
to be having the best time of all. 

I'm already looking forward 
to the next RRR. Till then, keep 
wrenching those monkeys! 

Dear Dave, 

- Roland Rose 
Oregon Coast 

I want to thank you for the 
orderly fashion in which you 
and your group conducted the 
Round River Rendezvous Rally. 
To my knowledge, there were 
no problems and the group 
cleaned the area to my satisfac
tion. I have issued notice to the 
Forest Supervisor to release 
your cash-in-lieu of bond. 

The Forest Service appre
ciates the extra work that your 
group did on the old 4-wheel 
drive roads that damaged the 
meadow and the maintenance 
of the fish weirs in Taylor Creek. 
The mulch and the water bars 
on the roads should prevent fur
ther erosion. 

Thanks again for your co
operation. 

William E. Butler 
District Ranger 

Siskiyou National Forest 
Dear EF! 

The Legend of Parker's Cave 
is a story, co-op published in 
chapbook form, of the life and 

times of the building of Shasta 
Dam on the Sacramento River. 
To quote the flyer put out by 
the publisher, "Dr. Tom Park£'r 
was a pioneer ecologist, Aha
tira Sam Coldstream an Indian 
shaman. Aged but undaunted, 
they confronted the rising 
waters behind Shasta Dam." 

Write to me to request a copy 
and send $2.00 (the regular sale 
price) to Earth First! (POB 235, 
Ely, NV 89301) to help the good 
work going on and I will send 
you the book postpaid. 

Sincerely yours, 
Everett Whealdon 
314 Logan Street 

Port Townsend, WA 98368 

DearEF! 
Re: your Earth First! philo

sophy - all of us (me and my 
friends) joined EF! because of 
what it was - not what it might 
become. We also belong to some 
other groups but there are many 
to which we don't send money. 
Without your hard ass stance 
you could become one of the 
"others." 

- Missis~ippi 

My Dear Earth First! 
I was preparing a letter of 

comments regarding what is 
either included or excluded 
from EF! policy, when I received 
the Aug. 1 "Lughnasad" edition. 
I'm still proud to be in EF!, ~mt 
we must be open to correct10n 
of any errant belief and beware 
of any rigid doctrine. I have to 
jump you for the extremism of 
"Cat Tracks" by Chim Blea. The 
first assumption that there are 
too many people on earth de
mands examination. If this is 
true then we must try to have 
som~ appropriate answers, but 
wholesale murder via abortion 
is surely not one of them, and I 
rather resent the promotion of 
it in an article, as it then appears 
to be EF! policy. 

There is also a clean way out 
of the messy sterilization pro
cedure, but the Medi-Corp
Monster is hiding it because of 
investments. This device is sim
ple and cheap. It works on the 
fact that a woman's body tem
perature rises some as soon as 
she ovulates. A temperature
monitoring device ·would be 
worn (built into your watch or ... ) 
that stores info continuously 
and will produce a graph with 
which one can project the like· 
ly "B-days" and then con~rn, 
it quite reliably (a red hght 
comes on) upon possible ovu
lation. 

The desired result would be 
the freedom of voluntary con
ception, non-drug birth control, 
and no more chopping out our 
vitals. 

But now back to the first 
point. Are there too many peo
ple on earth? I am painfully 
aware of the fact that humanity 
is far more a deadly cancer sn uf
fing out a cell than "the worthy 
colony of God's children" we 
are supposed to be, but there 
are signs of awakening across 
the whole spectrum as it is per
ceived that we are in grave 
danger on many fronts. 

The population is not going 
to recede any meaningful a
mount in the shorttirne we have 
to rearrange our priorities an~
way, so what we have to do 1s 

change our ways. . 
This Nevada country boy m 

paradise invites letters ... 
Love to Y'all, 

Will 8mall 
POB 413, Mt. View, HI 9fi771 
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RARE II Suit (cont) 

Some Washington, D.C. lob
byists were openly pleased, 
others secretly so, while a few 
were still trapped in their de
fense posture of stopping bad 
"release" language form getting 
through Congress (which would 
mandate the destruction of the 
road less areas). 

The only problem with their 
theory is that the roadless areas 
have already been "released" 
since the end of RARE II. Roads, 
timber sales, mineral leases, and 
the rest have, and are, proceed
ing full speed. 

Earth First! can be very proud 
of its role in catalyzing and fil
ing this landmark lawsuit. While 
the blockade itself did not stop 
the road, it slowed down con
struction and focused the 
necessary public attention to 
enable the Oregon Natural 
Resources Council to raise some 
of the necessary money to pay 
out of pocket legal costs. Along 
with a contribution from Earth 
First!, legal counsel was ob
tained. Neil Kagan, a Roseburg 
("Timber Capital of the World") 
attorney took the case without 
charge. Unlike some "free" 
environmental legal services, 
Kagan's work has been top 
notch. 

What this points out is the 
flexibility ofEarth First!. It will 
do what has to be done to save 
the wilderness: non-violent 
maneuvers on site or to cite the 
law in court. 

Such a resounding victory has 
yet to break the will of the 
Forest Service. Assistant Sec
retary of Agriculture John 
Crowell, while admitting RARE 
II was flawed, has stated that 
while the Forest (dis )Service 
will conduct additional reviews, 
it will continue development in 
the meantime. 

On September 15, a hearing 
will be held regarding another 
RARE II suit, the Pyramid Tim
ber Sale in the proposed Middle 
Santiam Wilderness. If the For
est Service doesn't halt all road
less area development in Oregon 
after that expected victory, the 
Oregon Natural Resources 
Council will have no choice but 
to file suit over the entire three 
million acres of RARE II lands 
in Oregon. 

The Oregon Natural Resour
ces Council has learned a very 
important lesson as a result of 
RARE II. Not that you can't trust 
the Forest Service, that's been 
known for a long time. It's that 
offense is usually, if not always, 
better than defense. ONRC went 
along with the mainline nat
ional conservation group stra
tegy of no RARE II suits, for 
longer than it should have. In 
perfect hindsight, this and other 
suits should have been filed 
much earlier. 

It's not too late to "sue the 
bastards" in other states. Any
one needing assistance doing 
so, should contact the Oregon 
Natural Resources Council at 
1161 Lincoln Street, .Eugene, 
Oregon 97401; or Earth First!, 
230 W. 7th Ave., Chico, CA 
95926. 

SUBSCRIBE 
TO EARTH FIRST! 

Details on Page 23 

~~~ 

BLOCKADE n7 

We six: Becky, Sally, Ed, 
Kevin, Peter and myself had 
driven up from the Bay Area on 
Tuesday, June 28, with the 
intention of hiking in during the 
night and doing our Bald Moun
tain Road blockade Wednesday 
morning. We re-grouped after a 
visit from the sheriff during our 
campground meeting with the 
Oregon support folks (who were 
sent dashing into the woods 
since virtually all were on pro
bation from earlier blockades). 
That and another 4 a.m. visit 
from the law convinced us that 
they were onto something hap
pening (and would, therefore, 
be waiting for us at the block
ade site) so we decided to put 
off the action 'til Thursday to 
retain some element of surprise. 

Our cti.ange in plans really 
was a good one, because it got 
us city folks a little more in 
touch with the wilderness we 
were to defend the following 
dawn as we hiked in the eleven 
miles on the Illinois River trail. 
Strange, though, to hike this 
beautiful trail, really absorbing 
and ertjoying the wilderness, 
then the shock to the senses of 
the view of the ugly roadcut - a 
fresh wound in the side of a 
steep hillside, masses of logs 
lying below the cut like the 
Earth's lifeblood flowing out the 
new wound. And at the end of 
the cut, there is Mother Nat
ure's stuff left untouched, but 
the idea that tomorrow they 
would push a bulldozer into 
that hillside, fell those big trees 
standing "in the way" is appal
ling and disgusting. 

The next morning, June 30, 
we woke at a quarter to five, 
jumped into our clothes as the 
dawn brightened, and were 

BLOCKADE n5 

At 3 a.m. on the morning of 
the Memorial Day blockade I 
was looking at my watch with 
leaden eyelids. Was I really going 
to haul my tired body out of a 
warm sleeping bag in order to 
climb a steep, rocky trail by 
flashlight? I already had a head
start on the other blockaders in 
our 2,000-foot climb to the Bald 
Mountain Road worksite from 
our encampment by the Illinois 
River, but when a pacemaker 
keeps your heart beating 72 
times a minute no matter what 
is asked of it, you don't do 4 
miles of steep trail quickly. Since 
the "road" was closed to the 
public, we had to take the "back 
way" through the Kalmiopsis 
Wilderness. 

The eight other blockaders -
Bill Goodell, Paulette 
Pratschner, Jim Ferrara, Ginny 
Frundt, Lou Gold, Al Gwin, Mark 
Mclvie and Dave Rusk - and 
support people - did.n't catch 
up to me until mid-morning, 
having decided to blockade dur
ing the workers' lunchbreak. 
Violence at previous blockades 
had made us wary of trying to 
stop a moving bulldozer. 

Now only one short uphill 
bushwack remained, or so I 
thought. But at the top of the 
ridge I found not the road, but a 
breathtaking view of the Silver 
Creek watershed - a long drop 
down a frighteningly steep slope. 
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headed down the road by 5:15, 
maintaining a high level of ex
citement. We stationed our
selves up on the hillside in our 
hiding place, behind two big 
doug fir trees, whispering, lis
tening, watching the ugly scar 
of a roadcut in the beautiful 
Kahniopsis woods for signs of 
the work day starting its des
truction. Time dragged so 
slowly as we tried to sit still and 
be quiet, listening to Ric mur
muring into his tape recorder, 
wondering what time it is, oh 
god, you don't think they're 
not coming to work today, do 
you? ... But finally, the noise 
droning. in the distance came 
closer, closer, then there they 
were, the two tree fellers stop
ping directly below us to discuss 
the footprints in the dirt -
smaller than theirs, and there's 
a tennis shoe - yikes! Were they 
on to us? But they finally de
cided they were from two hik
ers they had seen, so they con
tinued on their way to the end 
of the roadcut. The bulldozer 
motor then started up and in 
turn started our motors. Up 
jumped Kevin, and we were all 
off, sliding, skiing down the hill 
on our heels, lining up across 
the road with arms linked. We 
held up our st;arred and striped, 
red, white and blue banner pro
claiming, "AMERICA'S WILD
ERNESS: LO VEIT AND LEAVE 
IT ALONE." The moments of 
standing there, facing the bull
dozer revving up its motor, 
hands quivering from nervous
ness, but feeling so powerful, so 
strong in our convictions: these 
were some pretty powerful 
moments. I felt empowered, I 
felt scared, I felt high - real 
high. 

Our blockade was fairly un
dramatic, partly because there 
was a certain amount of expec
tation on the part of the Plumley 

Getting to the worksite required 
a precarious trek along the pro
posed road which was still just 
a one-footprint-wide track in 
the mountainside. Would the 
old ticker hold out? I wondered 
with each gasping rest. I fell far 
behind the rest, but a few sup
port people patiently stayed 
with me the whole way. 

The trail worsened as logs 
and slash blocked the way. For
tunately the tree fallers were 
not working that day or it would 
have meant a long hike around 
them. At last I caught up to the 
group, which had stopped to 
discuss the best way to ap
proach the dozer, whose roar 
we could hear round the bend. 
Suddenly our scout returned, 
saying the bulldozer was stuck 
in a hole. Now was our time to 
act. As quickly as we could, we 
log-hopped the last yards to our 
goal. A false step would mean 
falling downhill into sharp 
slash. 

The bulldozer operator -
none of us were sure of his name 
- scarcely reacted to our pres
ence. Merely warning us not to 
touch the machine, he left for 
help. The dozer leaned at a 
crazy angle on the slope and 
obviously wasn't going any
where whether we were there 
or not, to the disappointment of 
some of us, who had wanted to 
create down time. Then some
one suggested blockading the 
rescue bulldozer, and we sat 
down to await developments. 

"You folks are a little late, 
aren't you?" said the driver 

crew and sheriff's dept. by the 
time our (7th) blockade took 
place, but it was one more work 
stoppage, one more demonstra
tion of commitment to wilder
ness and was not without inci
dent: We were invited to block
ade the tree fellers ("Whatsa 
matter? No guts?") and Sally 
was able to serve Doug Plumley 
with a court subpeona while 
we were handcuffed and 
chained to a tree. (He was there 
recording us for posterity, or 
his scrapbook, or something, 
with his Instamatic.) 

As far as future non-violent 
direct actions are concerned, I 
have some thoughts to share: 

Even with the non-violence 
training, it's hard for everyone 
to really be prepared for jail if 
you haven't been there before, 
because it's like nothing else. 
Jail is heavy duty, no doubt 
about it, so no one should take 
lightly an agreement to be arres
ted. Our two days and one night 
were not as harrowing as ajail 
experience can be, certainly (I 
mean, people get raped and 
beaten ... ), but we had a tat
tooed biker cellmate who did 
not like "goddamn California 
protesters" and was the type 
whose threats of"rubbing faces 
on bars" and kicking ass one 
took seriously. Encountering 
this is par for the course, I think, 
rather than the exception, but 
is nonetheless shocking, and so 
something that folks should pre
pare themselves for. And how 
come the guys got more privil
eges than the women? Well, I 
guess that's another issue. 

Thoughts on support people: 
I was impressed and moved. 
The work and running around 
(and patient waiting while we 
Bay Areans landed and got our
selves together) and so much 
positive energy directed our 
way had much to do with our 
strength of spirit and confi
dence. Strong support is ex-

amicably when he returned. 
"The TV people were here until 
noon, but they couldn't wait all 
day." 

My heart sank The last min
ute change to blockading at 
lunchtime had cost us TV foot
age. 

Two or three other workmen 
showed up. They all treated us 
with that same mixture of dis
dain and grim amusement 
which seemed to be the un
spoken rule. Where was the vio
lence, the obscenities of pre
vious blockades that I'd heard 
so much about? Apparently .the 
threat of Earth First! lawsuits 
was working. I asked the driver, 
comfortably curled waiting on 
the bulldozer, ifhe was paid for 
down time. :'You bet," he 
nodded. 

Soon the low roar of a bull-
. dozer could be beard coming 
round the bend in the road ... 
but it was only smoothing the 
way for a sheriff's vehicle. It 
was all over. Our blockade had 
lasted perhaps 45 minutes. 

The deputies handcuffed us 
and the nine of us flopped like 
fish in the back ofa pick-up for 
a mile or so ride to a transfer 
point where we were loaded 
into a paddy wagon. So this was 
why the deputies had respon
ded so fast. The Forest Service 
now paid Josephine County to 
keep officers at this point spe
cifically to arrest demon
strators. 

As the paddy wagon carried 
us along yet more of the Bald 
Mountain Road, I wa:s shocked 

tremely important and on this 
action it was there - when we 
arrived on the blockade, bailing 
us out of jail, in the courtroom 
and in between, and I think the 
structure of the support system 
is something that can be drawn 
on and learned from for future 
actions. I commend and thank 
those who supported us and 
send them my love wherever 
they are scattered now. 

I'm intrigued with the theor
ies of non-violent direct action 
and consensus decision-making 
(time-consuming and confusing 
though it may be, it does work 
and fosters respect for the indiv
idual). I was impressed because 
it worked with our affinity 
group, most of whom did not 
know each other before the 
action. Not the best of circum
stances, but what are you gonna 
do when you're the only EF!ers 
in the Bay Area willing to DO IT 
and you don't know each other? 
But being strangers impedes the 
process and I agree with the 
contentions of Diana, Doug and 
William concerning solidarity 
(in their blockade account in a 
previous newsletter). 

Finally, seeing the concept of 
non-violent direct action actu
ally work, in action, in the wild
erness, was/is a wonderful 
experience and strengthens my 
belief in it that much more. We 
CAN stop them from raping the 
Earth! As I said in court (even 
though it bounced off the judge's 
cold scaly skin), I think that if 
my beliefs concerning the pres
ervation of wilderness and di
versity of species being essen
tial to the survival of the planet 
are really sincere, then it is my 
responsibility to act when I see 
things being destroyed. In tak
ing that responsibility, I felt so 
right and so powerful. There's 
no high like it. 

- Karen Pickett 

to fully realize how much of the 
road had already been roughed 
out. And every day a bulldozer 
ate the dirt ribbon farther along 
the green slope. Blockades since 
the beginning of May had so far 
failed to convince the press that 
this was a national issue, and 
our particular blockade had 
slowed them down scarcely a 
half-hour. It remained to be 
seen whether our efforts had 
had any effect. All this went 
through my mind as we en
dured the cramped, stifling ride 
to Grants Pass, our hands use
less as braces against countless 
curves in the road. 

We were released from jail 
following arraignment the next 
day. We all pleaded "no con
test" and we all received the 
same sentence: a fine, a year's 
probation during which we 
were to stay off all National 
Forest lands in the state of 
Oregon, and - a new twist - a 
restitution payment to Plumley 
Construction for down time, 
amounting to $82.00 per per
son. Restitution is still being 
challenged in court as of this 
writing. 

- Shelley Thompson 
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OREGON 
WILDERNESS 

HEARING 

Earth First! Oregon represen
tative Ric Bailey testified at the 
Oregon wilderness hearing held 
August 25 in Salem by Senator 
Mark Hatfield CR-Louisiana Pac
ific), who intends to introduce 
wilderness legislation for Ore
gon in response to the pitiful 
1.2 million acre bill recently 
passed by the House of Repre
sentatives. 

Hatfield's infamous position 
on wilderness is demonstrated 
by the fact that during his 17-
year "re}iresentation" of Oregon 
in the Senate, Oregon has ac
cumulated less wilderness and 
National Park acreage than any 
state in the West, except Nev
ada. He has been somewhat 
willing to protect mountain and 
glacier country, but has repeat
edly fought against protection 
of forests. His pro-industry bias 
shone through at the hearing as 
he constantly referred to for
ests as "productive timber
lands." 

The ecomically obscene anti
wilderness forces maintained a 
boisterous presence at the hear
ing and, as usual, provided some 
fine entertainment. One woman 
proclaimed that "wilderness 
creates strange ecosystems." 

Another razor-voiced creep 
proclaimed that Oregon has too 
much wilderness already. "1.2 
million acres may not sound like 
a lot," he insisted, "but that's 
the size of the state of Delaware!" 

OnechunkydudefromSouth
west Oregon lied through his 
yellow teeth. "Environmental
ists," he said, "harassed workers 
and destroyed equipment up on 
Bald Mountain." 

Other memorable quotes 
were: "If you lock up those trees, 
we'll starve," and, "If people 
can't drive through the wilder
ness, how can they eajoy it?" 

And, of course, the over
weight timber industry lobby
ists were on hand, supporting 
the mega-hog cha,insaw philo
sophy with a professional 
tedium that brought puke to 
the throats of many. No sense 
repeating any of that. 

Then there was the boring 
Sierra Club-type testimony: 
"Heck, Senator, our wilderness 
proposal only has .9 million 
board feet on it!" And: "Mr .. Hat
field, 2,000 hikers a year use 
this wilderness proposal!" Along . 
with: "The fisheries contained 
in this proposal contribute $2 
million to the economy every 
year!" 

The economic justifications 
for Wilderness persisted until 
Sherry Welborn took the micro
phone. She told a story of an 
Indian woman who watched the 
white man's encroachment 
upon the Oregon coast. The 
Indian woman symbolized the 
Oregon Coast Range Mountains, 
sight of the most hideous rape 
of forest ecosystems in Amer
ica. Wellborn, as the voice of the 
Indian woman, lamented, 
"They've taken my body, now 
they want my heart and soul." 
The heart and soul being the 
Wassen Creek and Drift Creek 
Roadless Areas, the two 12,000 
acre islands of old growth which 
have thus far survived the as
sault on the Coast Range, which 
150 years ago was a 3 million 
acre forest wilderness. 

Then Earth First! Represen
tative Ric Bailey occupied cen- · 
ter stage and immediately pre
sented Hatfield with the new 
Earth First! 7 Million acre Ore
gon Wilderness proposal (the 
Oregon Natural Resources 
Council only called for 3.4 mil
lion acres of wilderness), com-

plete with map packet (which 
was adorned front and back 
with. the EF! monkeywrench/ 
tomahawk symbol), and pro
claimed that the EF! proposal 
was not based on economics, 
but on moral conscience, emo
tion and respect fof nature. 
Bailey told Hatfield that, "There 
are things in this world more 
important than human pur
suits, and value ·in things that 
do not bring people material 
profit." 

Bailey's speech was one of 
the few which received a 
healthy ovation from the 
packed Kresge auditorium 
crowd. 

The impact of the EF! testi
mony remains unknown, since 
we are dealing with powers 
soaked i.n the persuasions of 
monetary and political manipu
lation. 

To those of us who view the 7 
million acre EF! proposal as the 
beginning of a return to ecolog
ical sanity, this battle is only 
the beginning. 

WILDERNESS TESTIMONY 
OF RIC BAILEY 
EARTH FIRST! 

REPRESENTATIVE 
before 

SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE 
ON PUBLIC LANDS 

HONORABLE SENATOR 
MARK 0. HATFIELD 

PRESIDING , 
My name is Ric Bailey, I am a 

native Oregonian who visits 
Oregon's wilderness areas reg
ularly. I am the Oregon Wilder
ness Coordinator for Earth 
First!, a national envirom'nen
tal action movement. My testi
mony will support the Earth 
First! wilderness proposal, not 
limited to the Siskiyou National 
Forest, the bulk of which is 
shown on maps I have furnished 
for your review. 

This proposal is not designed 

for compromise, or. to appear 
"reasonable" within certain ab
stract or arbitrarily conceived 
criteria. It is based on con
science, emotion, and an organ
ization of priorities in pursuit of 
survival. Because man and the 
organism of Earth cannot sur
vive without clean air and water, 
fertile soil, an abundant con
tinuum of natural resources, 
and an ecological foundation, 
all of which are provided by the 
most dependable "producer" of 
sustained yield we will ever 
know: Wilderness. Our pursuit 
in this proposal is to ensure that 
that ecological foundation is 
provided._ 

Our motivation behind this 
proposal is mainly based on the 
fact that it would be safer and 
wiser to create large wilderness 
preserves than not to. It has 
also allowed for the fact that 
the loss of wilderness is an irre
versible loss, except in the 
measure of age-long geologic 
healing, whereas the loss of 
what is so boldly referred to as 
timber base is not. 

We would also like to bring 
up the fact that public forests 
were originally designed as re
serves. Yet we find today that 

continued on page 20 

be allowed to be restored by 
natural forces. 

The following are some of the 
highlights of the Oregon EF! wil
derness proposal (which was 
revealed for the first time in 
front of Senator Hatfield during 
his Oregon Wilderness Hearing 
August 25). 

CASCADE VOLCANOES: 
Includes core of existing Three 
Sisters and Mt. Washington Wil

..... \ dernesses. Runs from Santiam 

EARTH FIRST! PROPOSES 7 MILLION 
ACRES WILDERNESS IN OREGON NFs 

, Hwy. (20) south to the Willa
mette Hwy. (58). Closes Route 
242, the McKenzie Pass High
way, and includes Chucksney 
Mtn., McClennan Mtn., Waldo, 
Maiden Peak, Charlton Butte, 
Bend Watershed, Bearwallows 
and Century Lakes defacto wil
dernesses, as well as the entirety 
of the North Fork of the Middle 
Fork of the Willamette River. It 
also would protect the entire 
South Fork McKenzie River, and 
recommends removal of Cougar 
Dam. (880,000 acres, including 
existing wilderness.) 

Okay all you two-fisted Ore
gonians, ever hear of South Fork 
John Day proposed Wilderness? 
How about the Nez Perce or the 
Cascade Volcanoes? Then you 
obviously haven't heard about 
the Earth First! Oregon wilder
ness proposal. Too bad. It's what 
we should have been pushing 
for since 1964. It starts out by 

. demanding wilderness designa-

By Ric Bailey 

tion for all 4.5 million acres of 
defacto wilderness, and then 
tacks on 2.5 million acres of 
"wilderness recovery zones," 
where nature will be allowed to 
reclaim developed land. Pat
ches of roaded old growth forest, 
and patches of somewhat intact 
watershed and habitat have 
been added to perpetrate some 
real wilderness in Oregon, as 
opposed to the token recreation 

areas, being proposed by "reas
onable" conservation groups. 

Obviously, it isn't enough to 
be asking for wilderness desig
nation for some of the frayed 
roadless remnants that the For
est Service has thus far neglec
ted to devour in their assault 
on Oregon's Forest Ecosystems. 
We should be demanding that 
many previously logged, roaded 
and otherwise developed areas 

NEZ PERCE: Starts out with 
the entire Hells Canyon Na
tional Recreation Area and exist
ing Eagle Cap Wilderness. Adds 
Joseph Canyon to the North
west, and the McGraw Creek 
BLM area to the Southeast. In
cludes all proposed Eagle Cap 
additions and much developed 
land to the south, particularly 
in the Eagle Creek drainage. 
Protects the totality of the 
Minam and Imnaha Rivers, and 
closes the ridiculous Imnaha 

THE EARTH FIRST! 
OREGON WILDERNESS 

PROPOSAL 
Area Name 
MountHebo 
Drift Creek 
Coast Creeks 
Wassen Creek 
Grassy Knob 
Kalmiopsis 
Red Buttes 
Mt.Mazama 
Rogue-Umpqua Divide 
Diamond-Thielsen 
Calapooya Range 
Cascade .Volcanoes 
Old Cascades 
Middle Santiam 
Mt. Jefferson 
Hidden 
Salmon-Huckleberry 
Badger-White River 
Cascade Falls 
Gearhart-Upper Sycan 
South Fork John Day 
Strawberry-N.F. Malheur 
Elkhom-N.F.J.D. 
Blue Mountains Complex 
Nez Perce 

Acreage 
54,000 
39,000 
48,000 
43,000 
90,000 

480,000* 
75,000 

310,000* 
285,000 
240,000* 
195,000 
560,000* 
150,000 
180,000 
ll0,000* 
160,000 
170,000 
130,000 
150,000 
190,000* 
250,000 
245,000* 
580,000 
390,000* 
800,000* 

Total 5,954,000 

+ other unroaded 
= 1 million (approx.) 

13% of state land area, 
44% of state National Forest Land 

~Does not include acreage of designated 
wilderness or National Park existing 
within proposal. 

River, Lostine River, and Hat 
Point roads. ( 1.2 million acres 
including existing wilderness.) 

KALMIOPSIS: Combines 
entire Kaliniopsis Roadless Area 
with the Wild Rogue Wilderness. 
Includes entire upper drainages 
of the Pistol, Chetco and Win
chuck Rivers to the west, and 

. all the Briggs and Rough and 
Ready Creek drainages to the 
East. Closes the Illinois River 
Road at Cedar Gulch. Recom
mends that Bill Covey and Les 
Moore remove all the gravel 
from the Bald Mountain Road 
with their teeth. ( 710,000 acres 
including existing wilderness.) 

The EF! Oregon proposal also 
recommends: Four lll;rge preser
ves in the Coast Range, from 
39,000 to 54,000 acres; six in 
the west Cascades ranging from 
150,000 to 285,000 acres; four 
along the Cascade Crest (includ
ing the Cascade Volcanoes) 
from 270,000 to 880,000 acres; 
and six major preserves in East
ern Oregon (including the Nez 
Perce) from 300,000 to 1.2 mil
lion acres. 

Anyone wishing to provide 
input, or obtain further infor
mation on the EF! Oregon wil
derness proposal, contact me at 
P.O. Box.605, Joseph, OR 97846. 

And by the way, next time 
you contact your congressman 
regarding Oregon Wilderness, 
be sure to recommend the 7 
million acre Earth First! pro-

. posal. 
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Photos by Sam Camp 

SI KYONE: LAST BATTLE OF THE REDWOODS? 
The Sinkyone People were 

~ virtually extinct within ten 
years of encountering their first 
white person. These Sinkyone 
Indians of northern California's 
rugged Lost Coast were massac
red ruthlessly. Now it appears 
that also within ten years a scoff
law multinational corporation 
will succeed in massacring the 
primeval coastal forests which 
are the remnants of the ances
tral Sinkyone home. They have 
already nearly succeeded. 

Here is the only significant 
unprotected wilderness on 
America's West Coast. Located 
in the northwestern comer of 
Mendocino County, the Sink
yone Wilderness is rugged 
mountains with old growth red
wood forests on steep slopes 
that fall into the sea. The coast
line is stunningly scenic with 
700-foot high sea cliffs in places. 
It is also a major wildlife re
source. For example, hundr~ds 
of marine mammals - official 
counts show groups of up to 
1,500 animals at once - gather 
in the cove at Little Jackass 
Creek. And just inland in the 
Usal Basin is the largest osprey 
colony in the western U.S. Or 
was. Georgia-Pacific Corpora
tion (G-P) has just about fin
ished clear-cutting the Usal. 

And now also gone to G-P's 
Fort Bragg mill is Hotel Gulch. 
Anderson Gulch. Dark Gulch. 
At least half of Little Jackass. 
moo acres of harvest plans have 
lwen approved for Jackass. And 
a 370-acre harvest plan has 
bt>t>ll approved for the Bear Har
bor watershed on the very 
borders of the small, northern 

part of the Sinkyone Wilderness 
that has been spared as a state 
park. The devastation is tragic 
and ugly. The massive erosion 
will permanently degrade 
streams and habitat. Archaeol
ogical sites have been wasted. 
Species that are dependent on 
coastal old growth habitat will 
disappear. G-P's forester in the 
Sinkyone Wilderness, Jere Melo, 
achieved 78 separate citations 
for logging violations in a 3-year 
period. From this it appears that 
breaking the law is a way of 
doing business at G-P. 

Local activists have been 
fighting since 1977 to save the 
southern Lost Coast. But a ruth
less multinational corporation 
has not been the only enemy. 
"Liberal" Democratic legislators 
have forcefully demonstrated 
that northern California has 
only one political party: The 
Corporate Party. And as in num
erous other North Coast issues, 
the Sierra Club is once again on 
the cutting edge. 

Assemblyman Dan Hauser, 
· liberal freshman Democrat, 
badly betrayed activists and dis
mayed his liberal constituents. 
Last January, Hauser wowed 
environmentalists with 
announcements that he would 
accomplish major gains for the 
Sinkyone Wilderness and he 
even proposed a moratorium on 
all further logging there. But 
the bill he subsequently car
ried (AB 125) was a thoroughly 
Georgia-Pacific one which ends 
all prospect of establishing a 
real Sinkyone Wilderness. We 
must also note that the dark 
power behind Hauser is Sena-
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tor Barry Keene, another· 
liberal Democrat, who received 
everything from special hunt
ing privileges to heavy "cam
paign" bucks from the timber 
corporadoes. 

The Sierra Club long and 
strongly supported the local 
lead activists until the chips 
were down. At that point they 
chose to deal off the issue on 
their own. They were fearful of 
criticizing the liberal Hauser, 
who threatened that if they 

didn't back his G-P bill it would 
be "a cold day in hell" before 
he'd ever do anything for the 
Sinkyone. Hauser desperately 
wants the Sierra Club and 
others to help him save face 
and legitimize his dirty deal
ings. This fits well the Sierra 
Club's escalated involvement in 
electoral politics. Unfortu
nately, more often than not, that 
involvement requires the Club 
to sell out issues, including 
especially those on which they 

have never been the lead activ
ists. Local activists should 
always be careful in trusting 
their fortunes to any national 
group. 

The legislative process has 
failed. Georgia-Pacific's greedy 
hands are free. Local activists 
intent on saving the remaining 
trees are looking to legal action. 
Years of slide shows, radio talks 
and articles have given the Sink
yone Wilderness an informed 
and enthusiastic local backing .. 

Loading Logs in Anderson Gulch 



Fresh Desolation in Jackass Creek 

Many have announced they will 
protect the great trees with 
their bodies. A Timber Harvest 
Plan to clearcut the 75-acre 
Sally Bell grove has been 
approved. 

Sally Bell was the last Sink
yone Indian. Action may be 
taken to protect the Sally Bell 
Grove, and perhaps ha.5 already 
begun as you read this. Join us 
in the fight to save the Sinkyorre 
Wilderness. Write the ~inkyone 
Council at Box 397, Garberville, 
CA 95440 or telephone (707) 
923-2931. The issue is now or 
never. 

- The Man Who Walks In 

The Woods 

Non-violent direct action 
·may become necessary to save 
the Redwoods of the Sinkyone 
from liquidation. Only 4% of 
the old growth Redwoods re
main (see Bill Devall's book 
review in this issue). We must 
save those in the Sinkyone. 
Contact EPIC in Garberville 
or Bay Area Earth First! con
tacts (Ed Heske 415-549-1424; 
Tim Jeffries 456-7433; or 
Karen Pickett 376-7329) to 
plan for action or trips to the 
Sinkyone. We stopped the For
est Service in the Kalmiopsi!i, 
now it's time to stop Georgia
Pacific in the Sinkyone! 

Beach and Lagoon at Mouth of Jackass Creek 

TIMEISRUNNINGOUTFOR 
SINKYONE WILDERNESS 

OLD GROWTH 
The Sinkyone Wilderness is 

located on California's north 
coast between the King Range 
on the north, and Usal Creek on 
the south. Surely it is the wild
est, most rugged shoreline on 
the west coast (outside of 
Alaska). Because of the Sink
yone's rugged character, High
way I, when being built, was 
forced inland where it meets 
Highway 101 at Legget. 

The Sinkyone is home to black 
bear, osprey, ·golden eagles, 
hawks, sea lions, deer, and many 
more, once including the now
extinct Sinkyone native people. 
Roosevelt Elk have recently 
been re-introduced to the King 
Range. We saw about half of 
this migrating herd in the Sink
yone on a recent hike. 

The Sinkyone issue is not 
uncommon in the Pacific North- . 
west. It is the genocide of old 
growth habitat. It is the clear
cutting of whole watersheds, 
small coastal watersheds which 
were, and are forested with tow
ering redwoods and Douglas fir. 
Georgia Pacific (pathetic) is kill-

Anderson Gulch Rape Scene 

ing the Sinkyone. Their desire 
is to liquidate the remaining old 
growth. Steep slopes and an 
annual rainfall in the neighbor
hood of 100 inches causes thou
sands of years worth of topsoil 

. to erode into the streams injust 
a few winters. This senseless 
destruction has put old growth 
habitat on, the endangered spe
cies list. 

In the Wolf Creek area (Jack
ass on USGS map) there was an 
old logging road called "the old 
Wheeler road." During spring of 
this year, G.P. sent in their Earth
raping machines to widen, grade, 
and gravel this road which had 
not been used for logging in 
many years. It is now a G.P. log 
truck highway, with many new 
skid road offshoots. On these 
roads will travel the last stands 
of Sinkyone Old Growth Red
woods and Douglas Fir. The 
reality oflosing the Sinkyone is 
very sad. The Sinkyone is our 
last chance to have and pre
serve a coastal wilderness. After 
all, if it were not for wilderness, 
the human race would have 
never evolved. We must treat 
our living old growth ancestors 
with more respect. 
· -Sam Camp 
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EARTH FIRST! LOCAL GROUPS AND CONTACTS EARTH FIRST! 
STATE WILDERNESS 

COORDINATORS 

AllSTRAf.IA 
,JohnSt•t•d 
ll.ai111im•sl l11Jim11atitlll l't•nln.• 
P< >B :ins. Lismore 
~«·w South \\'ah•s :!-180 
Auslrnlia -

.JAPAN 
Ri<'k lla,·is 
Iii~ Kvoto-shi, Fushimi-ku 
Ta1101ko1-sa111;1-kat'1 
Tai Bun-shi sama 
Kyoto .. Japan 

WFSTERN SOLOMON 
ISLANDS 
Vinc<'nt Vaguni 
H.ainfon•st Information Centre 
1'011 :ll Mtmda 
\\'(~lPrn Solomon Islands 

ALASKA 
Fairbanks - Tom Pogson 
SR 2lttl5li 
Fairl><mks. AK !19701 

Juneau - R. FameU 
P-OB 175t1 
.lunmu, AK 99802 

Kenny Lake - Judi Thunnond 
St.ir Route. Box 334 
K<'u~y Lake. AK 995i3 

ARIWSA 
Pablo Deserieto 
Box ~015~ 
Tucson. AZ 85717 
(ti02) 882-0830 

ARKANSAS 
T.A. Aldaron 
IS:!i Xorth Jackson 
Little.Rnl'k. AR 72203 

CALIFORNIA 
Arcata - Bill De,·aU 
l'llB 21 
An-nta. CA ~};).)21 
(707) 822-Sl:Jt; 

Berkeley - Ed Heske 
.:;J Ile! ~!ar 
B~rkell'y. C'A 94708 
(~Ui)?;4fl-1424 

Chico - Mitch Wyss 
POii J:17 :3 
Chim. CA 95fl27 
( 9 j(j) :J42 .:J078 

Fresno - Michael Bordenave 
SAFE 
:1771 Circle Ori\·e \\'est 
Fresno. ('A 93704 

Marin County - Tim Jeffries 
2Z Claus Circle 
Fairfax, C' A 94930 
(413) 456-743:3 

Placerville - Jake Blue & 
Beeky Windmiller 
Box C 
Lot us. CA 9565 l 
(916) 626-9970 

Sacramento -
Deunis McEwan 
:J424 \'on Bauer Way 
Sacramento, CA 95281 
(916) ~87 -1:376 

Santa Barbara -
Matt Buckmaster 
6764 Sueno Apt. B 
Goleta, CA 9:3117 
(805) 968-8812 

OR 
La\\Tence Worchester 
!l:).5 Camino <lel Sur 
Isla \'ista. CA 9:3117 
(805) 968-4478 

SantaCruz-
Jean Brocklebank 
418 Oli\·e St. 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
( ~08) 426-9266 

San Diego - Linda Svendsen 
POB 2236 . 
Leucadia, ('A 920:34 
(fil 9) 436-3927 

San Francisco -
Phillip Friedman 
2'300 Ortega St. 
San Francisrn, CA 94122 
(415) 665-0794 

San Luis Obispo -
Jean C. Gordon 
12414 B Mill St. 
San Luis Obispo. CA 9'.340 ! 

Sonoma County -
Ken D'Antonio 
10101 H"Y 116 
For<•st\·ille, CA 95436 
(707) 887-9107 

COLORADO 
Boulder - Richard Ling 
!020 13th 'K 
!~iulder, CO 80302 

Durango - Steve Rauworth 
8'1!1:lHwy.172 
lgnado, CO 81137 
(:lll:l) 884-98(;4 

Ft. Collins - Chris Johnson 
I 8!ill Laporte 'B9 
Fl. ('ollins, CO 80521 
('Ill:!) ~82-2:182 

GIPnwood Springs -
John Fllppone 
!'OB IOHI 
W<'llWmHI Springs, CO IHflOl 
(:1():1) !l4!i-207!i 

Steamboat - Scotty Sidner 
lkar Pole Ranch 
StPamhoat Sprin~"· C'O 80477 

Telluride - Art Goodthnes 
POB Hi\1 
Nonrnod. C'O 81423 
(303) 327-47ti7 

CONNECTICUT 
R. Neil Harvey 
235 South Park Street 
Williamantic. CT 0&226 
(203) 423-2926 

FLORIDA 
Ronnie Hawkins 
10830 SW 8th Court 
GainesvillP, FL 32601 
(904) 495-9203 

GEORGIA 
Julia Heinz 
378 Ollkland Avenue SE 
Atlauta, GA 30212 
(404) 525-2271 

HAWAII . 
Will Small 
Box 413 
Mountain View, HI 96771 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago - Chris Sherbank 
1654 W. Cortland Street 
Chicago, IL 60622 
(312) 227-78771235-2839 

Prairie Grove Group EF! 
Don Johnson 
Woodside Farm 
1841 South River Rd 
Des Plaines, IL 60018 
(312) 296-7960 

OR 
Tim Byers 
(312) 463-8045 

Urbana - Bill Enos 
1200 East Michigan 
Urbana, IL 61801 
(217)384-9016 

KANSAS 
Manhatten - Neil Schanker 
1221 Thurston 
Manhatten, KS fi(j502 
(9l:l) 5:l2-58lifi 

Oskaloosa - Daniel Dancer 
Sleeping Beauty Ranch 
Oskaloosa, KS 66066 

MAINE 
Brunswick - Gary Lawless 
POB 186 
Brunswick, ME 04011 
(207) 729-5083 

Harrington - Charles Ewing 
RD l 
Harrington, ME 04643 

MARYLAND 
Leonard J. Kerpelman 
2403 West Rogers 
Baltimore, MD 21209 
(301) 367-8855 

MINNESOTA 
Tom Lewanski 
3718 Columbus 
Minn.eapolis, MN 55407 

MONTANA 
Randall Gloege 
343 North Rimroad 
Billings, MT 59102 
( 406) 256-0965 

NEVADA 
Jomayne R. Steveus 
65 Vine Street 
Reno, NV 89503 

NEW JERSEY 
Bob Ludd 
246 Fawn Ridge 
Mountainside, N.J 07092 
(201) 233-7656 (N) 
(201) 624-7446 (DJ 

Stacey Washko 
RD •4 Box 350 
North Brunswick, NJ 08902 
(201) 821-96471821-8644 

Mike Lidestri 
96 Merritt Avenue 
Bergenfield, NJ 07621 
(201) 385-204 7 

Bob Philbin 
Box 698 Meadow Ave. RD '2 
Blackwood, NJ 08012 
(609) 227-8248 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque - Karen Brown 
500 Princeton SE, Apt. 3 
Albuquerque, NM 87106 
(505) 277-5716 w 
Sante Fe - Rue Christie 
POB 5910 
Sante Fe, NM 87501 
(505) 988-4284 

NEW YORK 
Troy- RalphMeima 
251 Liberty Street 
Troy, NY 12180 
(518) 272-2496 

Tully·- Milton Bieber 
Stevens Road RD • I 
Tully, NY 13429 
(315) 696-8072 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Andrews-
Hank & Mary Fonda 
!U:iute 1, Box 640B 
Andrews, NC 28901 
(704) -321-4086 

Ir )'ou want to become active with Earth First! in your area, 
1•011ta1·1 on .. of the folks below. Ifthere Is no one listed in your area 
amt )·nu'd lik .. to start a local group of Earth First! or be a local 
<'t>11ta1·1. 1·1mtact EF~ 230 West 7th Avenue, Chico, CA 95926. 
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Asheville - Jay Gertz 
120 High Valley 
Alexander, NC 2870 l 

Star - Ron & Sue Correll 
Star Farm Rt. I, Box 78 A-I 
Star, NC 27356 

OHIO 
Reed Noss 
140 North West Street 
Westerville, OH 43081 
(614) 891-4814 

OKLAHOMA 
Forrest Johnson 
1402 Rebecca Lane 
Norman, OK 73069 
( 404) 364-3555 

OREGON 
Corvallis - Lynn Cochrane 
744 NW 27th 
Corvallis, OR 97330 
(503) 753-6486 

Eugene - Marcy Willow 
2551 Emerald Street 
Eugene, OR 97 403 
(503) 342-7040 

Grants Pass -
Steve Marsden 
6166 Monument Drive 
Grants Pass, OR 97526 
( 503) 4 7 4-0259 

Portland - Melinda Lee 
POB594 
Sherwood, OR 97140 
(503) 628-2814 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Philadelphia - Lisa Jo Frech 
233 Plymouth Road 
Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437 

TENNESSEE 
Charlotte & Carl Leathers 
107 South Bellevue Drive 
Nashville, TN 37205 
(615) 352-8716 

TEXAS 
Dallas/Ft. Worth -
Don McDowell 
0204 Mineral Wells Hwy. 
Weatherford, TX 7()086 
( 81 7) 594-4935 

Terlingua-
Rlo Grande Guides Assoc. 
Box 57 
Terlingua, TX 70852 

UTAH 
Escalante - Robert Weed 
Calf Creek Box 60 
Escalante, UT 84726 

Logan - George Nickas 
422 North 400 East 
Logan, UT 84321 

Moab - Bob Philips 
POB381 
Moab, UT 84532 
(801) 259-8353 

Park City- Judi Bell-Marcy 
POB 2159 
Park City, UT 84060 
(801) 649-2777 

Provo - Ken Wintch 
1101 Elm Avenue 
Provo, UT 84601 

Salt Lake City -
Spurs Jackson 
POB 26221 
Salt Lake City, UT 84126 
(801) 355-2154 

VERMONT 
Linda Hay 
POB781 
Springfield, VT 05156 
(802) 263-54271885-9459 

VIRGINIA ,, 
Manassas - Lee Few 
7610 Glenolden Place 
Manassas, VA 22111 
(703) 361-2239 

Staunton - Alan Kinchloe 
Route l, Box 54A 
Millboro, VA 24460 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Terry J. Harris 
108 North Adams Street 
Rockville, MD 20850 
(301) 762-1312 

WEST VIRGINIA 
J.R. Spruce 
Box 222-A RR l 
Ridgeley, WV 26753 
(304) 738-2212 

WISCONSIN 
Madison - Bob Kaspar 
305 North Sixth Street 
Madison, WI 53704 

Pembine - Coldfoot Creek 1 

Route l 
Pembine, WI 54156 
(715) 324-6422 

Southeast - Meri Kueru\ 
703 Union Street •2 
Hartford, WI 53027 
(414) 673-6372 

WYOMING 
Jackson-
Hiroshima Svendsen 
Box 2166 
Jackson, WY 83001 
(307) 733-4793 

Sundance
Harry Longbaugh 
POB 1015 
Sundance, WY 82729 

The following people are coor
dinating the development ofEF! 
wilderness proposals and com
ments to agencies in their re· 
spective states. Ir you'd like to 
coordinate wilderness studies 
for EF! in your state and com
ments to the BLM, Forest Serv· 

~ ice, etc. 1 please let us know so 
we can list you here. If you'd like 
to help with such studies and 
comments, contact the State Wil
derness Coordinator listed for 
your state. 

ARIZONA 
Pablo Deserieto 
Box 40154 Tucson, AZ 85717 
(602) 882-0830 

CALIFORNIA 
Nancy Morton 
230 West 7th Avenue 
Chico, CA 95926 
(916) 343-6547 

IDAHO 
HowieWollce 
Box 2348 
Jackson, WY 83001 
( 307) 733-5343 

MONTANA 
HowieWollce 

NEVADA 
Bart Koehler 
POB235 
Ely, NV 89301 
(702) 289-8636 

NEW MEXICO 
Karen Brown 
500 Princeton SE Apt. 3 
Albuquerque, NM 87106 
(505) 277-5716 w 
OREGON 
Ric Bailey 
c/o 342 North 9th 
Madras, OR 877 41 
(503) 475-2105 

UTAH 
. Bart Koehler 

VERMONT 
Linda Hay 
POB781 
Springfield, VT 05156 
(802) 263-5427/885-9459 

WYOMING 
Howie Wolke 

SLEEP CHEAP 
Want to meet other E~'!ers as 

you travel the country? Want to 
avoid the expense of motels or 
the excitement of sleeping under 
picnic tables at roadside ,rest 
stops? Then SLEEP CHEAP is 
for you. SLEEP CHEAP is a list
ing of EF!ers willing to provide 
floor space for other EF!ers pas
sing through. Travelers should 
be considerate i>nd give their 
prospective hosts plenty of 
warning by writing or phoning 
in advance. If you'd like to be 
listed as a SLEEP CHEAP host, 
contact the newspaper. 

Clod Funnstonn, POB 767 
ANCHORAGE, AK99510 

Eagle Rock (Dave) 
(505) 243-2096 
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 
(call for address) 

Julie Heinz ( 404) 525-2271 
378 Oakland Avenue SE 
ATLANTA, GA 30312 

Chris Sherbauk (312) 227-7877/ 
235-2839 1654 W. Cortland St. 
CHICAGO, IL 60622 

Chris Johnson (303) 482-2382 
1850 Laporte Avenue •B9 
FORT COLLINS, CO 80521 

Charles Ewing (207) 483-9763 
RD l 
HARRINGTON, ME 04643 

Marzapan 
124 3rd Avenue SE 
RONAN, MONTANA 59864 

Richard Warnick, POB 374 
MONTICELLO, UT 84535 

Coldfoot Creek (715) 324-6422 
Rt. l Pembine, WI 54156 
NORTHEAST WISCONSIN 

Lawrence Worchester 
(805) 968-4478 
or Steve Schuman 
968-6123 935 
Camino del Sur, 
Isla Vista, CA 9311'7 
SANTA BARBARA AREA 

Nancy Martin, Star Rt. 34 
Dulzura, CA 92017 
SAN DIEGO AREA 

Ken D'Autonio 10101 Hwy. 116 
Forestville, CA 95436 
SONOMA COUNTY 

Thoron Lane (602) 744-1001 
Box 87, Cortaro, AZ 85230 
TUCSON AREA 
(no pets or children) 

Pablo Deserieto (602) 882-0830 
Box 40154 
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85717 

Bill Enos (217) 384-9016 
1206 E. Michigan 
URBANA, ILLINOIS 6.1801 

. 
NOTE TO LOCAL CONTACTS . 

Please check your address, name and phone number to make sure 
they are correct. Please send In change of addreS& or phone num· 
ber information promptly. Also make sure that you are listed. If 
not, let us know. 

ROADSHOW 

The East-of-the-Rockies 
Earth First! Road Show planned 
for this fall has been postponed 
until spring of 1984. Nonethe
less, folks willing to promote an 
appearance by- the Road Show 
in their area should contact 
Dave Foreman now (230 W. 7th 
Ave., Chico, CA 95926). The 
Eastern Road Show will consist 
of musicians Johnny Sagebrush 
and Cecelia Ostrow, speaker 
Dave Foreman, the Cracking of 
Glen Canyon Damn movie, and 
will focus on preservation of 
the world's rainforests. 

An Earth First! Northern 
Rockies Road Show is being 
planned, however, for this fall 
(last week of October and first 
week of November). The tour 
with Howie Wolke, Dave Fore
man and possibly Johnny Sage
brush (Bart Koehler) will hit 
Idaho, Montana and Wyoming. 
It will concentrate on wilder
ness preservation in the North
ern Rockies: developing EF! 
wilderness proposals, prevent
ing dev_elopment of roadless 
areas by means of the EF!RARE 
II lawsuit in Oregon (EF! vs. 
Block), direct action where 
needed and the organization of 
local EF! groups in the area. 
The schedule is being worked 
on now and can include every
thing from meeting with a hand
ful of EF! activists in a private 
strategy session to an appear
ance before a large public 
audience to radio/TV/press in
terviews. If. you would like 
Howie, Dave and Bart to come 
to your area in Idaho, Montana 
or Wyoming, contact Howie· 
Wolke immediately: Box 2348, 
Jackson, WY 83001 (307) 733-
5343. 

D - FILE CABINET 
'rdtioard box routine is 
a little out' of hand so 

f. generous 
l file cab-. 
donate it 

the Earth 

UTAH WILDERNESS 

TheJJtahCongressionalDele
gation and Governor have an
nounced their plan for National 
Forest Wilderness in Utah and 
conservationists are reeling in 
shock. Even the restrained and 
moderate Utah Wilderness 
Association was stunned. Earth 
First! spokesperson Spurs Jack
son of Salt Lake City said, "I 
can't believe that these venal 
bastards (the Utah Delegation) 
have the arrogance to call this a 
'wilderness' proposal! It is a plan 
to destroy Utah, plain and 
simple." 

Utah currently has only one 
designated wilderness: the tiny 
(29,000 acre) Lone Peak area 
near Salt Lake City. Of the 3 
million acres of roadless Nat
ional Forest lands identified 
during RARE II in Utah, the 
Utah Delegation is proposing a 
minuscule 615,000 acres. The 
Utah Wilderness Association 
and other groups are only pro
posing 1.6 million acres for 
wilderness. 

"We won't buy either the 
'rape-and-run' proposal by the 
delegation or the 'sell-out' pro
pof?al by the other environ
mental groups," said Jackson. 
"There is no good reason why 
all 3 million roadless acres in 
Utah's National Forests should 
not be wilderness. Earth First! 
is also looking at roaded areas 
that should be rehabilitated and 
allowed to return to a wilder
ness condition." 

Bart Koehler (P.O. Box 235, 
Ely, NV 89301 702-289-8636) is 
coordinating the development 
of the EF! wilderness proposal 
for Utah. If you can help or have 
suggestions, contact him im
mediately. 

First! office. We can pick it up 
anywhere in Northern Califor
nia but could possibly arrange 
to get it to Chico from other 
areas as well. Contact us at 230 
W. 7th Ave., Chico, CA 95926. 
Thanks!· 



Wisconsin EF! meeting 

Wisconsin's first EF! meeting . 
was held in the southeastern 
part of the state in July. Fifteen 
people were present for a lively 
discussion on just what Earth 
First! should mean in Wiscon
sin, a state with precious little 
large-scale wilderness but with 
tremendous pressure from min
ing interests, nuke dump plans, 
and the Navy's Project ELF -
all slated for ·our northern 
counties. 

On the local front, action was 
considered against the sche
duled shipments of spent nu
clear fuel through Mulwaukee. 

The freedom of our waters 
was an important topic. A possi
ble long-term goal discussed 
was the removal of the Wiscon
sin River's dams. 

More discussion and a firm-up 
-of action plans is bound to hap
pen at our second get-together: 
September 18th in Madison. 
Flyers will be sent to Wisconsin 
subscribers. 

For more information, con
tact Meri Keuhn, Rt. 1, Box 99A, 
Mayville, WI 53050 ( 414) 673-
7345. 

CANYONLANDS NUKE 
DUMP ACTION MAY BE 

IMMINENT 
Our spies warn us that the 

Department of Energy may 
try to slip into the Davis Can
yon area next to Canyonlands 
National Park in Utah this 
November or December to be
gin test drilling for the nat
ion's first high level nuclear 
waste dump. Earth First! is 
pledged to confront the DOE 
to blockade ANY activity for 
the nuke dump near Canyon
lands. We are watching. If you 
would like to participate in 
non-violent direct action at 
Canyonlands or help in a sup
port capacity, please contact 
Bob Phillips, POB 381, Moab, 
UT 84532 (801) 259-8353 or 
Spurs Jackson, POB 26221, 
Salt Lake City, UT 84126 
(801) 355-2154. 

CLIPPINGS 
Please send any newspa
per clippings mentioning 
Earth First! or subjects of 
interest to us at 230 W. 7th 
·Ave., Chico, CA 95926. 
Thank you! 

Idaho's White Cloud Mountains Photo by Howie Wolke 

DESTROYING CAPITOL 
REEF: MASADA 1984 

The place is Waterpocket Fold 
in Capitol Reef National Park, 
Utah. Instead of the Roman 
Army, an even more powerful 
U.S. Government is proposing 
in HR 3363 to appropriate 
$6,000,000 to engineer a breach 
midway in the 100-mile long 
Reef and continue the desecra
tion of pavement from Bull
( shit )frog Marina on Lake Foul 
to the · still remote Shangri-la 
community of Boulder. 

Instead of 700 Jews defend
ing the rock, the Burr Trail 
fans who have traveled the sce
nic, rugged route will be trying 
to defend this backcountry par
tially owned by the National 
Park Service from paving and 
blasting. For those of you who 
are familiar with the bizarre 
Muley Twist Canyon (a favorite 
of backpackers in the south part 
of the Park), imagine the wash 
bed contained in a cement con
duit 100 feet above the dugway 
as it descends into a blasted 
crevice 250 feet deep; then· in 

defiance of Waterpocket Fold's 
tilt, which doesn't meet federal 
highway standards, a Masada
like causeway visible for 50 
miles in both directions will 
descend into Strike Valley and 
cross Hall's Wash over a mas
sive steel bridge. 

This one monumental cut and 
fill, costing the Park Service 6 
million dollars out of their puny 
budget to take tourists.literally 
through the Park, is only a tea
spoon in the bucket of bullshit 
bulldozing and blasting that 
Senator James McClure ofldaho 
pushed through his subcommit
tee dealing with the Interior 
Department Appropriations 
Bill. 

When Congress convenes in 
mid-September, McClure and 
radical developers Senators 
Hatch and Garn (Utah's gang
bangers) will slide the well
lubricated bill through the 
House and Senate to satisfy Cal
vin Pimp Black's dream come 
true: the raping of southern 
Utah's wildlands. 

-Yeti 

EF! PROPOSES 7.3 MILLION ACRES WILDERNESS IN IDAHO 

Mike Roselle, an oilfield wor
ker from Driggs, Idaho, testified 
for Earth Fir.st! at a U.S. Senate 
hearing in Idaho Falls in early 
August on the Idaho Congres
sional Delegation's plan to es
sentially destroy the remaining 
Forest Service roadless coun
try in the state. While the Idaho 
timber industry proposed 
600,000 acres of additional wil
derness for Idaho (rock and ice, 
of course), Roselle resolutely 
called for 7.3 million acres of 
Idaho National Forest land to 
be added to the Wilderness 
System. 

In a letter to U.S. Forest Ser
vice Chief Max Peterson, Earth 
First! national wilderness coor
dinator Howie Wolke, a guide 
and outfitter from Jackson, 
Wyoming, said, "Idaho has more 
unprotected wilderness - over 
7 million acres - than any other 
state. Nearly all of it is threat
ened. Earth First! will not allow 

, the destruction of this interna
, tionally significant wildland re
source. We intend to actively 
resist the timber industry, 

Forest Service and Reaga~ 
Administration in their coordi
nated effort to destroy Idaho's 
wild country." 

Earth First! spokesperson, 
Wendy Warren of Pocatello, 
commented, "The timber indus
try proposal is ridiculous. It 
would open more than 90% of 
Idaho's unprotected wildlands 
to--loggiHg, road construction 
and other kinds of development. 
Idaho's wildlands are valuable 
just as they are for wildlife, 
watershed, recreation and the 
maintenance of our planet's 
biological diversity. The EF! 
proposal is the only way to 
maintain Idaho's high quality 
of life. This is a conservative 
proposal in the true and posi
tive sense of the word." 

Warren said that a few cur
rently roaded and developed 
areas were included in the EF! 
wilderness proposal and would 
be allowed to gradually revert 
to a wilderness condition as 
"Wilderness Reco.very Areas." 
She explained, "In some cas~s, 
the only way to have an eco
logically viable wilderness is to 
close down destructive <level-

. opments that never should have 

been allowed to occur in the these areas, the exploiters will 
first place. But the vast major- win; the land and the people of 
ity of our proposal consists of Idaho will lose." 

, lands that are currently in a For more information on the 
·wilderness condition. We've Earth First! Idaho Forests Wil-
identified over 7 million acres derness Proposal or to help in 
of these lands, while the Forest refining the proposal, contact 
Service has, thus far, only re- Howie Wolke, Box 2348, Jack-
cognized 6.5 million acres of soh, WY 83001(307)733-5343. 
roadless forestlands in the state. The areas included in the Earth 
Without legal protection for First! proposal are: 

NATIONAL FOREST WILDERNESS PROPOSAL FOR IDAHO: 
Name of Area Forest 
Lionhead Targhee 
Mt. Jefferson Targhee 
GamesMtn. Targhee 
Palisades Targhee 
Italian Peak Targhee/Salmon 
Bear Creek Caribou 
Caribou City Caribou 
Stump Creek Caribou 
Gannett-Spring Creek Caribou 
Worm Creek Caribou 
Mt.Naomi Caribou 

_ Clarkston Mtn. Caribou 
Elkhorn Mtn. Caribou 
Oxford Mtn. Caribou 
Bonneville Peak Caribou 
ScoutMtn. Caribou 
West Mink Caribou 
Cache Peak Sawtooth 
Mahogany Butte Sawtooth 
Smokey Dome Mts. Sawtooth 
Sawtooth Additions Sawtooth/Boise 
White Cloud-Boulder Sawtooth/Challis 
Pioneer Mts. Sawtooth/Challis 
W. White Knob Mts. Challis 
E. White Knob Mts. Challis 
Pashimeroi Challis 
Borah Peak Challis 
King Mtn. Challis 
JumpoffMtn. Challis 
Lemhi Range Challis/Salmon 
Danskin Mts. Boise 
Breadwinner Boise 
Trillities North Boise 
Trinities South Boise 
Steel Mtn. Boise 
Eightmile Boise 
Deadwood Boise 
ScottMtn. Boise 
Snowbank Mtn. Boise/Payette 
Lick Creek Payette 
Needles Payette 
Lick Creek East Payette 
French Creek Payette 
Council Mtn. Payette 
Hell's Canyon Additions Payette/Nezperce 
Gospel Hump Addition Nezperce 
Silver Creek Nezperce 
Beaverhead Mts. Salmon 
Allan Mtn. Salmon-
Jureanco Salmon 
GoatMtn. Salmon 
River of No Return Bitteroot/Boise/Challis/ 

Additions: Nezperce/Payette/Salmon 
Selway-Bitteroot Nezperce/Bitteroot 

Additions: /Clearwater 
Great Burn Clearwater 
Big Horn-Wietas Clearwater 
El Dorado Clearwater 
PotMtn. Clearwater 
Moos€.Mtn. Clearwater 
Mallard-Larkins Panhandle 
SheepMtn. Panhandle 
Grandmother Mtn. Panhandle 
Trout Creek Panhandle 
Scion Kop Panhandle 
Tepee Creek Panhandle 
E. Cathederal Peak Panhandle 
Scotchman Peaks Panhandle 
Selkirks Panhandle 
Upper Priest Panhandle 
Salmo-Priest Panhandle 
Magee Panhandle 

TOTAL: 7.3 Million Acres 

*Contiguous proposed wilderness is in Montana. 
••contiguous proposed wilderness is in Wyoming. 

, §Contiguous proposed wilderness is in Utah. 
tContiguous proposed wilderness is in Oregon. 
:j:Contiguous propo'sed wilderness is in Washington. 

Acreage 
17,000* 
1,000• 

130,000 
145,ooo•• 
206,000* 
105,000 
90,000 

104,000 
20,000•• 
42,000 
30,000§ 
15,000 
50,000 
50,000 
34,000 
28,000 
21,000 
29,000 
23,000§ 

100,000 
448,000 
675,000tt ... 
280,000 

50,000 
80,000 

100,000 
140,000 
100,000 
25,000 

585,000 
25,000 
38,000 
86,000 
40,000 
24,000 

120,000 
62,000 

195,000 
36,000 
92,000 
73,000 
70,000 

160,000 
16,000 

205,000t 
51,000 
36,000 
75,000* 
47,000* 
31,000 
34,000 

628,ooo• 

365,000* 
151,000* 
250,000 

11,000 
50,000 
18,000 

290,000 
30,000* 
40,000 

8,ooo• 
31,000 

5,000 
21,000 
32,000* 

120,000 
15,000 
20,000:j: 
37,000 

tt Acreage figure includes approximately 85,000 acres BLM lands. 
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DEAR NED LUDD 
CAMOUFLAGE 

. Traditional camouflage is fine 
if you want to do nothing but 
sneak around and hide all the 
time, but for practical purposes 
and usefulness there is a better 
way to go about it. 

VEHICLES - Paint your 
truck, van or whatever one 
eolor with a good automotive 
·semi-gloss' or flat paint. Good 
colors are white, yellow, orange, 
green or brown. 

Install a CB antenna or two 
even if you don't have a CB 
radio. 

Paint the wheels the same 
color as the vehicle or flat black. 
Avoid 'raised white letter' tires 
or any other custom accessories. 

Avoid 'suggestive' bumper
stickers on the vehicle. 
American flag decals are good. 

Cover any packs or other 
camping gear with a plain can
·•as tarp. Leave tool boxes, 
torches and other 'working gear' 
out in the open (so long as the 
gear looks like it belongs on the 
job). Two or three sets of 'offi
cial looking' magnetic door signs 

'Could be useful. 

CLOTHING - Coveralls are 
the best camouflage you can 
wear. Get some blue, orange or 
white ones. You can buy used 
coveralls for a reasonable price 
at most any linen supply com
pany. Also wear a hardhat. Try 
to have two or three that are 
the same color as your coveralls. 

If you use these hints you 
should be able to drive up to or 
even right into any construc
tion development or energy 
exploration site with no trouble 
at all. Act like you belong. 

Just remember: The most 
obvious is most often the most 
overlooked. 

-Redeye 

CONGRESSMAN VICTIM 
House minority leader Rob

ert Michel (R-IL) has been the 
victim of a rash of small round 
green and white stickers found 
atl ached to the door of his local 
office in Peoria, Illinois. 

EARTH FIRST! LUDDITE 
BEAR CAPTURED 

A 150-pound female black 
bear, believed to be a member 
of Earth First!, was captured in 
August on Fort Lewis Moun
tain in Virginia. She is suspected 
of damaging aircraft radio bea
cons on the mountain and will 
be removed to the George Wash
ington National Forest by state 
game commission trappers. 

LOGGING BLIMP 
Financed by the U.S. Navy, 

the U.S. Forest Service is hav
ing a $10 million dirigible con
structed for logging in remote, 
roadless areas of the Pacific 
Northwest. The new tool of the 
timber beasts is being construc
ted by Piasecki Aircraft Corp. 
of Philadelphia from four Navy 
H-34 helicopters and a 340-foot 
dirigible salvaged from a Navy 
blimp. The "Heli-Stat" will be 
filled with 1 million cubic feet 
of helium. 

LOVE CANALS ON 
THE PUBLIC LANDS? 

A high-level working group 
under Secretary of the Interior 
James Watt is exploring the pos
sibility of using federal lands 
(public lands) to store toxic and 
hazardous waste produced by 
private industry. Watt has al
ready said that he would not 
object to drilling for a high-level 
nuclear waste dump in Utah's 
Canyonlands National Park. 
Perhaps the Grand Canyon can 
be filled with old uranium mill 
tailings or Carlsbad Caverns 
stuffed with dioxin. And who 
would notice a few rusting and 
leaking 55-gallon drums scat
tered about in the Gates of the 
Arctic? 

CYPRESS MURDER 
Pro-development chainsaw 

vandals have murdered the 
world's largest Santa Cruz Cyp
res~ in. Santa Cruz County, 
California. The massive . tree 
listed on the National Big Tree~ 
Register of the American ·For
estry Association, was 75 feet 
high with a 51h foot diameter 
trunk and a· limb spread of 60 
feet. 'l'he great tree was on pri
vate land slated to be cleared for 
a vineyard and was cut down in 
late April after an effort had 
been made to encourage the 
Santa Cruz County Planning 
Department to save the tree. 
ANY INFORMATION ON THIS 
CRIMINAL ACT SHOULD BE 
SENT TO EARTH FIRST!. 

MACHINERY BURNED 
From the U.S. Forest Service 

Daily News Digest, June 13, 
1983: MACHINERY BURNED -
Logging equipment valued at 
$82,000 has been destroyed by 
anti-herbicide protestors in 
Oregon, says the Oregonwn. 
The equipment was burned on 
land owned by Starker Forest, 
Inc. The vandals left behind 
messages which read: "You 
spray, you pay." and "You kill, 
we will." 

ELEPHANT DANCE 
(Jakarta, June 24) - Accor

ding to the June 24 edition of a 
local evening newspaper, Shin
aru Harapan, a settlement in 
the southern part of Rampon 
Province, Sumatra, was set 
upon by a herd of elephants; 
over fifty dwellings and farm
land including coffee trees were 
completely destroyed. The two 
hundred inhabitants, only one 
of whom was irtjured, fled to a 
neighboring village. 

This area had originally been 
a forest, where the elephants 
lived a life apart from humans, 
and had plenty of fruit and such 
to eat. But in recent years, the 
trees have been cut down, roads 
built, and the area covered with 
the villages of settlers. The ele
phants were pushed in to a near
by "protected area," but this 
area is small and marsh-like 
with few trees, so the elephants 
left it and began to wander in 
search of food. 

The twenty or so elephants 
which attacked the settlement 
ran wild for several hours until 
late at night. It is said that they 
repeatedly ran over houses 
which had already been mashed 
flat, and also chased the fleeing 
residents. 
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FOREST SERVICE: 
ORGANIC FERTILIZERS 

CAUSED ABORTIONS, 
NOT2,4-D . 

Ray Wineman, the Forest Ser
vi~e's California Regional 
Director of Timber Manage
ment, is out to make John Crow
ell look like a Sierra Clubber. 
Responding to protests that an 
unusually high number of mis
carriages in Northern California 
and Oregon may be due to Forest 
Service spraying of herbicides 
Wineman was quoted in the Lo~ 
Angeles Times as saying that 
the miscarriages are more like
ly d.~e to the c: use of organic 
fe~tihzers and drinking goat's 
milk than to spraying·the Nat
ional Forests where the women 
lived with 2,4-D. 

The Forest Service in North- 1 

em California is planning a 
massive herbicide spraying pro
gram to convert National For
ests into tree farms. Local resi
dents are vowing resistance -
with no pledge to stay within 
the law or even remain non
violent. 
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HEXES & JINXES 
APPEARING ALL OVER 

THE WEST 
Mysterious signs and sym

bo/,s have been awearing on 
billboards. all across the West 
in the past year. Letters with 
strange squiggles and birdlike 
figures have been dotting the 
highways and biways from 
county roads to Jnt;erstates. 
Nothing further has been 
known about these mysterious 
symbols until the following ap
peared in the mailbox. 

Be on the lookout for these 
curious "bird curses" and t.o the 
anonymous perpetrators, wlw
ever they may be, good luck and 
we hope they work. 

:1/NX DrJ f/IHliE ~/VG?.. JJA~ 
~ .nMLE JVUJ"£c.T 

~-" "'· ~. BdMJt.ui, .f.--f~ 4 
l/J.R. Jri'lr. 



EARTH FIRST! AND NON-VIOLENCE 

A DISCUSSION 

What is the role of non-violent direct action within 
the Earth First! movement? What is the role of Earth 
First! within the non-violent movement? Does the 
acceptance of monkeywrenching negate non-vio
lence? Are the Earth First! logos of the Green Fist 
and the Monkeywrench violent? Would an acceptance 
of philosophical non-violence weaken and compro
mise the militant stance of Earth First!? Important 
questions. A variety of Earth First!ers and others 
discuss them on the following 4 pages in this special 
section. We would welcome comments from our 
readers on this important issue. 

Perhaps the question I am 
most often asked by reporters 
is this: "How do you reconcile 
non-violent actions like the Kal
miopsis Blockade with your 
advocacy of ecotage?" My 
friend, Montana, asks the ques
tion from a different angle in 
this issue's Letters to the Editor 
column. She asks, if our direc
tion is to become the path of 
Gandhi, where she fits into 
Earth First! since she just 
wouldn't put up with being 
pushed by a bulldozer. 

Whem I am in a flippant mood, 
I quote Ralph Waldo Emerson: 
"Consistency is the hobgoblin 
of little minds." But more than 
frivolity is required. It is in 
either form a fundamental ques
tion. I can only answer by saying 
Earth First! is not a monolith. 
There is not a central director
ate at its helm. There are many 
of us, with many styles, many 
abilities, many callings. We are 
united in a beliefin Earth first. 
There are many tools in the pur
suit of that goal and many places · 
within the broad movement 
that is called Earth First!. 
Among those tools and places 
(with considerable overlap) are: 
lifestyle, philosophy, traditional· 
environmental activism, de
monstrations, guerrilla theater, 
non-violent direct action and 
ecotage. 

Some are called to experi
ment with lifestyles, to develop 
ways of living in the Earth as 
"plain citizens" instead of"Lord 
and Master." How can we lower 
our demands on the life sup
port system of Mother Earth? 
How can we give plenty of 
room to the many other species 
sharing this planet with us? 
How can we re-inhabit the p/,ace 
in which we are? If human 
beings, particularily "civilized" 
human beings, are to continue 
to live on Earth, we must find a 
better way. 

Others are drawn to philos
ophy, to creating a new para
digm - one of Deep Ecology or 
biocentrism. An Earth-compa
tible lifestyle must be groun
ded on the solid bedrock of a 
worldview in harmony with 
ecological law. So must activ
ism t.o protect Earth. The intel-

lectual dust ·of ages must be 
swept away to change attitudes 
of "multiply and subdue" and 
"God put these resources here 
for people to use," Cartesian 
consciousness must be replaced 
with aboriginal consciousness. 

Many Earth First!ers work 
within the system to protect 
natural diversity but from a per
spective of Deep Ecology. They 
find their role in drawing up 
no-compromise wilderness 
boundaries, identifying lands 
that can be rehabilitated (roads 
closed, dams tom down, clear
cuts revegetated, extirpated 
wildlife reintroduced), testify
ing at hearings with intransi
gent stands, lobbying bureau
crats and politicians, educating 
the public and filing tough law
suits. They are fighting in the 
same arena as do the Sierra Club 
and Audubon Society but with
out accepting the rules of the 
game as devised by the indus
trial power brokers. This may 
be less glamorous than direct 
action but it is extremely im
portant. It was, after all, a law
suit that stopped the Bald 
Mountain Road. 

Many of us feel a need to take 
to the streets peacefully and 
legally - but passionately - to 
voice our opinions about those 
who would rape our Mother. 
Our Glen Canyon Funeral this 
May is a good example. Some 
would take this a step further 
into guerrilla theater as we did 
two years ago with our '.'Crack
ing of Glen Canyon Damn" or 
when Tiny Logsden in Albu
querque smashed up the oil rig 
of "Earth Last!" Such demon
strations and stunts can gather 
much-needed media exposure. 
(Music and humor are critical 
elements of this approach.) 

There are an increasing num
ber of cases, however, where 
legal methods - no matter how 
militant - fail and the only 
recourse to protect wild coun
try is to go beyond the narrow 
confines of what is "legal." It 
becomes time t.o place our bod
ies between the machine and 
the wilderness. To do this, we 
must be deliberate, we must be 
prepared, we must be fully com-

mitted to act non-violently. To 
engage in non-violent direct 
action, we are going beyond the 
laws of the state. We may be 
arrested. We may be fined. We 
may be jailed. We may be phys
ically assaulted, even iajured. 
But besides the courage re
quired to face such threats, we 
must also be fully prepared to 
remain non-violent no matter 
what the situation. Non-vio
lence under these conditions 
means not to even verbally 
assail those to whom we may 

· be in "opposition." We must 
remain calm and peaceful even 
in life-threatening situations. 
Why? When we enter into a 
non-violent action, after great 
deliberation, we have made a 
public commitment. To break 
that bond will destroy the moral 
force which is the strength of 
ahirnsa. It will ruin our future 
credibility. Moreover, it will en
danger others who are engaged 
in the action with us at the time 
or who may engage in such 
actions in the future. 

I am not by nature a pacifist. 
Indeed, I have ethical objections 
to an all-pervasive philosoph
ical pacifism. But I am fully 
convinced through direct ex
perience 01\the power of non
violence. I am impressed by the 
strength one ~ains by such 
action. I am impressed with the 
effect such action has on the 
general public, the media and 
one's "opponents." Nonetheless, 
non-violent action is most defin
itely rwt for everyone. Go 
through a non-violence prep
aration. You should be able to 
judge yomself afterwards. (I 
recommend a NVP even for 
those who do not plan t.o par
ticipate in such actions because 

they will better understand NV 
actions and will become more 
deliberate in other things as 
well.) If you cannot make a full 
commitment to non-violence for 
the specij"ic action, if you have 
any doubt, then do not do it. 

There are many good reasons 
not to engage in a blockade or 
other NV action. For personal 
or business reasons you may 
not be able to be arrested. You 
can still help as a support per
son, though, if you wish. Your 
personality may not be right for 
such action. You may have 
philosophical or practical 
doubts about non-violence. You 
may just not want to do it. Fine. 
There are many other roles -
just as important - in defense 
of Mother Earth. It is heroic, 
yes, to put yourself between a 
bulldozer and the wilderness. 
But it is not at all cowardly not 
to. Do not feel pushed into 
blockading. Do it only if it is 
right for you and if you are fully 
prepared to face the conse
quences. 

Non-violent direct action is 
expensive in many ways (see 
the articles by Australians 
Trudgen and Russell in this sec
tion). We cannot do it every
where natural diversity is 
threatened by the rough indus
trial monster. In many cases it 
is not applicable or practical. 
There is another step beyond 
NV direct action. This is mon
keywrenching (or ecotage). I 
consider monkeywrenching to 
be non-violent since it is not 
aimed at harming any life. It is 
·directed only t.owards machines 
in self-defense of Earth. Mon
keywrenching is also a very 
deliberate action. It should not 

. be undez-raken lightly or with-

out deep consideration. But it 
can be very inexpensive and 
effective. Earth First! does not 
and cannot officially endorse 
such action. It is a personal deci
sion. But it can save the wild 
when other methods fail. Con
sider, for example, the impact 
of several hundred people 
throughout the United States 
spiking trees or vehicle trails in 
threatened wild lands. That 
al9ne could effectively protect 
millions of acres of Forest Ser
vice and BLM roadless lands 
from logging, ORVs, and min
eral and energy exploration and 
development much as the tsetse 
fly protects millions of acres of 
wildlife-rich wild lands in Africa 
from humans and their ravag
ing cattle. 

Non-violent direct action and 
monkeywrenching are like milk 
and beer. They are very good 
individually but godawful when 
mixed . . When a NV action is 
taken in defense of wilderness, 
we must strongly discourage 
any kind of ecotage. The slight
est monkeywreching will 
muddy the water, fog the air 
and destroy the whole thrust of 
ahimsa. It also may lead to 
those acting non-violently being 
physically assaulted or blamed 
for the monkeywrenching.Ifthe 
monkeywrench is your tool, 
st,ay away from bl,ockades! 
There are many other issues 
and places where you can prac
tice your very important, coura
geous and effective art. 

I see all of these as tools in a 
tool box. You don't drive nails 
with a screwdriver, you don't 
tighten nuts with a hammer. 
Use the right tool for the job. 
Find the role which you best fit 
for a particular time and place. 

-OF 
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On violence 

Violence is as American as 
motherhood, apple pie, base
ball, gas guzzlers, TV game 
shows, wilderness and the fad
ing ideal of individual liberty. 
In various forms, it is used by 
the federal government and its 
sister energy, mining and tim
ber corporations in a fanatical 
campaign to destroy the remain
ing American Wilderness. 

Violent - characterized 
by extreme force: mark
ed by abnormally sud
den physical activity 
and intensity; produced 
or effected by force; fur
ious or vehement to the 
point of being improper, 
unjust or illegal. 

(Webster's) 

History should teach us that 
nearly every major socio-politi
cal change has required some 
degree of violence. From resist
ance to Communist repression 
in Poland and Afghanistan to 
the American Revolution, from 
the civil rights to the anti-war 
movements, various forms of 
violence have been important 
instruments of social change. I 
suspect that violence will soon 
become inevitable if we are to 
succeed in building an effective 
RADICAL environmental 
movement and in preserving, 
maintaining and re-creating 
REAL wilderness. 

Understand, however, that I 
am not advocating - except in 
self-defense - violent acts to
wards human beings or even 
violent acts of ecological sabo
tage (Earth First! cannot .and 
does not advocate or engage in 
ecotage ). I am merely stating a 
belief, even a hope, that pretty 
soon, the shit is going to hit the 
corporate fan: Americans will 
be hearing more about explod
ing bulldozers, smashed heli
copters, sabotaged power 
plants, spiked roads and trees, 
and people generally getting 
downright militant in defense 
of their rights and in defense 
of all living and non-living com
ponents of the biosphere. 

I have a great deal ofadmira
tion for my brave brothers and 
sisters in the Kalmiopsis. These 
dedicated Earth defenders have 
put their lives on the line for 
their belief that non-violent civil 
disobedience can save wilder
ness. They have withstood vio
lence directed upon their bod
ies, political and verbal abuse, 
and they have remained stead
fast in their actions and beliefs 
while watching the Industrial 
Monster wage an unmitigated 
and violent war upon the most 
beautiful and diverse conifer

. ous forest ecosystem on Earth. 
Through it all, they have main
tained their commitment to re
main non-violent; to shun the 
tactics of the enemy. Theircour
agt> should be an inspiration to 
us all. 

Earth First! is using non-

THE 
GRIZZLY 
DEN 
by Howie Wolke 

violence as a tactic in the Kal
miopsis. It is very important to 
distinguish between tactical 
and philosophical non-violence. 
A philosophical commitment to 
total non-violence, under all cir
cumstances, would, in my 
opinion, be both unrealistic and 
unnatural. The most basic 
human animal instinct is to fight 
back when under attack or 
when members of your tribe 
are under attack. My hat is off 
to those brave individuals who 
have remained non-violent un
der some very trying circum
stances. 

Our experiment with non
violence in the Kalmiopsis 
should be just that: a coura
geous experiment born of a 
noble and selfless ideal. How
ever, its success can only be 
measured in its effectiveness in 
stopping the Bald Mountain log
ging road. A secondary mea
surement of success might be 
the blockade's contribution to 
wilderness preservation efforts 
elsewhere. But that is difficult 
to measure. Save the Kalmiop
sis ! That is the bottom line. 

What happens if it becomes 
apparent that something more 
is needed to stop the Bald Moun
tain atrocity? Or the Little Gran
ite oil rig? Or a thousattd other 
threats to wilderness? At what 
point do we stop being peace
fully carted off to the slammer 
while the rape goes on? When 
do we begin to fight fire with 
fire? Should Earth First!'s role 
formally end with non-violent 
civil disobedience? 

These are difficult questions 
to which there are no easy an
swers. Each situation, each 
socio-political set of circum
stances will require its own set 
of tactics, its own defined 
"breaking point." And each 
individual must decide where 
he/she best fits in and can be 
most effective. To some of us, 
the very idea of not physically 
resisting a violent assault is a 
prostitution of personal beliefs. 

The Kalmiopsis blockade, Lit
tle Granite Creek, the Salt Creek 
Wilderness - all have received 
a lot of publicity. But there are 
a thousand Bald Mountains and 
Little Granites that remain un
known to most that aren't being 
defended because the environ
mental movement has either 
given up or has never tried. We 
will never have the resources 
or the numbers to defend all of 
these wild places from the on
slaught of mad technology. But 
the bastard culprits must be 
made to pay a heavy price. 

We need to build Earth First! 
into an effective grassroots 
movement wherever there is 
wild country threatened. In 
addition to some of the more 
conventional tactics in support 
of our radical proposals, we 
must continue to carry out non
violent direct action in an in
creasing number of wild places 
under seige. But we also need 
those individuals on the dark 
and shadowy fringes of society 
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to be out there day or night, 
obstructing, resisting and inca
pacitating the tools of devasta
tion. The greedhead destroyers 
of life believe and act on the 
supposition that·their end jus
tifies their means. In defense of 
wilderness, freedom and diver
sity of life, we must use every 
available tool and tactic: intel
lectual, political, legal, illegal, 
passive and - when necessary 
- "violent." In the end, we will 
either have won or gone down 
fighting with dignity and self
respect. 

EARTH FIRST!- VIOLENCE 
OR NON-VIOLENCE? 

I give thanks for the existence 
of Earth First! Your courage and 
imagination speak directly to 
the hearts of those who still 
care about life in this cynical, 
materialistic age. But, like any 
fledgling non-organization, 
Earth First! is going through 
some philosophical growing 
pains and I'd like to share some 
thoughts that have been brew
ing since the Kalmiopsis Block
ade. 

The conflict between violent 
and non-violent attitudes with
in EF! is a powderkeg with a 
short fuse. Although my per
sonal philosophy is one of non
violence, I don't claim to have a 
lock on truth. There are situat
ions where violent resistance is 
the only viable approach. I just 
don't happen to believe that 
that's where we are now. 

The issue, however, is one of 
choosing an approach and fol
lowing it, both in words and 
actions. Non-violence, to be ef
fective, must be an attitude that 
is expressed in our lives every 
day. To see it as a tactic that 
can be used whenever it's con
venient is to invite trouble. 

When we engage in civil dis
obedience, the actions of the 
people we face are influenced 
by their perceptions ofus. Right 
now, EF! is seen as both Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: peaceful 
protestors acting out of moral 
imperatives by day, wild-eyed 
revolutionaries wielding sticks 
of TNT by .night. And we're 
encouraging both perceptions. 
I'm convinced this~ conflict in 
our attitudes contributed to 
Diana Warren nearly getting 
killed last May. 

When we label ourselves as 

"I'd Rather Be 
a Hammer 

Than a Nail" 
- Montana 

"militant" or "radical" we ac
complish nothing - except to 
establish ourselves in the mass 
mind of the American Con
sumer. And by tacit advocacy 
of violence, as in the Dear Ned 
Ludd column, weputourselves 
in a shaky position. That is, 
when sabotage occurs during a 
non-violent blockade, we deny 
responsiblity for what we en
courage. The truth of our mes
sage is our greatest weapon, and 
if we're going to advocate some
thing, we've got to back our 
words all the way. To do less is 
to compromise our integrity and 
in the end that's all we have. 

When you 're standing in front 
of a bulldozer, you have to be 
absolutely clear about what 
you're doing. We have to make 
a choice: monkeywrenchers or 
peaceful protestors. Ifwe don't, 
people will get killed for no good 
reason. 

I don'tintend for this to sound 
harsh or overly critical. I'm with 
Earth First! all the way and I'm 
sure that the varying view
points within EF! can b~ recon
ciled in a way that will make us 
all stronger. Each of us has a 
little piece of the truth and if 
we're all willing to listen, maybe 
we can put it all together. 

- Peter 

Dear Dave, 
"I'd rather be a hammer than 

a nail." 
Well, after reading the Litha 

issue of EF! I am so compelled 
to write that I am almost shak
ing. While reading it, I have shed 
tears of frustration, anger, hap
piness, pride and other emotions 
I'm not sure I can describe. 

I have done a lot of thinking 
about standing in front of bull
dozers and such. And I seri
ously doubt that I could be non
violent in such a situation. I 
guess I am a level-headed per
son, but I am also proud (too 
proud?) and don't think I could 
let anyone smash me up and 
not come back with something. 
When it comes down to it, in a 
life and death situation, my 
instinct is to kill, rather than be 
killed. Isn't yours the same? 

Please understand, I am not 
advocating murder! Or killing, 
or hurting. But I do have a hard 
time accepting violence against 
myself (or the earth). Even 
though I see the reason for non
violence action - I understand 
it and its principles. Yet ... 

Maybe I'm just chicken shit? 
But this goes beyond being 
brave or not. I definitely feel I 
will lay my life on the line for 
the earth. I don't feel my life is 
anything when it comes to de
fending the earth. But to do this 
without a fight? That's where I 
have trouble. 

In all this, I am trying to find a 
spot in EF!. Someone in the last 
issue explained it well. They 
said that each person in a group 
has to know where the others 
stand. Of course, we are all 
dedicated. But who will take 

. what action? I like w tnke actWn. 
I am sick of people who say, 
"Yeah, man. far out," and do 
nothing. But, in a bulldozer ver
sus people situation, I would 
(probably) not stick to EF! tac
tics. So perhaps road blocks are 
not for me??? I do not want in 
any way to hinder EF! or go 
against its principles (in the 
name of EF!). 

I have always been aggres
sive and outspoken, and these 
traits have not always been ben
eficial. But damn, I disdain the 
lack of them at times, too. Our 
love and friendship are with you 
at all times. 
May you soar on eagles wings, 
Across a clear sky, 
As the wind, 
Over the mountains 

-Montana 



PEACE OF MIND 
AND LOWERING DAMS 

The following essay was sent 
anonyrrwusly to ecologist Reed 
Noss in Ohio. I've published a 
shortened version of it with 
Reed's reply because it seems to 
touch on the discussion of the 
"style" of Earth First!'s practice 
of non-violent direct action as 
well as on monkeywrenching. 

-DF 
Among the Classical Chinese 

there were three groups having 
intellectual influence: Moists, 
Confucians and Taoists. The 
Moists believed only in more 
solutions: for them everything 
got better when everything 
grew. 

At the center of ancient China 
stood the temple of Chou. This 
temple was used for harvest 
ceremonials. A peculiar bronze 
votive-vessel, the chieh chih 
ch 'i, stood in this temple and 
every harvest season this jar 
would be filled to the brim with 
the grain of the harvest and 
meticulous ceremonies would 
be conducted. It was feared that 
if at any time there was any sort 
of deviation from the proper ri
tuals handed down by the an
cestors, heaven and earth 
would get out of balance and 
the next harvest would fail and 
there would be famine across 
the central kingdom. 

One year, in the middle of the 
exacting ceremonies, in the 
midst of all the priests and nob
les, there was a fearsome 
message from heaven. The giant 
bronze jar, top heavy, unbalan
ced, full of the fruit of the 
harvest, suddenly tipped over 
with a great clatter in the still
ness and spilled its contents 
across the polished tiles, spill
ed its contents over the 
meticulously-embroidered slip
pers of the notables. 

It is unknown how the Moists 
think this problem was solved 
because their belief that limits 
exist merely to be defied was 
considered too ridiculous. The 
COnfucians claimed that a prop
er solution was found by con
tinuing to fill the jar while post
ing a priest next to it to hold it 
upright. The Taoists claimed 
that the solution was to refuse 
to overfill the vessel. 

You can see what was at stake 
here. Both the Confucians and 
the Taoists were reacting to the 
dangerous excesses of the 
Moists and to their lust for the 
ever-expanding solution. The 
Confucians, undeluded by 
dreams of perpetual expansion
ism, unimpressed by the claim 
that problems can be solved by 
making them bigger, yet be
lieved that life is best at its 
fullest. They believed that the 
proper role for the Confucian 
scholar/bureaucrat was to dis
play personal merit by standing 
alongside the full vessel holding 
it upright at its fullest. They 
were ready to risk another tip
ping, another catastrophe, in 
order to have this plenitude and 
in order to have this ascen
dancy. But the Taoists disagreed 
both with the insatiable Moists 
and with the careerist Confu
cians. "You are deluded," they 
insisted, "life is best at its 
extremities." They insisted that 
to prevent catastrophe it would 
be necessary to control the con
tents of the great bronze vessel, 
and ensure not only that it never 
got empty but also that it never 
got full. Adhere to proper limit 

and there is no need for anyone 
to hold anything upright. 

America is full of these Con
fucian bureaucrat/scholars, all 
trying their best to demon
strate their personal excellence 
by holding over-full and top
heavy jars upright so they can 
remain over-full and top-heavy. 
The established in the govern
ment sector (such as our friends 
in the U.S. Forest Service) are 
struggling to hold the jars. The 
established in the private sec
tor (such as our friends in the 
Sierra Club) are struggling to 
hold the jars. What I sense is 
that Earth First! has over
reacted: we are trying to tip over 
the jars. This has tainted our 
hearts, because insofar as we 
are in opposition to these estab
lishment types, we have defined 
ourselves in terms of their con
ceptual categories when we 
should have been discovering 
ourselves as we are in the world 
as it is. There is no need for us 
to struggle to tip over any of the 
jars they are struggling to hold 
upright, for two reasons: 

l.)ajarwill tip soon enough, 
suddenly spilling the precious 
grain of the human harvest 
across the polished tiles of this 
temple we inhabit, and 

2.) it is not appropriate for us 
to be struggling. 

No, struggling to accomplish 
something is not the way to live 
and struggling to destroy some
thing is not the way to live. Did 
you hear about the farmer who 
was impatient with the slow 
growth of cabbage seedlings 
and began to tug at the stems 
every morning to make them 
come up faster? Perhaps the 
reason why many dams are 
being raised, and none are being 
lowered, has to do with olir 
efforting to lower them. Perhaps 
if we stop efforting for forty days 
and forty nights, the waters of 
this flood will recede. (I'm not 
suggesting we give up, but the 
opposite.) 

Granted, before one can talk 
to a dam one must get its atten
tion, and granted, one can get a 
dam's attention only by offer
ing it a prize package of Alfred 
Bernhard Nobel's best. But the 
bearer of such a gift must be as 
pure in heart as the virgin who 
pets a unicorn, else the dyna
mite does not detonate and the 
dam does not disappear. 

Let us rectify our hearts by 
removing this dichotomy be
tween creation and destruction, 
so we will no longer define our
selves ineffectually in 
opposition. 

Let us abandon all hope for 
the future lest we do as much 
present viciousness arid viola 
tion as those whose religion is 
the future. Let us act with bal-

. anced hearts, knowing that in a 
world of balanced hearts all 
things are in balance and that 
in a world in which all things 
are in balance, as many dams 
lower themselves to the earth 
as raise themselves to the skies. 

These days the minimum 
standards are hard: one can 
only be a fit warrior by aban
doning all desire to be extreme. 
Light the fuse, but don't try to 
force dynamite to go off. Let 
dams lower themselves. Allow 
the waters of this flood to recede, 
if they recede, not by our will 
but by the Will of Heaven. 

A TAOIST REPLY 
by Reed Noss 

I don't believe the heart of 
the Earth First! movement -
the ecological resistance em
bodiment of Deep Ecology -
wants to tip over the jars. I think 
wejust want to splash a little of 
the excess, to bring the level 
down to proper limits. And, 
admittedly, we might want to 
benignly splash a few people in 
the face, hoping they will wake 
up to see the folly of fullness. 
But I honestly believe this 
splashing is, for most of us, wu 
wei - a natural and sponta
neous reaction to the excesses 
of our culture, not a struggling 
and striving for some future 
glory. It may be utopian, but 
the utopia is here, now, within 
us and· -around us and only 
needs to be released from 
bondage. 

"Splash a little of the excess" 

As for the ranting and raving, 
guerrilla theater and other 
antics of EF!, I see a parallel in 
the humorous impulsiveness of 
the Seven Sages of the Bamboo 
Grove, lyrical Taoists who prac
ticedfeng liu ("wandering from 
convention"). You can raise hell 
and still have peace of mind. 
Nonhumans do it. Have you 
ever seen a band of chimpan
zees or howler monkeys, or a 
flock of macaws? How about a 
tornado? 

As I pointed out in my letter 
to Hargrove in Environmental 
Ethics, ecological resistance 
(including sabotage) is to the 
e<tocentric an extended form of 
stjlf-defense: regrettable b_ut 

CAT TRACKS 
by Chim Blea 

THE ARROGANCE OF ENLIGHTENMENT 
I have heard it said that a 

wise man can find wilderness 
in a courtyard garden, can see a 
grizzly bear in a hothouse 
flower. Perhaps. Perhaps an 
enlightened woman or man can 
find such natural peace, such 
wildness in the mundane, such 
gladness in an artificial world. 
Such an ability is doubtless 
healthy. It allows one to rise 
above the tawdry mess of civil
ization, to find unity with nature 
even when that natural unity 
has been destroyed. It brings 
peace, contentment and seren
ity. It prevents ulcers and high 
blood pressure. 

But what does it do for the 
wilderness? What does it do for 
the grizzly? 

Where is the real world? What 
is reality? Is it within ourselves? 
In our minds, our conscious
nesses? Is reality only what we 
perceive? Are our minds para
mount? Or is reality apart from 
our heads? Is the real world out 
there? Independent, autono
mous, sovereign? Not ruled by 
human awareness? Is the griz
zly in our heads or is she out 
there in the Big Outside - root
ing, snuffiing, roaming, living, 
perceiving on her own? Is 
wilderness merely our attitude 
toward it or is it greater, far 
greater, than ourselves and our 
perceptions of it? Do we create 
reality or does reality create 
us? Is it "I think, therefore I 
am" or "I am, therefore I 
think"? 

Important distinctions. And I 
fear that too many of us who 
seek after wisdom and enligh
tenment fail to see that the 
external reality of the Redwood 
is far more important than our 
enlightened attitude towards it, 
that the wilderness is greater 
than we and thereby greater 
than our illuminated view ofit. 

Some time ago, as I recall, 
someone wrote in to Earth First! 
criticizing the Dear Ned Ludd 
column on the grounds that sec
ret monkeywrenching was not 
uplifting. That if one destroys 
destructive machinery one 

should do it in the open in some 
kind of holy manner. Poppy
cock! Here the confusion is made 
complete. The results of pro
tecting the Earth are not impor-. 
tant, it is the enlightenment or 
the uplifting from it which 
count. What arrogant religios
ity! What a mad delusion to 
think that one's pretentious 
mental gyrations are more im
portant than the reality of actu
ally protecting a 2,000-year-old 
Redwood or a 1,000-pound griz
zly or an unpeopled wilderness 
that is a nation unto itself! 

I fear that those who argue 
for the process of action rather 
than the results are corrupted 
by a delusion of an afterlife. 
Christian, Buddhist, pagan, 
whatever - those suffering from 
the arrogance of enlightenment 
evidently see Earth as merely a 
way station in the eternal pro
gress of their soul, that they in 
this life are what is important 
and not the Earth. But if you 
want heaven - it is here. Walk 
through an aspen grove on a 
bright autumn day. The gold in 
that light is more real than in 
the streets beyond the Pearly 
Gates. If you seek total union 
with the cosmos, float a river, 
drift into rivertime, let the rich 
red of the San Juan or the crys
tal of the Salmon make you part 
of All. If it's Valhalla you desire, 
stand with your bold friends 
before a bulldozer and then eat, 
drink and make merry with 
them in victory celebration after
wards! And reincarnation - yes, 
that, too. Your atoms are of the 
everlasting rocks, will become 
buzzard, weasel, dungbeetle, 
worm and on for eternity after 
your simple brain sleeps. 
Heaven, Nirvana, Valhalla, ever; 
lasting life - it's here and now. 
It's in the real world, the world 
in which we find ourselves at 
this moment. We need nothing 
more than this paradise in 
which we were born. 

B. Traven wrote "This is the 
real world, muchachos, and you 
are in it." How true. The world 
exists i~dependently of us. 

necessary. There were Taoist 
warriors but they fought no 
wars of conquest. Their attituck 
was not bloodthirsty and des
tructive - they simply did what 
was necessary to defend their 
home. Regret legitimatizes the 
use of force in this case. As a 
long-time practicionerofTaoist 
yoga, tai chi ch'an and Okin
awan karate, I do believe this 
Bushido, this gentle "way of the 
warrior," can be cultivated in 
deep ecologists, and the appar
ent conflict between activism 
and passive non-involvement 
resolved in wu wei. 

One more point: would you 
really like a world, right now, 
where as many dams lower 
themselves to the earth as raise 
themselves to the sky? Don't 
you think some purification, i.e., 
removal of dams, is necessary 
before we settle for such a bal
ance? Maybe that's the environ
mental imperative now: purify 
first, shift to a natural steady 
state, then sit back and peace
fully watch. , 

When a tree falls in the forest 
and no man is there to hear it, it 
still falls, the shock waves still 
echo from one cliff to another, 
the bears and the birds still 
hear, and life goes on. Only an 
arrogant fool could think other
wise. We can sit in perfect peace 
and contemplation in our mani
cured gardens but if there are 
no grizzlies in the Big Outside, 
there can be no grizzlies in our 
flowers. And if, after the last 
Redwood is cut, we are able to 
say, "Ah, but I had an enligh
tened appreciation for the es
sence of Redwoodness," then 
our words will be the sound of 
one hand clapping. If we dis
courage others from acting with 
boldness in defense of the wil
derness because their hearts 
are not yet pure enough, then 
we become Quislings to life. 

Do not misunderstand my 
words. I seek after wisdom and 
enlightenment, too. I go alone 
into the wilderness in quest of 
visions. I sit in high windy places 
and listen to the powers of the 
Earth. But I do not delude my
self with my own self-impor
tance. I do not for a moment 
pretend that I am any more than 
an insignificant speck in this 
rich, voluptuous, living Earth. I 
do not puff myself up so that I 
enthrone reality within my 
skullbox. It is out there. In the 
Big Outside. And my action in 
defense ofit - raw, rank, brawl
ing, and boorish as I may be - is 
vastly more important than all 
the enlightenment with which 
I can swell my head in the in
stant in which my conscious
ness exists. 
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by Malcolm Trudgen 

Abstract: 
Non-violent direct action 

(NVDA) is accepted as an appro
priate technique for use by 
forest activists, but caution is 
advised in its use. Problems 
involved, including stress, burn
out and size of undertaking are 
commented upon. Some views 
on Western Australian exper
ience are given. 

(1) Acceptable Technique? 
In situations where those 

with power (governments, gov
ernment departments) use it in 
the face of public opinion, non
violent direct action is justified. 
It is then a peaceful response to 
what is arguably a moral and 
psychological violence; the des
truction of heritage and birth
right. 

(2) Why Use It? 
(a) To demonstrate degree of 

concern held by those involved. 
(b) To focus attention on the 

issues and areas involved. 

(3) Problems 
(a) These can be large ven

tures, e.g., occupations of 
refinery sites, which require 
large inputs of time and energy. 
Thus they can require substan
tial organizations to run them if 
other important parts of a cam
paign are not be be neglected. 

NON-VIOLENCE IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

(b) Stress - getting large 
numbers of people organized, 
in agreement on action and tac
tics can be stressful. Added to 
this is the stress from the con
frontation situation. This can 
lead to the bum-out of people 
involved. 

(c) Expectation - if non
violent direct action is used as 
a last-ditch make-it-or-break-it 
technique then there is a ten
dency for many people to be
lieve that it is time to give up 
when non-violent direct action 
does not produce a desired 
breakthrough. In the context of 
forest conservation activism, 
NVDA should be seen as another 
tool. Preferably the next major 
activity will have been planned 
so that people do not "deflate" 
after an NVDA event and not 
know where to put their 
energies. 

( d) The Other Side - These 
hopeless idealists, who believe 
that they can forever go on 
destroying nature without pay
ing the price, will attempt to 
make life difficult. To counter 
this, it is necessary to have your 
arguments well-prepared and 
effective spokespeople to pre
sent them. 

Western Australia 
Experience 

Two groups of occupiers 

assisted by support groups and 
rallies occupied Alcoa's Wag
erup refinery site (first group 
12, second 23). After the first, 
occupation charges were dis
missed due to ineffective pros
ecution. After the second occu
pation, $20 fines were imposed. 
A subsequent appeal was won. 
In response, the government 
closed the loop holes with spe
cial legislation and substantially 
increased the maximum penal
ties (from $1500 and/or 18 
months imprisonment to $5000 
and/or 18 months). This, coup
led with energy bum-out, pre
vented a third occupation from 
being held. The occupations 
were very effective in focusing 
public attention on bauxite 
mining in the Darling Range, 
and I believe, feared by our 
opponents. When the second 
group was arrested, in front of 
TV cameras, we were calm and 
the police literally trembling. 
In the face of an exceedingly 
resolute government it would 
appear many people believed 
that we had done all we could, 
and failed. Some people have 
associated the failure to pre
vent the expansion of bauxite 
mining in the Darling Range 
with the use of NVDA. I do not 
believe that this is so. We were 
simply overpowered and need 
the resolve to keep going. 

Non-violent Direct Action works best 
against a principled opponent under 
observation by neutral onlookers. If 
the opponent is callous or predatory, 
then only rigorous economic threat 
will convert his plans. 

80-year-old Quaker lady being arrest.ed at Franklin River Blockade in Australia 
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PAPER ON DIRECT ACTION 
by Rupert Russell 

The term Direct Action (DA) 
is here used to refer to non
violent physical opposition to a 
proposal or activity. DA can be 
used as a tool to 1: display grief, 
anger or defiance; 2: publicise a 
situation, if secrecy is advanta
geous to the opponent; 3: hinder, 
delay, control or stop the actions 
of an opponent; 4: force the 
opponent into communication 
and negotiation by displaying 
the ability to cause economic 
and social harassment by DA. 

The fourth item in the list is 
perhaps the most constructive 
result which can issue from DA. 
As an advocate of DA in situa
tions where a demonstration of 
resolve may be of value, I offer 
some thoughts on what proced
ures may lead to best success 
for DA by an individual or group: 

As soon as the activist/s real
ise that DA may become neces
sary several steps to pre-set the 
stage become advisable in order . 
to establish that DA has been 
resorted to "only when" other 
more usual methods were frus
trated. Thus written requests, 
petitions, delegations, are all 
useful pre-DA moves. 

Activists who take the stage 
must be seen to be 

1: undergoing some hardship 
to press their case. As I saw 
repeatedly in India, a very sim
ple procedure, often by a single 
person, was to just sit down in 
some exposed spot such as the 
stairway to an office or the front 
garden of an opponent, and re
main thus, on view, importun
ate, until the activist's request 
is met with a favourable 
response. 

2: motivated by some altru
ism rather than narrow self
interest or monetary greed. 
Thus, action to protect a nat
ural feature has a higher 
"altruism factor" than action by 
a tenant resisting eviction from 
a building due for demolition, 
or a grazier seeking higher com
pensation for drought stricken 
stock. 

DA must be planned in secret 
to the last moment, and then 
launched with as much public
ity as possible. Secrecy is ne
cessary b~cause (a) surprise 
always carries advantages, (b) 
advance publicity can bring har
assment to "ring-leaders," e.g., 
police raids on "planted" drugs, 
( c) advance publicity allows the 
opponent to organise opposi
tion, overtly, by promulgating a 
"state of emergency" or passing 
new laws, or covertly by induc
ing opposition groups to stage 
counter-demonstrations or a 
fracas. Good publicity at the 
very last minute alerts poten
tial supporters who had not 
previously declared them
selves, alerts the police to their 
task of keeping the peace, and 
alerts the media to possible 
news. 

For maximum impact the 
5trongest sustainable action 
should be put into operation 
from the outset. Thus a total 
blockade of office or road from 
the outset will function better 
than a partial blockade with talk 
of more to come. The reason for 
this view is that half-measures 
allow the opponent time to anti
dpate the next step, and pre
pare a counter. Sustainable 
actions. are those which will not 

quickly exhaust the activist 
forcing an abandonment of 
effort prematurely. Emergency · 
measures to reinforce the im
pact of DA may be planned as a 
reserve ifthe opponent appears 
to be successfully ignoring or 
thwarting the D.A. 

Thus a hunger strike ill which 
solid foods are refused can be 
added to a blockade, or a sit-in 
within an office can be substi
tuted for a blockade of the 
entrance. , 

Because the most intense sus
tainable action should be 
launched from the outset, the 
likely results should be made 
clear to all potential activists, 
so that supporters can decide 
at what level they can partic
ipate. Full use of all levels of 
support should be made so that 
those who cannot expose them
selves in the maximum effort 
can nevertheless hand out leaf
lets, hold up banners, conduct 
street polls, ring up media and 
politicians, write letters,all of 
which is as important as "lying 
on the road," once DA starts, 
for activists will feel the need 
for support. 

A clear statement of aims 
must be presented to the oppon
ent, and any other enquirer, 
with no indication of how many 
aims must be met before DA 
might.be terminated. Offers of 
compromise, negotiations, etc., 
must all come from the 
opponent. 

Difficulties with DA are: 
1. The cost to the activist: 

time off from work, loss ofleave 
or income, threat of loss of job; 
risk of physical irtjury. 

2. Exhaustion of resources, 
without success, necessitating 
disengagement while trying to 
avoid the appearance of being 
defeated. This difficulty can 
best be avoided by a pre
planned escalation of action, to 
force either negotiation or 
break-up of the DA by police. 

3. Non-violent DA works best 
against a principled opponent 
under observation by neutral 
onlookers. If the opponent is 
callous or predatory then only 

. rigorous economic threat will 
convert his plans. Opponents 
of totally differing culture or 
politics or religion are not satis
factory targets for non-violent 
DA. 

Direct action requires that 
the activist takes the role of 
altruistic and tenacious suppli
cant who assumes that the op
ponent is basically humane and 
desirous of being fair, and will 
be reasonable once the activ
ist's viewpoint is fully under
stood. 

Activists must take care that 
the image created during DA, 
and which lingers in the oppon
ent's and the onlooker's mem
ory after the stage is vacated is 
one of well-informed, resolute, 
even likeable idealists with real
istic alternatives to offer. 

One of the major benefits of 
particpation in non-violent 
direct physical opposition to a 
plan or activity is that, unfor
tunately, it is very likely that 
there will be future occasions 

'when "direct action" will again 
be necessary. 

from Austrolian Canservation 
Foundation 



It is me again - the head of 
Joaquim. I must tell you, my 
friends, sometimes I miss the 
rest of me. My eyes fill with 
envy when I see others filling 
their stomachs with green chile 
burritos and dos equis beer. And 
what good is it that my nose 
gets large when a beautiful 
woman walks by? 

But let me tell you something 
else. Because I have no body, 
you think perhaps that I have 
no heart. Right? You are wrong, 
amigos. The heart is a state of 
mind, not a physical condition. 
I see these narrowminded fools 
ravaging my slickrock with dol
lar signs in their eyes and greed 
in their so-called "hearts" and I 
am the heartbroken one. But I 
have no heart, so perhaps I am 
"headbroken." I do not know. 
Let me tell you what is happen
ing ... 

GLEN CANYON DAMN 
IS FALLING DOWN, 

FALLING DOWN 
Glen Canyon Damn still 

stands ... but for how long? As 
you all know by now, the Color
ado River was "out of control" 
this summer. With flows way 
over 100,000 CFS (cubic feet 
per second) roaring into the foul 
reservoir, Bu Wreck had to open 
its spillways (for the very first 
time) to keep the raging waters 
from going over the top of the 
dam and/or flooding out Del 
Webb's Wahweap Lodge & Mar
ina and submerging their 37 
million dollars worth of new 
asphaltthatJamesWattconsec
rated last spring. 

When the spillways began 
breaking up, a very nervous 
Tom Gamble, Bu Wreck Mgr. at 
the Dam, frantically considered 
the possibilities of averting (to 
him) disaster. This focluded 
blasting channels out of the 
Navajo sandstone around the 
dam to draw off the overflow. 
One of my spies (G.W. Hay
duke,janitor at the dam) tells me 
that Mr. Gamble made a mad 
dash to the toilet when the dam 
started shaking from the mas
sive pressure, which sent wave 
after wave of rippling water 
back across the oily black wat
er's surface. 

Repair work on the battered 
and eroded spillway has only 
just begun, but who is to say 
how much damage has occur
red already? Certainly not the 
Bu Wreck Perhaps that first tiny 
crack has already been· born. 
The river will win, my friends. 
The river is laughing at these 
point-headed engineers with 
their hardhats and pocket cal
culators scurrying about like 
not-yet-drowned red ants trying 
to cover their asses and issue 
responsible high-toned state
ments to the press like "The 
damn will probably not fail"; 
and we are laughing, too. 

BULLDOZERS INSIDE 
ARCHESN.P. 

More crimes against the 
parks. As unbelievable as it may 
seem, the Nat'l Park Service 
issued permits to Frontier Ex-

ploration tq use park roads as 
access to seismic sites on Dry 
Mesa - an area now technically 
outside the park boundary but 
which until 1972" was part of 
Arches Nat'l Mon. In direct vio
lation of the permit, the drillers 
unloaded their equipment in
side the park and "re-arranged" 
the terrain, making it more 
suitable to their needs. Damage 
to the vegetation was exten-. 
sive. Now it has been learned 
that new permits have been 
issued so that this wanton des
truction may continue. Even 
one of the juggies commented 
at a local bar that they couldn't 
believe they were ·issued the 
permits. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH. 
Let the park superintendent 
know what you think: SUPER
INTENDENT, c/o CANYON
LANDS NATIONAL PARK, 446 
S. Main, Moab, Utah 84532. 

They say the pen is mightier 
than the sword, so give it a try. 
But if not, screw it. Sharpen 
your swords, amigos. Those bull
dozers on the Dry Mesa Road 
aren't going to get away with 
it ... 

SURVEYORS NABBED 
AT ARCHES 

Every once in a while though, 
we do not get even. Last month, 
a helicopter for Mountain Ex
plorations landed on top of 
Elephant Butte, inside of 
Arches National Park, a viola
tion ofall sorts of rules. A ranger 
on patrol spotted the chopper, 
called for assistance and climb
ing equipment and headed for 
the butte. The surveyors, un
aware of the ranger's ascent, 
continued to take transit read
ings. Just seconds before the 
helicopter was to lift off, the · 
rangers reached the summit 
and apprehended the depredat
ors. Fines in excess of $200 
were imposed on the surveying 
shitheads. It was a sad day for 
land rapers. 

EXXON PIGS IN 
LA SAL MOUNTAINS 

The long-awaited and feared 
EXXON drilling project in the 
LaSal Mtns. (at Gold Basin) has 
become a heartbreaking real
ity. Heavy equipment is turning 

· that once-tranquil paradise into 
a Dante's inferno of chaos and 
destruction. In spite ofU .S. For
est Service (pronounced Whore
est Circus) regulations specify
ing a 16' roadway, the Exxon 
D-9's have cut a'")', that's six
zero, swath th. ...i.gh the heart 
of the forest. Hundreds ... no, 
thousands of ponderosas have 
fallen to the blade, all in the 
name of a tax write-off for the 
EXXON PIGS. A word of warn
ing: Apparently fearful of"eco
tage" - whatever that is - the 
license numbers of all vehicles 
in the area (La Sal Mtn. loop 
road) are being recorded and 
run through the NCIC computer. 
According to my spies, one name 
that kicked out was one E. Ab
bey of Oracle, Ariz. I wonder 
what thatguy's doing up there? 

SELDOM SEEN SMITH 
MOVES TO MOAB 

To conclude on a high note, 

something good happened to 
Moab and the slickrock coun
trythis summer. KEN SLEIGHT, 
aka Seldom Seen Smith - a 
friend of these red rocks, these 
red rivers, and us ·- moved to 
Moab. Along with compadre 
Jane, they're running a book 
and map store on the highway 
north of town (next to La Hac
ienda) and doing packtrips, in 
addition to keeping a watchful 
eye on the local bozos. Ken is 
one of the most decent, dedic
ated men I know, and if he had 
been around 133 years ago, he 
would have never let those vig
ilante bastards chop my head 
off. It is good to know he is 
nearby and I wish him well in 
his endeavors. When passing 
through, stop in and say howdy 
and buy some books or maps 
from him. 

Well, my friends, it is time 
again to get back in thejar. Until 
next time, keep in mind the 
answer to the eternally asked 
question, "Whywasn'tJim Watt 
ever circumsized ?" 

The answer, of course, is "Be
cause there's no end to that 
prick" 

Adios, amigos. 

EARTH FIRST! 
ATTORNEYS NEEDED 

We discovered during the Kal
miopsis Blockade in Oregonjust 
how much we need sympath
etic attorneys. Our effectiveness 
was certainly lessened by the 
lack of full legal assistance. We 
need the following help: 

CRIMINAL - to assist with 
criminal charges both state and 
federal arising out of non
viole.nt civil disobedience in 
defense of natural environ
ments. Several critical legal 
complications have arisen out 
of the Kalmiopsis .Blockade. 
They include financial restitu
tion to a construction company 
for downtime caused by a block
ade and release-from-jail or pro
bation requirements prohibit
ing entry on national forest 
lands. Both of these provisions 
need serious legal challenge or 
the tool of non-violent direct 
action will be considerably 
weakened. 

CIVIL - lawsuits for damages 
resulting from assaults by con
struction workers in blockades 
should be done. Also, a federal 
civil rights violation suit against 
Josephine County, Oregon, may 
be appropriate. 

CONSERVATION - The Ore
gon RARE II lawsuit (Earth 
First! vs. Block) has set legal 
history and essentially extends 
protection of RARE II areas to 
all states. We must follow up on 
this with specific appeals or 
lawsuits on national forests 
where this ruling is not being 
obeyed. There are many other 
possible conserva,tion lawsuits 
that establishment conserva
tion groups are afraid to touch 
that Earth First! should under
take. 

What is needed is an Earth 
First! Legal Group consisting of 
attorneys, paralegals, etc., to 
coordinate all of this. Also 
needed is someone who will 
take on the responsibility to get 
such a group functioning. If you 
would be willing to coordinate 
the organization of such a-" group, 
participate in it, or provide any 
legal advice or se'rvices to EF!, 
please contact Dave Foreman 
(230 W. 7th Ave., Chico, CA 
95926 916-343-6547). 

TALKING 
TO THE 
TREES 

by Cecelia Ostrow 

I live six miles up Big Cr~ek, 
in one of the wildest remaining 
areas on the central Oregon 
coast. I came here to heal myself 
and to learn from nature. 

The land here, like that of the 
adjoining Rock Creek Proposed 
Wilderness Area, was badly bur
ned some 150 years ago. Big 
Creek recovered much quicker 
than Rock Creek, and was home
steaded and logged again in 
many places, then left. Now 
there are only five families on 
Big Creek. 

Herbicides were not used 
back then. The land is coming 
back naturally, in profusion that 
is wonderful to see. 

I have talked to some trees 
who survived the logging and 
one tree who survived the fire. 
I am going to relate these ex
changes to you. 

Insights and visions come 
straight out of the unconscious, 
I feel, and tend to occur(to me) 
in sort of dogmatic kinds of 
thoughts. It is important to re
member that this is only one 
way oflooking at things. Seeing 
a vision changes the way you 
look at everything. But it would 
be foolish to try to analyze every
thing according to the vision. 

The first tree I met, and my 
dearest friend here, is a 100+ 
year old hemlock that grows in 
a little hollow just down from 
my cabin where homesteaders 
logged nearby about 30 years 
ago. Its bark is reddish and soft, 
and its branches, which grow 
almost to the ground, filter the 
light in a most pleasing way on 
both sunny and cloudy days. 

I believe that each tree has a 
"power spot" that you can find 
by intuition. If you sit there you 
can best feel the tree's pres
ence and listen to it - or to the 
two of you, as you like. 

When I sit under the hem
lock, I get the sweetest, most 
peaceful feelings I could 
imagine. 

One day as I sat here I had a 
powerful vision. I understood 
that people were supposed to 
have machines and technology 
in order to understand the uni
verse, but I understood that 
technology is to be related to 
in a much different way than 
most people do. 

People, like every other plant 
and animal, have a place in nat
ure. We are our own special kind 
of recorders, with our songs, 
stories, and our knowledge - a 
memory for the earth, and a 
fine mirror of earth-conscious
ness. That is our particular way 
of knitting together every form 
of life. 

But today, people are mostly 
like greedy· children using these 
previous objects and principles 
to destroy the earth. 

I once read a statement by 
some Hopi elders saying that 
white people had originally. 
chosen to learn about machines 
to help the world, but had for
gotten their purpose. I en
countered a very similar 
thought - independently 
under the hemlock. 

* * * 

On the hill across the Iittll' 
creek where I get my water, 
stands an old spruce. Isolated 
in a landscape that is now 
mostly alder and salmonberry, 
it is the first truly sad tree I 
have ever known. I think that 
before the fire, this forest was 
mostly spruce. But after the fire, 
the climate, which had changed 
since that time thousands of 
years ago when spruce first 
began to grow here, was too dry 
and hot in the summer for many 
spruce seedlings to grow again. 

The old spruce is trying to 
start a spruce forest. It, like the 
hemlock, has branches all the 
way down to the ground. 

I am particularly drawn to 
this tree because it is like me, 
trying to create a forest in this 
world where the forests are 
dying. 

I was sitting under the spruce 
one sunny morning when it did 
not seem so sad, and the thought 
came to me very strong, "I am 
forever." Now I had just re
cently been to the ancient 
spruce forest of Cummins Creek 
(proposed wilderness) a few 
miles up the coast, and the feel
ings that phrase evoked in me 
were power,. glory and intellig
ence of untouched wilderness. 
This is God to me and it is for
ever, though the forest seems to 
be perishing. Perhaps if it is 
being destroyed in one place, it 
is being created in another, I 
thought. 

As I paused to muse about 
these things, under my favorite· 
cedar tree on the hill behind 
my house, the thought came 
pealing through the cedar bran
ches - "The Earth is coming 
back! The Earth is coming back!" 

I went down finally to visit 
my hemlock friend once again. 
There I had the vision in my 
mind of a logger coming up the 
road in his heavily armored 
truck with all his equipment, 
being very like a dinosaur lum
bering along some trail millions 
of years ago, apparently in full 
power but unaware that some
where, deep within the work
ings of the universe, the energy 
that sustained him was begin
ning to fail. 

And so it is. The Earth is com
ing back. My part is to find the 
best way I can to help bring 
about the changes. The spnice 
said that for me, it is music. 
What is it for you? 

* * * 

Remember last year I wrote 
about our fight to keep develop
ers from building a big resort at 
the mouth of Big Creek? The 
struggle continues! We are tak
ing our legal appeal to the Ore
gon Supreme Court. Our public 
outreach has brought so many 
letters and phone calls to the 
Lane County Commissioners, 

. that Commissioner Jerry Rust 
has promised to introduce a 
motion in July _to re-open pub
lic hearings on Big Creek. Your 
letters can really help now! 

Lane County Commissioners: 
Jerry Rust, Scott Lieuellen, 
Peter DeFazio, Chuck Ivey, Bill 
Rodgers, c/o Public Service 
Building, 125 East 8th Avenue, 
Eugene, OR 97401. 

Help save the elk herd, wild 
fish, federally-listed Endang
ered Species Silver-spot butter
fly, not to mention peace and 
quiet which you will find there 
now! 
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THE FIGHT TO SAVE THE 
REDWOODS: A HISTORY 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
REFORM, 1917-1978. 
Susan R. Schrepfer, Madison: 
University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1983 ($22.50) 

By 
Bill Devall 

Susan Schrepfer is. a history 
professor at Rutgers University. 
She.has worked as a consultant 
with the history committee of 
the Sierra Club and with the 
Forest History Society and has 
interviewed Sierra Club lead
ers for the oral history project 
of the Bancroft Library, 
Berkeley. 

Her book is a sophisticated 
interpretation of the struggles 
to preserve some stands of old 
growth Redwoods in California. 
She sees the battle for old 
growth Redwoods protection in 
the context of changing philos
ophies in the conservation
ecology movement as exempli
fied by two of the leading groups 
in California, the Save the Red
woods League and the Sierra 
Club. 

Most campaigns to establish 
national parks and wilderness 
areas in America have concer· 
n-:: '. iands 1 

• ir. the p bhc 
domain. By t .e 1880's, however, 
when the forest reserves were 
first considered on federal 
lands, virtually all the valuable 
old growth Redwoods had been 
transferred into private owner
ship. These Redwoods were 
logged at ever increasing rates 
to build the cities of California. 

Redwoods grow only in a nar
row coastal belt extending from 
Big Sur in the south to the 
Oregon border on the north. Cli
mate, soils and terrain com
bined to provide a home here 
for the last stands of the vast 
Redwood forests once covering 
Europe, North America and 
Asia. 

In the so-called "progressive" 
movement before World War I, 
some scientists preached a 
brand of ecological conserva
tion which included preser
. vation of some stands of old 
growth Redwoods as examples 
of evolution's grand pro
gression. 

Preceding the formation of 
the Save the Redwoods League 
in 1920, citizen groups had for
med t6 buy private lands and 
donate them to the State of Cal
ifornia to form Big Basin State 

- Park in the Santa Cruz moun
tains and a small grove of Red
woods in Marin County had 
been given as a gift to the Fed
eral government as a "John Muir 
Nalional Monument." 

The League, in Schrepfer's 
interpretation, was formed 
through an alliance of scientists 
and progressive Republican 
businessmen who believed it 
was the responsibility of the 
upper classes to facilitate econ
omic development while pre
Sl'rving some small groves of. 

BATTLE FOR THE REDWOODS 
Redwoods for scientific study 
and meditative recreation. 
"Parks," concludes Schrepfer, 
"were as much a fulfillment of 
as a rebellion against modern
ization." "Far from being dis
mayed by industrial society, 
(the league founders) ... found 
the new order offered them 
opportunities for civic involve
ment, professional advance
ment, and profit ... A college 
education, membership in cer
tain clubs and an urban resi
dence on either coast were nec
essary without being sufficient 
to explain participation. Lack
ing strong religious affiliations 
and educated at increasingly 

secular institutions of higher 
learning in Europe and Amer
ica, these men and women en
joyed an organized civic and 
professional involvement and 
the pursuit of a faith combining 
scientific respectability and 
romantic intensity." 

Both the League and the 
Sierra Club were moderate re
form groups, The Club, foun
ded in 1892, ·split over Muir's 
campaign to defend the Retch 
Hetchy Valley in Yosemite Park 
from dam building to serve the 
industrial needs of the city of 
San Francisco. 

Both preferred to work with 
state and federal agencies and 
corporations and professional 
groups through the "old boy" 
network. Accomodation and 
compromise rather than con
flict and militancy character
ized both groups before 1950. 
While the Club worked for new 
roads and trails in the Sierra, 
the League worked to buy 
groves of Redwoods along major 
lt.ig, \\ays. 1,01th of Sall 
Francisco. 

The cosmopolitan profession
als . in both organizations 
favored moderate reform with 
centralized administration in a 
rational bureaucracy guided by 
professional expertise and tem
pered by boards composed of 
volunteers. The commission 
system of government in Cali
fornia exemplified this type of 
n:form. The State Parks Com
mission, appointed by the 
Governor and Legislature, 
would set policy for a statewide 
bureaucracy administered by 
professional staff informed by 
the expertise of scientists. 

The League relied on private 
donations and the willingness 
of large timber corporations to 
sell some of their prime old 
growth Redwood groves as well 
as quiet negotiations between · 
the League, timber corporations 
and the government agencies 
of California. 

In a chapter on John Mer
riam, scientist, professor, and 
long-time League president, 
Schrepfer finds a hero of moder
ate reform. "Research, he be
lieved, was an act of reverence. 
Scientific technicalities were 
divine truths, so there was no 
reasonable basis for conflict." 
Merriam's philosophy might be 
called a progressive Republican 
idealism. "To Merriam, preser
vation was a religious mission" 
and the Redwood parks were 
"holy places." Merriam declared, 
several decades before Teilhard 
de Chardin attempted his grand 
synthesis of the doctrine of pro
gress, evolution and Christian
ity, that the human race was 
destined to "have almost com
plete control of the biological 

world." "Unlike the transcental
ists, (Merriam) did not reject 
the machirt.e as the destroyer of 
the garden. He assured a col
leagJJ.e, 'the machine contri
butes to our opportunity."' 

While defending science and 
economic development, the 
leaders of the League stren
uously objected to the approach 
taken by the National Park 
Service in developing "visitor 
services" and "industrial rec
reation" in national parks. Parks 
were places for contemplation. 
League leaders were also sus
picious of the New Deal which 
led to the League to veto 
attempts to establish a Red
woods National Park during the 
1930's. During the 20's and 30's 
Chambers of Commerce and 
local governments in Humboldt 
and Del Norte counties were 
very receptive to the idea of a 
Redwoods National Park. In the 
1960's when the idea was re
vived, there were very few old 
growth stands to save and local 
government was almost unan
imously opposed to the park. 

Schrepfer argues that during 
the 1950's the League and the 
Club diverged in their approach 
to preservation and diverged in 
their worldviews. In the older 
vision of ecology, evolution and 
society, still followed by League 
leaders in the 1950's, "technol
ogy was the fulfillment of na
tural history." Evolution was 
progressive and humans were 
at the apex of evolution. By the 
1950's many biologists, genetic
ists and paleontologists were 
expounding a theory of evolu
tion that was not teleological 
but more random and oppor
tunistic. Schrepfer calls this a 
philoso:phy . f "naturafo,m" 
which found poetic voice in 
Loren Eiseley who expressed 
the notion that man is inescapa
bly part of nature. · 

"Biology," says Schrepfer, 
"revealed interdependence, 
specialization, and adaptation, 
but it allowed no judgment as 
to the superiority of species. 
Man was the accident of the 
chance-filled course of human 
genetics. Thus the Club moved 
(in publicizing Eiseley's vision) 
from the philosophy of John 
Muir, with his faith in a uni
verse of 'law, order, creative 
intelligence, and loving design,' 
toward that of Eiseley, whose 
deepest thoughts were, in spite 
of his love for nature, 'all of 
night, of outer cold and inner 
darkness.' The change was the 
result in significant part of a 
mid-century shift in American 
science." 

Other historians, particularly 
Stephen Fox in his book, John 
Muir andHi.s Legacy: The Amer
ican Conservation Movement, 
argue that the Club returned to 
Muir's central ecological in
sights during the 1950's under 

·the leadership of David Brower. 
Muir saw humans as plain citi
zens of the universe and rejected 
the notion of "intensive man
agement" of national forests. 
Muir's disagreement with Gif
ford Pinchot and the progres
sive Republicans over the man
agement of forests was to be a 
continuing difference between 
those who wanted small groves 
of trees reserved for science and 
those "Who wanted wilderness 
parks of very large size. Schrep
fer does not" examine Muir's 
philosophy in any specific chap
ter and does not review the 
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large body of scholarship on 
Muir's philosophy which was 
published during the 1970's and 
early 1980's. 

Instead Schrepfer interprets 
the "militancy" of the Sierra 
Club and its divergence from 
its old friend, the Save the Red
woods League, as the result of a 
"union of philosophical natural
ism and citizen activism that 
emerged out of the 1950's.'' 

While most historians see the 
1950's as the grand fulfillment 
of the" American dream" of ma
terial affluence, vast recrea
tiona! opportunities, rapid eco
nomic growth, and low internal 
social confllct, David Brower 
and other leaders of the Club 
were appalled at the rapid 
changes brought by this post
war industrialism to the land
scapes of the American West -
building ofhuge dams, clearcut
ting the last watersheds of old 
growth Redwoods, massive 
highway programs which rip
ped through parks. 

David Brower, who became 
Executive Director of the Sierra 
Club in the early 1950's, was 
sponsored for that position by 
the "old boys" in the Club but 
was not himself an "old boy." 
He rejected cozy chats by the 
fireside with bureaucrats and 
businessmen. Instead he de
nounced the bureaucrats of the 
Bureau of Reclamation for plans 
to build dams on the Colorado 
River and he attacked timber 
corporations in the struggle for 
a Redwoods National Park as 
"legislating by chainsaw." 

Schrepfer documents the 
growing tension between the 
moderates and what she called 
the "militants" in the Club 
during the 1950's and 60's with 
Brower's attempts to move the 
Club more into national and 
internation-11 enviro imental 
concerns. The Sierra Club ~ook, 

The Last Redwoods, was a state
ment of Brower's position which 
was more fully expressed in 
Galapagos: The Flow of Wilder
ness in ·which he called for an 
"earth national park." 

By the mid 1960's only two 
watersheds in northwest Cali
fornia still contained enough old 
growth Redwoods to be consid
ered for national park status -
Mill Creek and Redwood Creek 
While the League still attempt
ed through private donations 
to buy some of these groves, 
the price was too high. Only the 
federal government had the 
power and the money to buy 
these last stands. And the Sierra 
Club moved to arouse public 
opinion, in the tradition of John 
Muir, to save the Redwoods. 
Demonstrations, mass advertis
ing, intensive lobbying oflegis
lators, threats of court suits and 
attacks on the corporations as 
"bad guys" were used by the 
Club in a successful campaign 
to get Congress and President 
Johnson to support a compro
mise Park Act in 1968. 

At the same time Brower's 
leadership was under attack by 
moderates in the Club and in 
1969 he was forced to resign as 
Executive Director. · 

The"old boys" who had spon
sored Brower - Ansel Adams, 
Dick Leonard, etc. - finally fired 
him as he began to attack the 
ties between the Club and the 
oligarcy of California - particul
ary Pacific Power and Electric. 
Although briefly mentioning 
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power 
Plant, Schrepfer does not take 
the opportunity to examine that 
story for its irony and intrigue. 
Nor does she fully explain 
Brower's growing "militancy" 
and the reasons why some 
upper middle class profession
ai~ became the leading spokes
people f. th( "Cology move
ment. 8he quotes C. Wnght 
Mills' early 1950's assessment 



that the new professional class 
could not tum out radicals and 
then proceeds to show how 
many of the most aggressive 
environmentalists of the 60's 
and 70's were college profes
sors, engineers and other pro
fessionals. The best she can 
offer is a Weberian thesis that 
ideas are a force in history. But 
she does not elaborate on the 
criticisms of modernism found 
in the professional classes and 
articulated by Paul Goodman, 
Lewis Mumford, Marston Bate
son and Loren Eiseley. She uses 
various surveys of Club mem
bers to show that few business
men joined the Club in the 60's 
and 70's but does not develop 
the theme that a shifting para
digm was bringing environ
mentalists to a radical conser
vative position in American 
politics. 

The most unsatisfactory 
chapter in her book, however, 
is her interpretation of the bat
tle for the second Redwood Park 
Act of 1978. The Compromise 
Act of 1968 left the upslope wat
ershed of Redwood Creek un
protected. Yet the Club had 
argued for many years that the 
integrity of the watershed must 
be protected, not just "dedi
cated groves" along major high
ways. Massive flooding in 1955 
and 1964 had sent silt and gravel 
from cutover upslopes in Bull 
Creek through many groves in 
Humboldt Redwoods State Park 
which had cost the League mil
lions of dollars to acquire. 

Before the ink was dry on the 
1968 park act, local activists in 
Humboldt County were calling 
for . the federal government to 
"enlarge the worm," the thin 
stip of land along Redwood 
Creek which was included in 
the Park. 

Studies commissioned by var
ious state and federal agencies 
began to document the extent 
of erosion in Redwood Creek 
and impact of accelerated log
ging upslope from the park. But 
after 1972 the struggle to en-

_ large the park took an ugly turn. 
The passage of the Coastal Act 
of 1972 was a high point in the 
environmental movement in 
California during the 1970's and 
activated corporations to form 
alliances with labor unions to 
attack environmental groups 
for their "anti-progress" 
position. 

While some liberal Democ
ratic politicians supported 
environmentalist goals, this 
same liberal wing was respon
sive to the demands of labor 
unions and minorities for "jobs 
and security." 

Could the environmentalists' 
goal of preservation of the re
maining stands of old growth 
timber be reconciled with the 
social welfare agenda of the lib
eral Democrats? Only with the 
most fragile of compromises 
suggested by a Congressman 
from San Francisco (Phillip 
Burton) who never hiked in the 
Redwoods. 

The so-called "Burton Bill" 
provided protection for Red
wood Creek by dramatically 
enlarging the Park, provided 
massi:ve public works (a free
way project around parts of the 
Park), a workmen's compensa
tion provision which allowed 
workers who lost their jobs due 
to Park expansion to receive up 
to five years of benefits at gov
ernment expense, and a huge 
settlement for timber corporat
ions whose lands were taken 
for the park expansion. 

In Schrepfer's conclusion, 
"The act was a logical outcome 
of the activists' strength within 
the liberal and pro-labor wing . 
of the Democratic Party, their 
ideological drift leftward, and 
their wish to defuse labor's 
opposition. The act's passage is 
evidence that the Sierra Club 
had become one of the most 
powerful lobbies on the Hill." 

Whatever the merit of the 
final sentence, the rest of her 
conclusion is suspect. In my 
estimation, Schrepfer omits 
from this chapter a discussion 
of local environmentalists in 
northwest California during the 
1970's. Reviewing my own 
notes, I sense a growing aliena
tion between local activists and 
national lobbyists for the Sierra 
c;:;1ub during the 70's. Local activ
ists were told repeatedly to be 
"reasonable" and "compromise" 
but it was the local activists 
who kept up the pressure on 
the national Club and politi
cians to enlarge the Park. 

Schrepfer sees local groups 
such as Citizens for a Redwood 
National Park and the Emerald 
Creek Committee as just exten
sions of the national Sierra Club. 
Yet these local activists were 
quite independent of the Club 
and took actions which the Club 
leadership did not endorse or 
support. Schrepfer does not 
even mention the names ofpeo
p)e who risked their jobs and 
sometimes their lives in the 
increasingly-polarized climate 
of the l 970's to present a vision 
which included not only an en
larged national Redwoods Park 
but a society where bears, wol
verines, whales and wild rivers 
had a "right" to exist for them
selves, not just as commodities 
in a human marketplace. These 
people included Ruflo Harper 
Lee, John Amodio, Rudi Beck
ing, Lucille Vinyard, Susie Van
Kirk, Tim McKay, David Van
derMark, Steve Lau, Steve 
Brewer and Ray Peart. 

While many local environ
mentalists irr northwest Cali
fornia were opposed to the war 
in Vietnam and the massive 
nuclear weapons buildup of the 
1970's, to describe them as hav
ing a "leftward drift" is a gross 
oversimplification. They had 
(and have) an uneasy position 
in the Democratic Party. They 
resent being just another con
stituency in the Party but find 
no opening at :;ill in the Repub
lican Party and no "green" party 
(as is found in some European 
countries) in which to find a 
political home. 

The second Redwood Park 
act was not the end, but the 
beginning for many local envir
onmentalists. The most positive 
feature was a provision for re
habilitation of the damaged 
watershed of Redwood Creek. 
But the Act itself was too little, 
too late. It was a bitter victory. 

The vision of Vietnamizing 
California haunted local envir· 
ml.mental activists. In the Red
woods "battle," the vision of 
"ecocide" dominated their night
mares. The conversion of old 
growth timber into "tree farms" 
which were sprayed with her
bicides from the air was part of 
changing patterns of manage
ment of international timber 
corporations. Schrepfer does 
not document these changing 
practices and she does not treat 
the political economy of timber 
corporations. She sees' the com
panies more as acted upon 
rather than as actors radically 
·changing landscapes. 

THE BISBEE DEPORTATION 
by Peter Wild -

FORGING THE COPPER 
COLLAR 

By James W. Byrkit. Tucson: 
University of Arizona Press, 
1982. $24.95, 435 pages. 

Americans like the happy-go
lucky cowboy yodeling across 
the plains. They cherish the 
lumberjack, the homesteader, 
and the prospector, those inde
pendent types who settled the 
West. Yet, however the figures 
appeal to the popular mind, his
torians have known for some 
time that they belong more to 
the world of fiction than of fact. 

In fact, corporations should
ered aside the little guys of 
mining, timber, and ranching 
and ran the show pretty much 
the way they wanted. From its 
earliest days, the West was a 
colony, and well-heeled inter
ests east of the Mississippi siph
oned off its resources with long 
corporate straws. As is the case 
with most colonies, democracy 
was stifled, the environment 
plundered at will. 

This is well illustrated by 
James. W. Byrkit's Forging the 
Copper CoUar. For years, Mon
tana, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona 
wore copper collars. Their peo
ple were not governed by freely
elected legislators but ruled by 

In the early 1980's even black 
. bears were declared a "menace 

to industry" by some timber cor
porations who demanded the 
bear population be reduced or 
"liquidated" because they 
sometimes eat part of the young 
trees on managed "tree farms." 

As John Muir once said, "if a 
war ever comes between the 
humans and bears, I think I 
would be tempted to fight on 
the side of the bears." 

For many local environmen
talists, they were fighting on 
the side of the bears. 

They did not become more 
"leftward," the dominant cul
ture became more radical in its 
attempts to dominate and con
trol vast areas of wild nature. 

Schrepfer's bottom line is cor
rect in a certain sense, "for the 
·moderate reformers - as for the 
old redwoods - there was no 
place to stand." 

With the spector of nuclear 
war bringing the most radical 
ecocide to the landscape, the 
Redwoods are "islands of hope." 
After nearly a century of effort 
only about four percent of the 
old growth Redwoods are pre
served. The "fight" to save the 
Redwoods was therefore a great 
success, or a great failure, de
pending on one's perspective. 

the mmmg interests which 
owned the newspapers, paid 
the axe-handle-wielding goons, 
and rigged the elections - and 
thus ran the states as their fief 
doms while cashing their divi
dend checks back in New York, 
Boston, and London. Byrkit foc
uses on one company and state, 
Phelps Dodge of Arizona, and 
in particular on one event, the 
Bisbee Deportation, to illustrate 
the power and rottenness that 
controlled much of the West. 

On the morning of July 12, 
1917, a thousand armed vigilan
tes swept through the mining 
town of Bisbee, Arizona. They 
broke in doors, beat up protest
ing wives, and hauled offhund
reds of men. These workers, the 
"troublemakers" and "sympath
izers" behind a peaceful strike 
against Phelps Dodge, were 
marched under the sights of 
machine guns, loaded into cat
tle cars, then dumped without 
food or water nearly two hund
red miles away, offin the blazing 
desert of New Mexico. It hap
pened to be the hottest day of 
the summer. 

Fearing for their lives, few of 
the men returned. A federal 
investigation dragged on for 
years and finally fizzled. The. 
lesson was clear: don't mess 
with Phelps Dodge. 

It makes good reading, the 
kind you can grind your teeth 
over, while you get to applaud 
the little feller who occasion
ally gets in a free poke at the 
corporate giant. But there's a 
problem here and perhaps ales
son too for present-day activists. 
Byrkit, a professor at Northern 
Arizona University in Flagstaff, 
has written a study that is well
documented and objectively 
told. But the events he describes 
are so bizarre in themselves 
that, like the cowboy earlier 
mentioned, they seem to belong 
to the realm of fiction: 

Raised on a diet of C-grade 
movies with "good guys versus 
bad guys," expecting the Ges
tapo to wear crew cuts and 
jackboots, the public tends to 
think that such things don't 
happen in real life. Or at least 
that they couldn't in our sup
posedly enlightened day. Per
haps corporations don't march 
protestors off into cattle cars 
anymore. But that is only to say 
that their tactics have changed, 
become more subtle and tech
nologically sophisticated. The 
China Syndrome, with its intri
cate plot of blackmail and media 
manipulation, certainly pointed 
this out. For that, the destroyers 
can be even more dangerous 
and difficult to expose. 

MY SENTIMENTAL 
FAVORITES 

by Louis D'Manure, 
M.D.D.T. 

As stated in a recent issue by 
that gentleman ofletters, Spurs 
Jackson, not all of these books 

' deal directly with the wilder
ness or with environmental is
sues, yet all carry implicit mes
sages in some ways more effect
ive than conventional environ
mental works. 
TENDER CARNIVORE AND 
THE SACRED GAME 
by PAUL SHEPHERD 

This book was the first on the 
responsibility of being an ape. 
A strong hunting and gathering 
message. It drew fire when pub
lished for its obviously crazy 
proposal to limit human habita
tion in North America to small 
enclaves with the great major
ity of the land reserved for 
"primitive" activities (NOT 
ORVS). Here at EF! headquar
ters in Snakenavel, that pro
posal is sometimes considered 
.too conservative (why any 
human habitations at all?) from 
certain large hairy EF!ers. 
THE BIG SKY 
by A.B. GUTHRIE, JR. 

Captures like the hands of 
Godzilla the old west in the days 
of the mountain men. Its even
tual destruction by those who 
loved it is nearly unbearable to 
both its hero and the reader. 
Presents in fiction the same life 
Bernard De Voto presents as 
nonfiction in Across the Wide 

·Missouri and is more effective, 
although De Voto gives a better 
characterization of Christianity 
as a major force in the destruc
tion of the American West. 

Ironically, the best actual . 
autobiography of a mountain 
man is Journal of a Trapper, by 
Osborne Russell, who in later 
years discovered religion and 
as a result renounced his pre
vious life and became a realtor, 
speculator, miner, and politic 
cian; suffered from "bilious 
attacks" and ended up dead in 
a county hospital in California. 
TONGUES OF THE MONTE 
by J. FRANK DOBIE 

The best book by the only 
Texan to ever write an entire 
column in admiration of the 
coyote, and an article in admira
tion of the skunk. This some
what autobiographical work 
concerns the days when a Texan 
with legal problems could find 
a friend and a horse and head 
south across the Rio Bravo to a 
land of jaguars and shy maid
ens; wilderness and romance. 
For another similar situation 
about Uruguay before its des
truction by civilization, try The 
Purple Land That England Lost 
by W.H. Hudson. 
RIVER NOTES 
by BARRY LOPEZ . 

Hardly anyone is able to put 
into language the universe 
which Barry Lopez sees. A 
unique style about a parallel 
universe just up the trail and 
over the ridge. · 
JOY OF MAN'S DESIRING 
by JEAN GIONO 

What the title says; about the 
smell of growing things and not 
about wanting color TVs. 
SEXUS by HENRY MILLER 

A sequel to The Big Sky by a 
different author; the protagon
ist is now lost in New York City. 
About the antipathy of modern 
civilization towards life, and 
about its efforts to destroy the 

. natural world, including man. 
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JAPAN GREEN PARTY 
CALLS INTERNATIONAL 

CONFERENCE 
I. We believe that the human 

race and the world ecological 
system are in danger of being 
destroyed. 

While we believe that the 
human race has brought this 
upon itself, we consider the 
chief offenders to be the advan
ced Western countries, in
cluding Japan, and especially 
the dominating countries with 
the two superpowers, the 
United States and the Soviet 
Union, at the head, and the 
warped (pursuit of profit, and 
military expansion) use of their 
materialistic science and 
technology. 

The rulers of the advanced 
Western countries and the Sov
iet Union consider liberalism 
(capitalism)_ and ·socialism: 
(communism), two camps; the 
imminent dangers of nuclear 
war and the destruction of the 
environment have been brol,\ght 
about through, and spurred by, 
the ceaseless confrontation be
tween these two ideologies, and 
on this point, the adherents and. 
rulers of both are equally guilty. . 
It is no longer possible to entrust 
the future of the human raee to' 
the advanced countries; they 
are, in fact, merely leading the 
Earth and the human race far
ther in the direction of disaster. 

In order to extricate ourselves 
from this situation, we believe 
that there is only one possible 
course of action: in that these 
two ideologies both see huinan 
beings as the supreme good, we 
must build a global society, 
based on natural principles, 
wr(;J' •-ran!'ccnds these t\~u 
ideologies, an<l in which all liv
ing things can coexist. 

We have invited Mr. Ramiro 
Reynaga, coordinator of the 
South American Indian Coun
cil (elected at the first Council 
meeting, March 1980),fromKol
lasuyu (Bolivia), to participate 
in the writing of a joint· 
declaration. · 

II. Having reached agreement 
upon our present situation 3$ 
stated above, we propose that,, 
in order to preserve the human 
race and life on Earth, we pro
mote concerted action on an 
international scale among the 
Japan Green Party, the lndians 
(aboriginal peoples) of the 
world, and environmentalists of 
the world. We also propose an 
international conference in 
order to bring everyone 
together. 

The said international confer
ence shall be not only for the 
good of human beings, but a 
Life on Eahh Conference, the 
purpose of which shall be to 
preserve nature and the Earth 
for all living things. 

We propose that the interna
tional conference be held in 
Japan during the first part of 
October, 1984 (for a period of 
seven days) and we are pre
pared to make arrangements for 
the conference with the partic
ipation of the Indian organi
zations of the world. 

We call upon our Indian 
brothers and sisters, who pro
tect and respect all of nature, 
all environmentalists and peace
loving women, and those invol
ved in anti-nuclear movements, 
to participate in this intema
tiona! ~un~rence, where we 1,viH 
discuss ways to preserve the 
human race and life on Earth. 

July 1, 1983 

by Ramiro Renaga 

I. The Present World Crisis 
This crisis touches every facet 
of our lives ...:: the economic and 
politi~l, ouf sources of energy 
and the food we eat. The indus
trial monster sells us things we 
do not need, thereby contamin
ating our lives and our planet. 
These problems all have the 
same root: a disconnection from 
the interdependent harmony 
called Life, and therefore a dis
respect for the life ofthe forests, 
the rivers, animals, and even 
other humans, who are also 
Nature. 

Even now, on this little planet 
of ours, are enough nuclear 
weapons to kill every human 
being fifty times over, and to 
make this world another dead 
planet like the moon. Yet, the 

. superpowers, obsessed with 
overkill, are busy inventing and 
producing even more powerful 
bombs. For the first time in the 
life of this planet, there is the 
very real danger of exterminat
ing every plant, animal, and 
human. And we have Europe, 
thought to many to be the most 
civilized of societies (I consider 
the United States tbe same as 
Europe), to thank for this. 

II. Capicom Both the United 
States and the Soviet Union say 
that they must produce more 
nuclear weapons in order to 
prevent nuclear war, which 
makes about as much sense as 
saying that we must store more 
gasoline in order to put down a 
conflagration. 

No ideological difference is 
big enough to justify the fur
ther production of nuclear 
weapons. And the United States 
and Soviet Union are more sim
ilar thn.n diff Pr•·nt 

They both 1:1peak in their own 
interests using ideological 
language. 

In both countries the govern-

JIM- STILES ON DIGNITY 
I read with interest, and then 

a growing sense of frustration, 
Doc Raccoon's essay on Earth 
First!and"dignity."Ihavespent 
many years writing letters to 
congressmen, commenting on 
environmental assessments, 
joining organizations and 
signing petitions. And I am 
frustrated. I don't know where 
Doc Raccoon lives, but if he 
lived in SE Utah, ifhe could see 
the day-in/day-out savage 
destruction of places dear to 
me (and to him), if he could 
hear the mindless, greedy 
oratory of the many people here 
who see this land only in terms 
of the number ()f dollars that 
can be squeezed from it, 
perhaps he too might be inclined 
to step down from his lofty 
castle and throw a"few punches 
too. There is no dignity in defeat, 
especially when the loser is the 
planet we're trying to keep 
healthy. I don't care if my 
punches are above the belt, or 
below - so long as they hurt. 

It is impossible to ~eep this 
struggle on a "high plane." Our 
opponents' preconceived per
ception of us gives us no choice. 
And when I say '·opponent" I 
am speaking of those persons 
who will stop at nothing to 
dPstroy everything that is green, 

and clean, living and beautiful. 
To these greedheads, an envi
ronmentalist is a long-haired, 
communistic, smelly degener
ate on welfare and food stamps, 
whose affinity for the EARTH 
comes from the fact that we live 
under a rock and waddle about 
in our own excrement. Itis point
less to even attempt to convince 
them otherwise. Others have 
tried; they have all failed. For 
God's sake, James Watt thinks 
we're all disciples of Satan, and 
has compared us to Hitler's Ges
tapo. Is there anyway we could 
stoop lower than that? 

Watt and his ilk have no use 
for patient, rational opposition. 
They look at it as a sign of weak
ness. After all, Jim Watt is on a 
mission from God. The only 
thing he fears is the DEVIL, and 
if that's what it takes to make 
the sweat trickle down Watt's 
ribs, I'll be a horned, fire
breathing Lucifer any time. 

As for Thoreau and Muir, 
their eloquence and gentle love 
has always moved me deeply. 
But I doubt in their vilest night
mares, they even dreamed that 
the cancerous destruction of 
this planet would reach such 
tragic proportions. Faced with 
what we have today, I would 
bet they'd be reaching for a 
monkey wrench, too. 
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And as for my drawings, they 
are intended to provoke. I'm not 
primarily looking for laughs -
I'm mad. I'm emotional, not log
ical. If some people think they're 
crude and obscene, they don't 
have to look at them - turn the 
page. But someday soon, I'm 
sure all the birds will organize 

. and they will crap on Jim Watt. 
And then, instead of being a 
vulgar, scatalogical cartoonist, 
I'll be called a prophet. People 
will come to me and say, "Who 
will be crai;>ped on next, oh wise 
one?" The High Priest of 
Scatology. 

But I'm drifting from the point 
here. Which is, that the Sierra 
Club, Wilderness Society, 
Friends of the Earth, et al, have 
taken the high road, the "digni
fied approach" for years. And 
where are we? I'm not saying 
we should deliberately take the 
low road, but I will take any 
road that will keep one more 
tree from being cut, one less 
survey stake from being driven 
into the ground. Because the 
real stakes here - the Earth's 
survjval - are just too high to 
worry about etiquette. 

Thanks for listening, 
Jim ·stiles 

Moab, Utah 

HUMANS NEED A NEW 
POLITICAL OPTION 

ments are becoming bigger, and 
the people smaller; the people 
are losing the ability to choose 
their own food, dress, housing, 
medicine, education, and plea
sure. Their individual person
alities are becoming suppres
sed, and in this way they are 
becoming totally dependent 
upon the growing centralized 
government. 

Both nations consider "pro
gress" the killing of Nature in 
order to grow the machine .. 

Both are trying to make every
one the same, one using 
money, and the other power. 
And in the final analysis, of 
course, money and power are 
the same, a whip to control 
people. 

They depend upon each other 
for their very existence. The 
reason for the existence of anti
communism and anti-capitalism 
is to attack each other. It is 
almost as though there is a tacit 
agreement between them; as 
long as the world is divided into 
right and left, they can continue 
to dominate it. 

The most important choice 
we can make now is not bet
w.een capitalism and com
munism. Neither the United 
States nor the Soviet Union can 
solve the problem because they 
created, and have become, the 
problem. 

The important choice we 
must make today is between 
life and death, between arming 
or disarming those who would 
start the Third World War. 

The Un:.tec! ~tates and the 
So\<iet Union are the powers of 
war and death. They are not 
two forces; they are a single 
military system divided into two 

mutually dependent parts. The 
two parts form the Euopean mil
itary monster with two heads, 
right and left, both mad, both 
eager to destroy each other, and 
every plant, animal, and human. 

Capitalism and Communism 
form a single entity. And a sin
gle entity needs a single name. I 
call the nuclear monster Cap
icom. This new name clarifies 
the situation because the pre
sent vital alternative is between 
Life and Capicom. 

This monster must be stop
ped in a special way. Its two 
heads must be lopped off simul
taneously. If not, the attack 
against one will make the other 
grow. We, this strange and dan
gerous ·kind of animal called 
human beings, need a new poli
tical option, one which can re
lease us from the deadly alter
native between North Ameri
can and Soviet nuclear weap
ons. Otherwise the dichotomy 
will keep making the contradic
tion deeper and irreversible. 
This dichotomy fools people, 
and chains the thinking and 
feelings of whole populations 
to the irrelevant, which is the 
fight between right and left. 
Capicom uses this fight to con
ceal the relevant, which is the 
alternative between Life and 
nuclear war. These alternatives 
are totally different, and do not 

· allow for a compromise. 
Whoever adores the part does 

not adore the whole. Sectarian 
ideologies think they can save 

· the part by destroying the 
w1wle. Conversion to this kind 
of ideological thinking is a kind 
of sickness which works inside 
the brain to attack the ability to 
respect and appreciate the dif-

Orey a -Turc.h {,, bur"-, {o '"J"-ite.. . 
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ferences among persons and 
peoples. 

In Asia, Africa, and the Amer
icas, we must move to stop this 
dangerous colonizing mania. 
Environmentalists, women's 
groups, youth groups, and anti
nuclear and workers' organi
zations are all working toward 
the same goal. It is a good time 
to start working together. · 

As part of the Inca people 
which is organizing the forces 
that will stop the colonial op- . 
pression affecting the immense 
majority of the Andean popu
lation, I am very glad to be in 
Japan, and among this remark
able people. I must also thank 
the Green Party for having made 
this possible, and for giving me 
the opportunity to talk with my 
Japanese friends. 

Ramiro Reynaga 
Kheswa, Kollasuyu (Bolivia) 

International Coordinator of the 
National Indian Youth Council 

June 15, 1983 

Reynaga i,s head of the Sauth 
American Indian Council and 
recently met with the leaders 
of the Japan Green Party. 

TUOLUMNE! 

The modern environmental 
movement was born 70 years 
ago on California's Tuolumne 
River when .John Muir fought 
with the last strength of his 
body against the damming of 
Hetch Hetchy Valley in Yosem
ite National Park. Muir lost the 
battle and soon his life. Today, 
Hetch Hetchy is a toilet bowl in 
a cathedral, the darkest blot in 
the history of the National 
Parks. But below · ugly 
O'Shaughnessy Dam, the sweet
throated song of the Tuolumne 
is heard once more as the river 
reasserts her wilderness spirit 
in foam and rock and whirlpool. 
The Tuolumne below Hetch 
Hetchy is considered by many 
boaters to be California's pre
mier whitewater river. But like 
an earlier generation of greed
head destroyers of life, the water 
and power interests of Califor
nia's Central Valley see only the 
potential of dollars in this love
ly wild stream. 

More dams are proposed for 
the Tuolumne - dams that will 
finish the job that killed Retch 
Hetchy Valley and John Muir. 
A variety of conservation 
groups are organizing to fight 
these assaults on the river 
within proper legal channels. 
But Earth First! and a group of 
river guides are prepared to 
fight withaut compromi,se if the 
establishment groups fail. Not 
only are we saying "Never!" to 
more dams on the Tuolumne, 
we are also saying, "Tear down 
O'Shaughnessy Dam and free 
Hetch Hetchy!" as well. 

The Earth First!/River Guides 
coalition is proposing a mas
sive rally against the further 
damming of the Tuolumne on 
John Muir's birthday(April 21) 
next spring at O'Shaughnessy 
Dam. If you want to help organ
ize the rally or help in any way, 
contact Don Presley (916) 283-
4310, POB 3021, Quincy, CA 
95971. 

EARTH FIRST! FESTIVAL 
"It was a helluva show," said 

one unidentified Utahan head
ing home in the rain after the 
August 14 Earth First! Festival 
in Salt Lake City. And indeed it 
was. Diverse. But one helluva 
show. 

The crowd of 300 at the Utah 
State Fairgrounds was less than 
had been hoped for, but the 
turn-out did not dull the aud
ience or the performers. Music
ians for the 8-hour long show 
were folksinger "Wobblie" Bob 
Phillips from Moab, rock'n'rol
lers Maggie Beers and Friends, 
Tophat, Liz Draper and the LZ5, 
country singer Hardin Davis, 
and, of course, Johnny Sage
brush and the Wild Goose Band. 
Poets included Art Goodtimes 
of Telluride, Jose, Simon Ortiz 
from New Mexico, and Pulitzer 
Prize-winner Gary Snyder. The 
speakers were rancher Cecil 
Garland, Ken 'Seldom-Seen 
Smith' Sleight, and master of 
ceremonies Dave Foreman. 

Although swelling afternoon 
thunderheads over the Wasatch 
Mountains may have kept some 
people away, they provided the 
high points of the festival. As 
Simon Ortiz was giving an 
Acoma Pueblo prayer to thun
der, the huge black cloud rear
ing behind him happily obliged. 
When darkness fell, so did the 
rain. The audience scurried into 
a shed for protectionjust before 
Gary Snyder was scheduled. 
But a lantern was found and 
Gary read his poetry and spoke 
of re-inhabitation and deep 
ecology in its warming glow to 
the crowded but hushed group 
remaining. 

Special thanks go to the mus
icians, speakers and poets for 
their appearances (all gratis); 
the stage-crew and other roust
abouts; t-shirt sellers and ticket 
takers; go-fers and all the rest. 
And to Mike Roselle and Marc 
Brown for a month's solid work 
to plan, promote and organize 
the Festival. 

For those of you who weren't 
able to make it, we share here 
with you 
Gary Snyder's Smokey The Bear 
Sutra, and Ed Abbey's greet
ings from Desolation Canyon. 

earth :flr.stf tutti. ialanil. 

SMOKEY ;!:HE BEAR SUTRA 
Once in the Jurassic, ahout 150 million years ago, 

1"1,lmpling und<.-rfoot wasteful rn.-cways and nt>i'Ctlf'S~ 

suburbs; sma.o,;hing the worm.o; of <.apitalism :wl tA •talil;uialwm1: 

the Great Sun Buddha in this comer of the Infinite Void wive 
a great Discourse to all the assembled element.'i and 
energies: to tht! standing beings, the walking beings, 
the flying beings, and the sitting beings - even grasses, 
to the number of thirteen billion, each one born from a 

. seed, were assembled there: a Discourse concerning 
Enlightenment on the planet Earth. 

Indicating the Tu.o;k: his followers, becomin" frt.'(• ur rar.o. 
houses, canned food, universities, and shoes, ma..;h•r 1h1• 
Three Mysteries of their own Body, Sr)t..oet:h, amt Mind: arul 
fearle8sly chfl{> down the rott(!n tn..-es and prune •mt the 
sick Umbs of this country America and then bum the lefU.v1•r 
bash. 

"In some future time, there will be a continent called 
America. It will have great centers of power called 
such as Pyramid Lake, Walden Pond, Mi. Rainief, Big Sur, 
Everglades, and so forth: and powerful nerves and channels 
such as Columbia River, Mississippi River, and Grand Canyon. 
The human race in that era will get into troubles all over 

Wrathful but Calm, Austere but Comic, Smokey the Bear wiU 
illuminate those who would help him; but for those who would 
hinder or slander him, 

HE WILL PUT THEM OUT. 

Thus his great Mantra: 

its head, and practically wreck everything in spite of 
its own strong intelligent Buddha-nature." 

Nam.ah samanta vajranam chanda maharoshana 
Sphataya hum traka ham mam 

.. The twisting strata of the great mountains and the pulsing.s 
of great volcanoes arc my love burning d~p in the earth. 
My obstinate compassion is schist and basalt and 

"I DEDICATE MYSELF TO THE UNIVEllSAL DIAMOND 
BE THIS RAGING FURY DESTROYED" 

granite, to be mountains, to bring down the rain. In that 
future American Era I shall enter a new form: to cure 
the wortrl of loveless knowledge that seeks with blind hunger; 
and mindless rage eating food that will not fill it." 

And he willl protect those who lov~ woods and river.,, 
Gods and animals, hobos and madmen, prisoners and sick 
people, musicians, playful women. and ho!>{'ful children: 

And he showed himself ill his true form of 

And if anyone is threatened by advertising, air pollution. 
. or the police, they should chant SMQKEY THE BEAR"S 
WARSPELLo 

™OKEY THE BEAR 

A handsome !:>mokey-colored brown bear standing on his 
hind legs, showing that he is aroused and watchfol. 

DROWN THEIR Bl TIS 
C'HUSH THEIH BUTTS 
DROWN THEIH llLTIS 
CRUSH THEIR BUTTS 

Bearing in his right paw the Shovel that digs to the 
trut h beneath appearances: cul.s the roots of useless attach
ments, and mngs damp sand on the fire.s of greed and war; 

And S~10KEY THE BEAR will !'iw-ely appear toipul the 
ent•my out wiU1 his vajra-shovel. 

His left paw in the M udrn of Comradely Display-indimting 

that all creatures have the full right to live to their limits 
and that deer, rabbits, chipmunks, snakes, dandelions, 

Now those who recite this Sutra and then try to ptlt It in 
practice will accumulate merit as countless as the sands 

~ of Arizona and Nevada. 

and lizards alt grow in the realm of 1 he Dhanna; 

Wearing the blue work ov_erall~ symbolic of slaves and 
laborers, the countless men oppressed by a civ'ilization 
that claims to save but only destroysj 

Will help savei.he planet Earth from total oil slick, 
Will enter the age of hannony or man and nature, 
Will win the tf'nder Jove and caresses of men, women. and 

beasts 

With a halo of smoke and flame behind, tllC forest fires 
of the kali-yuga, fires caused by the stupidity of those 

Will always have ripe blackberries to eat and a sunny spot 
under a pine tree to sit at, 

AND IN THE END WILL WIN HIGHEST PERFECT 
ENLIGHTENMENT. who think things can be gained and Jost whereas in lruth all 

is coutained vast and free in the Blue Sky and Green Earth 
of One Mind. thus we have heard. 

Round-bellied to show his kind nature and that lhe l(reat 
earth has food enough for everyone who loves her and trusts 
her; 

(may be reproduct'dfreeforeL·er) 

GARY SNYDER 

ED ABBEY TO EARTH FIRST! 
The undersigned deeply re

grets that he cannot be here in 
the flesh - or what there is left 
of it. Pressing moral obligations 
and inescapable spiritual dut
ies require my physical pre
sence elsewhere - in this case, 
floating down a river with some 
old cronies and a few dozen 
cases of beer in some godawful 
place called Desolation Canyon, 
Utah. Rejoice that you are here 
instead, under the blazing sun 
(or the drenching rain) of the 
fairgrounds in Salt Lake City, 
Shithead Capital of the Inter
Mountain West. Although my 
feet, head, belly, etc., are out 
yonder, my heart is here with 
all of you posie-sniffers, toad
stool worshippers, eco-freaks, 
earth-lovers, anti-nuke hard
heads, environmental blowflies, 
FBI agents, innocent onlookers, 
Mothers for Peace and Winos 
for Ecology. You are the new 
salt of the Earth. 

I am with you in spirit, what
ever that means. And it does 
mean something. It means first 
of all that I wish to salute and 
honor everyone who took part 
in the recent EF! road-blocking 
operations in the Kalmiopsis 
wilderness of Oregon. You are 
heroines and heroes and no 
praise for your courage, daring, 
resolute will and irrespressible 
good-will can even come close 
to expressing the admiration 
that we feel. I would like to 
name names, read the entire 
roll of honor, and if it were not 
for fear of overlooking some
body, I would do so. But you 
know who you are, and your 
pride in what you have accom
plished should fill your hearts 
with a golden glowing for the 
rest of your lives. 

It is not enough to write let-

ters to Congressmen, deliver 
sermons, make speeches, or 
write books. The West that we 
love is under violent attack; the 
earth that sustains us is being 
destroyed. Words alone will not 
save our country or ourselves. 
We need more heroes and more 
heroines - about a million of 
them. One brave deed, perfor
med in an honorable manner 
and for a life-defending cause, 
is worth a thousand books. At 
some point we must draw a line 
across the ground of our home 
and our being and say to the 
bulldozers, the earth-movers, 
the government and the corpor
ations, thusfarandnofarther. 
If we do not we shall feel, in
stead of pride, the regret of 
Thoreau, that good but overly
bookish man, who wrote, near 
the end of his life, "IfI repent of 
anything, it is likely to be my 
good behavior. What demon 
possessed me that I behaved so 
well?" 

Yes, we must continu~ to talk 
with one another and with our 
fellow citizens. We must con
tinue to take part in political 
action, to reason with our adver
saries, to think and meditate 
and develop a philosophy that 
gives moraljustification to what 
we believe. But at some point 
we must also be prepared to 
put our bodies on the line. 
Philosophy without action is 
the ruin of the soul. 

We must stand up, speak out, 
talk back - and when neces
sary, fight back. The great 
powers, raged against us -
industrial, governmental, mil
itary - may seem omnipotent. 
But they are not. If enough of 
us resist, strong enough and for 
long enough, the huge concrete 
wall of the Corporate State will 

begin to crack. Its dams are 
already beginning to crack -
the very bedrock beneath them 
is crumbling - and someday 
soon, if the river of the water of 
life continues to flow, the state's 
dams will go down like dominos. 

Concrete and asphalt and iron 
are heavy, oh, so terribly mas
sive and heavy - but water is 
stronger, grass is stronger. So 
long as the light of.the sun con
tinues to shine, the green tough 
grass of life will continue to 
grow and to break through the 
dead heavy static oppressive 
barriers of the industrial prison
house. If we ate on the side of 
life then life is on our side. And 
if we are wrong we might as 
well get down on our knees and 
crawl into our little separate 
cells in the Beehive Society of 
the Technological Superstars. 
But we are not wrong; the grass 
will overcome the cement. The 
continuity is all. 

Meanwhile, a final homily: 
Let's keep our bodies.strong and 
eitjoy the world. Eat morefrun
chy granola. Climb those moun
tains, run those rivers, explore 
those forests, investigate those· 
deserts, love the sun and the 
moon and the stars and we will 
outlive our enemies, we will piss 
on their graves, and we will love 
and nurture and who knows -
even marry their children. 

Turn on, tune in, take over. 
Let's keep our minds, our sen
ses and our common sense 
strong also. Who's in charge 
here? We're all in charge: every 
man his own guru, every woman 
her own gurette. Who is our 
leader? We are all leaders. What 
is our program? Earth first and 
life first; power and profits and 
domination - last. 

I thank you, partners. 
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Bailey (cont) 
with few exceptions, all public 
forests not designated as wil
derness are being scheduled for 
togging, even in areas under 
designations such as National 
Recreation Areas. In view of the 
fact that our public land mana
gers seem to have abandoned 
foresight, arid forgotten the 
principles of multiple use, and 
their agencies have become 
agencies motivated almost sin
gularly by politics, we have 
designed a wilderness proposal 
which seeks to pursue the true 
intent of public lands: To pre
serve a land base which will 
provide sustained yield and cre
ate a balance against privately-

owned lands which are man
aged for resource consumption 
to provide for the needs of our 
economy. 

Our proposal would desig
tnate half of Oregon's public 
forestlands as wilderness while 
allowing the other half to be 
used for resource consumption 
and developed recreation. 
There will never be expert testi
mony on an exact amount of 
wilderness that will be pru
dent, or sufficient. This will be 
determined by our judgement, 
as citizens and legislators. In 
our judgement, allocating half 
of these lands for wildlife and 
the multiple uses wilderness 
provides is a fair compromise. 

Those who oppose wilder-

ness designations, or favor only 
relatively small tracts for pro
tection, such as HR 1149 would 
do, are supporting the notion 
that man should dominate and 
attempt to control nature. But 
protecting only a small part of 
the available small islands of 
Oregon's wild landscape in its 
natural condition is not suffi- · 
cient to allow natural forces to 
reestablish and maintain the 
ecological character that is our 
very life support system. We 
need to protect entire ecosys
tems, total ranges of habitat, 
and complete watersheds, not 
just token recreation areas. 
Therefore, we strongly but re
spectfully propose that all road
less apeas on public forestlands 

inOregon be immediately desig
nated wilderness areas, and that 
wilderness recovery, zones be 
established in some of the pre
viously logged and roaded areas, 
as indicated on our maps. This 
is necessary to allow rejuvina
tion of our forest-based eco
systems, given the pitifully min
ute and bisected nature of Ore
gon roadless areas. We want to 
see the wolf and the grizzly back 
in Oregon, but we never will if 
we are satisfied with asking only 
for protection of the frayed road
less remnants that the Forest 
Service has thus far overlooked 
in its zeal to consume our forest 
heritage. 

The concern put forth by 
those in opposition to wilder-
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A twelve month radical environ
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ness areas is jobs, which is most 
certainly something to be con
cerned about. But in this case, 
it seems to be merely a stra
tegic issue with which to emo
tionally rally the working 
people against wilderness. The 
industry lobby is actively (and 
erroneously) advertising mas
sive job losses because of wil
derness designations: Threat
ening pepple into believing their 
livelihood is endangered. Yet we 
find the same boards of direc
tors in those industries mis
managing their private 
holdings, exporting raw logs, 
automating their mills and shut
ting down mills because of over
cutting, all of which cost more 
jobs than almost any amount of 
wilderness ever could. It is also 
intriguing that those industry 
wilderness opponents, who 
actively advertise the "trees 
are our renewable resource" 
concept, insist that we must cut 
the last of our unprotected wil
derness. Is this because there is 
nothingelselefttocut?Wehave 
an obvious contradiction here . 
Let it suffice to say that we sim
ply cannot buy the theory that 
nature createdjust enough for
ests so that only if we cut them 
all can we maintain a sustained 
yield of timber. There is 
obviously some other motiva
tion behind this anti-wilderness 
campaign; probably profit 
margin. 

But if indeed trees in Oregon 
are being mined, not harvested, 
the urgency of protecting what 
remains is multiplied, lest we 
selfishly dispose of all of our 
forests: Their wood fibre poten
tial, their watersheds, their 
habitat, their genetic diversity 

. and their grandeur, and leave 
our environment, and our eco
nomy in shambles. 

Regarding the jobs issue, 
Earth First! recommends that 
our public forests be managed 
labor intensively: That there 
should be specific labor require
ments for every million board 
feet cut, that no unmilled lum
ber be exported from public or 
private forests, that only small 
locally-owned companies with
out large land holdings be 
allowed to bid on federal tim
ber. If these guidelines are 
established legislatively, we can 
destroy the myth that wood 
products jobs and wilderness 
preserves cannot coexist. But 
the mistake made in the begin
ning, which we must seek to 
amend, is that growth-oriented 
industrialists attempted to 
manipulate the timber resource 
to conform to desired short
term production instead of 
tailoring production and the 
growth of the economy to the 
long-term capabilities of the 
resource. 

In this debate, we must keep 
in mind that economics is only 
ahumanjustification for human 
actions. It is our feeling that 
wildlife and trees have standing 
also, or should have. We are 
doing our best to speak for them. 
Yet in either human or "wild" 
terms, Oregon is tainted. There 
are no designated or defacto wil
dernesses here where one is 
free from the sight of smog and 
clearcuts, or the sounds of auto
mobiles and aircraft. In many, 
there is a risk of ingesting toxic 
chemicals from the water. Acid 
rain threatens some, and all 
have lost much of their native 
species of wildlife. There is lit
tle or no true wilderness left in 
Oregon. The last of the remnants 
are impaired by civilization, 



which can be felt, smelt, viewed, 
tasted, heard and sensed in all 
of them. 

To unselfishly suggest, in this 
human dominated atmosphere, 
that at least one of the reigns be 
returned to nature in the form 
of generous wilderness preser
ves, is not unreasonable. Our 
proposal would preserve 13%of 
the state land area of Oregon, 
and about half of our public 
forestlands in a natural condi
tion (or a status which would 
allow natural forces to restore 
natural conditions). Only those 
who would uphold that main
taining the social comfort of 
man at any cost is the utmost 
purpose in this world would feel 
that that is extreme. Extrem
ism is more obviously exhibited 
by those who have shamelessly 
come forth proclaiming that wil
derness is a waste of land be
cause they cannot make money 
off it. 

Our task today should· not be 
to perpetrate the continued 
consumption of the very fabric 
of the Earth without restraint, 
but to amend our past mistakes, 
made in our position of technol
ogical prowess, and to begin 
living with the Earth as if tomor
row mattered, and realizing that 
there is more to the scheme of 
life than the devices of man. In 
this spirit, wilderness designa
tion is freedom for the land, and 
for life forms other than man, 
and is an unselfish gesture in a 
measure of human justice; that 
we could show respect for, and 
acknowledge kinship with nat
ure by admitting that there is 
value in things that do not direc
tly bring us material profit, and 
that there might be things in 
this world equally as important 
and complex as ourselves. 

The beginning of the pursuit 
of those principles, for us to 
guarantee freedom for nature, 
from ourselves, rests in gener
ous wilderness designations. So 
before any decision is made 
regarding this critical legisla
tion, the decision makers should 
give serious thought to the true 
meaning of freedom: Liberty 
and Justice for all, as it were. 
For if there is no place one can 
go to be free from the str~ssful 
nature of society, if the wild 
creatures cannot be allowed to 
live in their naturally intended 
habitat, if there is no place 
where nature maintains a 
stronghold from the constraints 
and demands of man, freedom 
cannot survive. 

The maps I have provided 
show the major wilderness 
areas proposed by Earth First! 
for the Senate version of the 
Oregon Wilderness Bill. Our pro
posal also recommends wilder
ness designation for all road
less areas on USFS land over 
5,000 acres in size (and all road
less lands of any size adjacent 
to existing wilderness), and in
cludes all areas, whether or not 
they were inventoried in RARE 
II. 

In cases where state and pri
vate lands are included in 
wilderness proposals, land 
exchanges are recommended to 
be undertaken on a negotiable 
basis for state and industry
owned lands, while individual 
owners will either be paid the 
fair market value of their land, 

. or will remain the owners of the 
land, and allowed to dwell there 
provided they abide by the 
guidelines established under 
the Wilderness Act; with the 
exception of the clause in the 
preamble which states, "Where 

GLOBAL TOMORROW 
by Ronnie Hawkins 

"an attack on the moral foun
dations of the United States." 
Recognition of our part in the 
destruction of ecosystems and 
assumption ofresponsibility for 
modification of our future ac
tions, in other words, would be 
an admission of guilt that we 
must seek to avoid at any cost, 
including outright denial of bio
logical reality. Singer's smug 
veneer admitted a crack or two, 
however, when a certain mem
ber of the al.ldience (I must 
admit it was the Earth First! 
delegate) met him on his chosen 
ground of righteousness: when 
asked how our forcing of so 
many of God's other creatures 
into extinction could possibly 
be morally justified, he was visi
bly taken aback for a moment, 
to the crowd's delight, stammer

I'm happy to report that Earth 
First! was represented at the 
Global Tomorrow Coalition 
Conference that took place June 
2 & 3 in Washington, D.C. Mem
bers of .65 other organizations 
were there as well, ostensibly 
to confront the global problems 
outlined in the Global 2000 
Report to the PresUlent commis
sioned under Jimmy Carter and 
published in 1980. A computer 
projection based on data avail
able in the late seventies, the 
report predicts that, if present 
trends continue, Earth in the 
year 2000 will be characterized 
by a human population of over 
6 billion, extinction of about 
20% of presently living species, 
steadily expanding deforest
ation and desertification, in
creasing chemical pollution, 
dwindling nonrenewable 
energy sources and an ever
widening gap between rich and 
poor nations. The report is a 
prophesy of doom, however, 
only if present trends continue, 
and my reason for attending the 
conference was to see to it that 
they do not. 

ing something about Man hav- 1~~~\Jll 

Jimmy Carter delivered the 
keynote speech, outlining the 
pressing concerns and rebuk
ing, rather moderately, I 
thought, the present adminis
tration's undeniable with
drawal from a position ofleader
ship on global issues. He was 
followed by a panel that in
cluded two representatives of 
the Reagan point of view, of 
whom Max Singer was the more 
noteworthy. Like his collea
gues .Julian Simon and Herman 
Kahn, who contributed to a 
recent Heritage Foundation 
study that attempts to deny 
both the Global 2000's findings 
and its premise that we should 
look that far ahead, Singer 
doesn't think there's anything 
wrong with our present course. 
He proceeded to pile one pre
posterous statement on top of 
another, asserting, for instance, 
that present methods of agricul
ture can feed at least 30 billion 
people, who will all grow pro
gressively richer rather than . 
poorer because humans "pro
duce more than they consume." 
Waxing moralistic about the 
glory and sacredness of human 
life, he confided his belief that 
our increasingly destructive im
pact on the planet is simply a 
matter of making the welcome 
"transition from the natural 
world to a human world." The 
crux of the matter was finally 
revealed when he heralded "our 
triumph is mass production and 
mass consumption as well as 
democracy,"·and that any critic
ism of our wasteful lifestyle is 

ing created other forms of life 
(which he may actually be
lieve!) before retreating into the ' 
"standard Judea-Christian be
lief' in homocentricity. 

Up to 4¥.i hours of conference 
time had been set aside for work
shops, which spanned such 
topics as population, biological 
diversity, oceans, acid rain and 
the nuclear threat, all running 
concurrently. Since I tend ·to 
take the ongoing destruction of 
the tropical rainforests quite 
personally, I had been looking 
forward to the biological diver
sity workshop as the drawing 
card of the conference, a chance 
to begin some effective effort 
toward stopping this needless · 
desecration. I was to come away 
disappointed, however, since 
the agenda had already been 
programmed into a tedious reit
eration of the same lukewarm 
suggestions that have proven 
so nonproductive in the past. I 
managed only one brief glance 
into another workshop, just in 
time to hear the O.ceans com
mittee deciding how much of 
Antarctica to sacrifice to oil 
spills and how much krill to 
steal from the whales; I decided 
I wasn't missing a thing. 

To be fair, a few reasonable 
targets for legislative action 
were generated by the work
shops. For instance, while there 
is no longer any significant dis
agreement that cattle ranching 
on cleared rainforest land is not 
sustainable for more than 5 to 
10 years, the practice is still 
encouraged by the "incentives" 
ofinflatioriary land markets, tax 
write-offs and the like. It was 
brought out that the planning 
of such "development projects" 
funded by the international 
banking community is virtually 
mindless, directed as it is by 
mysterious market forces rather 
than by intelligent human 

•·-----------.... beings. Of a staff of over 5,000 
people, for example, the World man is a visitor who does not 

remain." 
We also recommend that 

agency motorized and mechan
ized equipment and vehicles be 
allowed in wilderness recovery 
zones for a period of two years, 
exclusively for the purpose of 
removing structures (fences, 
powerlines, pipelines, buildings, . 
etc.), reclaiming roads, and gen
erally restoring a natural ap
pearance. After two years, they 
will be fully closed to all motor 
vehicles under the guidelines 
of the Wilderness Act. 

Bank is said to have only 5 eco
logically trained individuals, of 
whom 3 are assigned to review 
the 300 new projects arising 
annually that carry an average 
price tag of $260 million. 

Those who still have faith 
in a legislative solution to 
these problems are m:ged to 
request that the U.S. refrain 
from contributing to multilat
eral development banks that 
continue to finance ecologi
cally damaging projects; ad
dress your letters to Senator 

Robert Kasten, , C}ljW::man 
Senate Appropriations Sub
committee on Foreign Oper· 
ations, U.S. Senate, Washing
ton, D.C. 20510; and to Rep. 
Clarence Long, Chairman 
House Appropriations Sub
committee on Foreign Opera
tions, and Rep. Jerry Patter-. 
son, Chairman Subcommittee 
on International Development 
Institutions and Finance, 
House Banking Committee, 
U.S. House of Representa
tives, Washington, D.C. 
20515. 

Those who no longer trust in 
the legislative process may sim
ply look forward to the day 
when the whole monstrosity 
collapses of its own weight, per
haps hastened along by the "dee 
veloping" nations developing 
the smarts to default on their 
loans, thus monkeywrenching 
the global waste machine that 
is presently destroying their 
lands. 

The last session featured a 
panel addressed to "organizing 
for effective political action" 
that was designed to, and did, 
generate some audience enthus
iasm. Highlights included Rep. 
Claudine Schneider (R-Rhode 
Island), who gave a rousing 
speech about citizen initiative 
and getting involved (she did -
and just look at her), and Ted 
Turner of Turner Broadcasting, 
the only business organization 
belonging to the Coalition. One 
of the few capitalists who seem 
to know it's not the numbers 
game that's important but what 
you do with it, Turner confided 
he won't be overly concerned if 
he loses a million or two of the 
$6 million he just gave Jacques 
Cousteau for a special on the 
Amazon. The freshly drafted 

\ -

conference statement was ap
proved following the panel, 
basically calling for a rebuilding 
of U.S. leadership on pressing 
global concerns. Comments 
from the floor were a strange 
mix of attention to details of 
wording (one participant want
·ed to strike "dangerous" from 
the context " ... actions neces
sary to deflect these trends from 
their dangerous course ... " to 
placate those who might call us 
doomsayers) and validation of 
our reasons for being there. An 
approach that seemed to gener
ate the most energy in the crowd 

. spoke to the moral and spir
itual dimensions of the issues 
at hand, perhaps being a novel 
idea to those who've run the 
gamut with rationality to little 
avail. 

While I couldn't help feeling 
frustrated that a strong rainfor
est taskforce had failed to 
materialize, I could see most of 
the attendees were happy that 
the conference had happened 
at all, and to that extent so was 
I. It seems plain that we will not 
be able to stop our destructive 
actions on the planet until we 
transcend the exploitative cul
ture that gives rise to them. 
Before tackling that, however, 
the many well-meaning people 
at the conference first will have 
to experience more personal 
empowerment, learning to trust 
their gut feelings for land anll 
sea and sky and to separate the 
living reality from the distract
ing and confusing abstractions 
that currently serve as false 
motivators in our society. I think 
I saw signs of the beginning of 
this empowerment, and I hope 
I was able to sow some seeds of 
it myself. 

- Ronnie Hawkins 
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THE 1984 
EARTH FIRST! 
CALENDAR 

Bigger and better than ever, 
the 1984 Earth First! Calendar 
is hot off the press. Illustrated 
by artists John Zaelit, Roger 
Candee, Lone Wolf Circles, Jim 
Stiles, Jose and Bill Turk with 
art that is powerful and some
times outrageous, the '84 cal

·endar features 900 different 
notations of environmental, ra
dical, natural disaster, meteor
ological and offbeat dates that 
you won't find anywhere else. 
Over 50 ecological and liber
tarian quotes spice the months 
as well. The designation dates of 
all US Wilderness Areas, Wild 
Rivers, National Parks & Monu· 
ments and the original US 
Forest Service Primitive Areas 
are noted. A special bonus is the 
inclusion of actual dates of the 
Luddite uprising in England in 
the early 1800's. All proceeds 
from the sale of the 1984 Earth 
First! Calendar go to fund our 
work. The calendar is $5 (add 
another buck for postage). Con
tact us also about wholesale 
orders. Nineteen Eighty Four. 
It's later than you think. 

The back cover of this issue of 
EF! is· one of the il
lustrations of the 1984 Earth 
First! Calendar. 

Advertise in Earth First! 

Reach thousands of refined 
minds with your slick Madison 
Avenue message in our high
tone, sophisticated publication. 
Rates are as follow: 

Full Page $90 
Half Page $60 

'Fifth page $30 
Tenth Page $15 
Column Inch $4 
Columns are two inches wide. 

Page fractions may ,be done any 
way geometrically possible. All 
prices are for camera-ready copy. 
Classified ads are available for 
lOC!! a word ($2.50 minimum). 

Gulf of Maine Books, an in
dependent alternative book
st.ore, offers free mail order 
lists including bioregional 
titles, shamanism and con
temporary Native American 
poetry and prose. Special 
requests welcome. Books are 
Weapons. Gulf of Maine, 61 
Main St., Brunswick, Maine 
04011. 

Howie Wolke's 

WILD HORIZONS 
EXPEDITIONS 
Guided Wilderness 

Backpacking 
Emphasis on small groups and 
adventure in endangered 
roadless areas: NW Wyoming 
and elsewhere in the West. 

Free Brochure: 
Box 2348, Jackson, WY 83001 

(307) 733-5343 

Please add $1 for postage and 
handling. 
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~ Th USG I IS :si!Jr: t.11¥.- e . . eo ogica urvey ~ 
~~ ~ sells you their topo maps for $2 

~ and most private dealers charge Jl9 
rt'f $3 or more. Earth First! sells ~? 

!!$.J them to you for only $1.75! To ~ 
Vii order, simply send us a list of ~f 
~f maps you want (in alphabetical J.lJ 
~'IJ order by state specifying 71/2 or }~ 
"'.'~ 15-minute quads) with a check 41 
~ to "Earth First!" at $1.75 each. ~~ 
:ff Be sure to use the correct USGS ~ 

~,A name and scale for your maps. ~'IJ 
~ Maps will be shipped directly ~7 

1.'f to you by USGS and you should ~ 
!!~ ~ ,.;~ receive them about 2 weeks ~f 
~ from the time you send your J/A 
J.'IJ order to us. Contact the USGS ~' 
~.,i? for state indexes (or EF!). OR- ;sf 

4/,,, DER MAPS FROM EARTH ~~ 
~ FIRST! 230 ,WEST 7th A VE- ~f 
r1,,. NUE, CHICO, CA 95926. Write ~~ 

I us for a complete price list on 
,. special USGS maps. f~ 

~ ~ 
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Send $1.00 for ION·MIN sample. 

ION-MIN. a special mineral tich mont morillonlte 
desert clay, Is a sacred healing substance of Native 
Americans and others. Its negative Ions help remove 
oositivelv~charged toxins from the bodv. 

ION-MIN can be used as o masque or a toothpaste. and for 
conditions such as: 

• acne or Other llcln probleml • diaper rash 

• bites, bolls, burns or bllsteis • hemmorholds 
• Indigestion and much.morel 

For Information call Nancy (619) ~-3171 
Or write: P.O .• Box l;S36. La Jolla. CA 92037 
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EF! T-SHIRTS 

FUCK BECHTEL-designed 
by Bill Turk. Blue with red and 
black "Bechtel Logo"- 100% 
cotton. 

THE CRACKING OF GLEN 
CANYON DAMN-Drawing 
by Jim Stiles. Blue or tan-75% 
cotton/25% polyester. 

DEFEND THE WILDERNESS 
- Drawing by Bill Turk. Black 
with silver design. 100% cotton. 
ALSO IN WOMEN'S FRENCH 
CUT 50/50. NEW! - white with 
black design in men's style only. 

EARTH FIRST! - New 
design! Fist with words 
"EARTH FIRS'II! No Com
promise i:n Defense of Mother 
Earth" in black on green, red or 
yellow. 100% cotton. ALSO 
AVAILABLE IN FRENCH 
CUT IN WOMEN'S SIZES. 

PRICES FOR EARTH! FIRST TRINKETS 
postpaid wholesale* 

prices prices 

T-shirts $8.50 $5.50 
Bumperstickers $1.00 $ .60 
Silent Agitators (30 EF! or 10 Coors) $1.25 $ .85 

Monkeywrenches $1.00 $ .50 
EF! Camouflage Baseball Caps $7.00 $5.00 
EF! Monkeywrench Key Chains $2.25 $1.50 
1983 Earth First! Calendars $2.00 
1983 Western Wilderness Calendars $3.00 
USGS Topographic Maps $1.75 -
French-cut T-shirts $9.00 $6.00 

1984 Earth First! Calendar $6.00 $3.00 

1984 Western Wilderness Calendar $8.00 

·EARTH FIRST! TRINKETS ORDER FORM 
Make out checks to "Earth First!" or send cash. Mail to: Earth First! 
POB 235, Ely, NV 89301. Write us for details on bulk orders. Please 
send cash for orders of $5 or less. Please allow 5 weeks for delivery 
(contact us if it has not been received by then). First class delivery 
can be arranged. 

OK, here's $ . Send me the following: 

__ EF! T-shirt(s), Size(s) & Color(s) 
-- Glen Canyon Damn T-shirt(s), Size(s) & Color(s) 
__ Defend the Wilderness T-shirt(s), Size(s) & Color(s) 
__ Fuck Bechtel T-shirt(s), Size(s) 
__ Bumpersticker(s): Indicate size and quantity 

__ Silent Agitators: Indicate kind and quantity 

__ Little Green Songbook(s) 
__ Monkeywrench(es) 
__ EF! Camouflage Baseball Caps 
__ EF! Monkeywrench Key Chain(s) 
__ 1983 Earth First! Calendar(s) 
· __ 1983 Western Wilderness Calendar(s) 

-- USGS Topo Maps (list alphabetically by state and indfCate 
scale) 

__ 1984 Earth First Calendar 
-- 1984 Western Wilderness Calendar 

: SUBSCRIBE TO EARTH FIRST! 

I There are two Earth First!s. One is the grassroots n:ove. men~ without structure, heir_archy, organization, . 
or bureaucracy. The other is Earth First!: The ~a~ical Environmental Journal w~ich Y?U hold m your 

,·hands. EF!, the paper, is an inde~endent _entity w1th~n the b_road EF! movement and 1s
1 
designed to act as a 

\cofumunications medium for radical env1ronmentahsts. T~1s ~ay the ~ARTH FIRST: movemen~does not 
·have to dea1 with the 1ei"a1 system or the burdens of organiza.t10n.1:h1s _arr3:ngement is ou_r solution to the 
'.problem of an anarchist froup. The editorial policy of EF!, the pubhcatwn, i~ set by The Circle, a group of, 
·thirteen active Earth First!ers around the country. They oversee our ~per'.1t1on on a voluntee_r b'.1s1s. Yol'.r, 
~subscription money, purchases of EF! snake oil & trinkets, _and contributwns fund the publish mg ~f this 
paper. All additional money ("profit") will be granted to varwus aspects of the EF! ~ovement to 3;Id m our

1 
cause to preserve the green beauty and diversity of our Mother Earth. Please subscribe or resubscribe today. i 

: Clip and send to "EARTH FIRST!, 1'0 Box 235, Ely, NV 89301 

___ Here's $10 or more for a one-year subscription to EF! 

___ Here's $10 or more to re-subscribe to EF! 

___ Please send a gift subscription to the name below. Here's $10 or more. 

___ I'm broke. All I can give you now is ----

___ Please change my address 

City ----------------State----------Zip-------

"Th_e E)f'! sutJscription list. is kept entirely confJd_entill:l: _You are v.relcom~ ~()use an alias. 

EXTRA COPIES OF 
EARTH FIRST! AVAILABLE 

Spread the word about Earth First! Con
tact us to arrange for extra copies of EF! to 
distribute in your area. If you can make good 
use of extra copies, we will bulk ship a dozen 
or two to you every issue. Try to get others 
to subscribe! Write us at 230 W 7th AV·!, 
Chico, CA 95926 for this. 

We also have back issues of EARTH 
FIRSI'! available. Let us know which issue(s) 
you would like a copy(ies) of. Please send 
50¢ postage (first class) for each copy or 
appropriate third class postage for several. 
Back issues should be ordered from POB 
235, Ely, NV 89301. Back issues available 
are: 

YULE Dec. 21, 1981: EF!Road Show over
view, tree spiking, EF! Preserves. 

BRIGID Feb. 2, 1982: Oil & Gas Leasing in 
Wilderness Areas, Dave Foreman's EF! arti
cle reprinted from the Progressive. 

EOSTAR Mar. 20, 1982: Nuked ump in Can
yonlands, Mardie Murie Interview, Coors 
Boycott. 

BELTANE May 1, 1982: Little Granite 
Creek (Gros Ventre) Oil Rig, G-0 Road, How 
Seismic Survey Crews Work, Jail: A Primer 
(Preparing for Civil Disobedience Arrest). 

LITHA June 21, 1982: McKinley Grove 
Sequoias Threatened, 22 Things to do as an 
EF!er. 

LUGHNASAD Aug. 1, 1982: Pete Dustrud 
· Resigns as Editor, RRR Highlights, Rally for 
. McKinley Grove & Dinkey Creek, Little Gran
ite Stakes Pulled - Again. 

MABON Sept. 21, 1982: EF! & SAFE Crack 
Hetch Hetchy, Environmental Strategy for 
the 80's, Road Spiking, Marshall's 1936 Road
less Area Inventory, Update on Little Granite. 

SAMHAIN Nov. l, 1982: BLM Wilderness 
Corruption in Utah Exposed, Abbey on 
Books & Gurus, Closing Roads, Forest Ser
vice Assault on Big Wilderness, Nuclear War 
as an Ecological Issue, Guidelines on EF! 
Wilderness Proposals. 

YULE/BRIGID Dec. 2I, 1982:BattleofSalt 
Creek, Nightcap (Australia), Bisti, Closing 
Roads, Primeval Wilderness Management, 
Earth Bonding (very few copies left). 

EOSTAR Mar 21, 1983: Franklin River 
(Australia), Salt Creek Arrests, Kalmiopsis 
& Siskiyous, Deciduous Forest Preserve, Ned 
Ludd's Tool Box: The Cutting Torch, Disman
tle the Wilderness Act!, Road Show Diary, 
Bisti Circus, Creative Littering. 

BELTANE May 1, 1983: Kalmiopsis Block
ade, Canyon Country Issues, What You Can 
Do As An EF!er, How To Form An EF! Local 
Group, California Desert, Privatization, 
AuEtralian Rainforest. 

LJTHA June 21, 1983: Wilderness War in 
Oregvn, Wilderness Preserve System & Map, 
EF! & Watt At Lake Foul, Franklin River 
Victory (Australia), Ed Abbey: Conscience 
of the Conquerer. 

LUGHNASAD Aug. 1, 1983: Bald Mt. Road 
Stopped, RRR Report, Japan Green Party, 
Battle for the Rainforests, Watt Enters Coyote 
(A Greek Tragedy), Idaho's Long Canyon. 

GIFT 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Introduce others to Earth 
First! and receive the EF! 
bumpersticker of your choice, 
10 silent agitators or a little 
monkey wrench for each gift 
subscription you make. In
dicate what you would like on 
the subscription form. 

BUMPERS TICKERS 
Long-lasting vinyl-white 
with green ink. Current slo
gans: 
EARTH FIRST! 
REDNECKS FOR WILDER
NESS 
BOYCOTT COORS "BEER" 
DAMN WATT, NOT RIVERS 
DRILL WATT, NOT WIL
DERNESS 
HAYDUKE LIVES 

MONKEYWRENCH 
KEY CHAINS 

Small, movable monkey
wrench on Key Chain with 
Earth First! logo in green on 
white tab. 

SILENT 
AGITATORS 
Fun to stick anywhere-bar, 
bathrooms, Freddie offices 
dead bulldozers, etc. 

COORS-Black words on yel
low paper: 
Coors is Anti-Earth 
Coors is Anti-Women 
Coors is Anti-Labor 
AND IT TASTES AWFUL! 
BOYCOTT COORS 

EARTH FIRST! - Green EF! 
logo with words "EARTH 
FIRST! No Compromise in 
Defense of Mother Earth" in red 
ink. Smaller size (shown to left) 
30 for $1! (20¢ postage.) 

THE EARTH FIRST S.W.A.A.T TEAM (SAVE WILDERNESS AT ANY TIME) 

Name Phone ( ) -------

Street ------- Town __________ State-------- Zip ____ _ 

-- I am willing to engage in non-violent direct action to protect wilderness & Mother Earth 

__ I need ___ days to be ready 

__ I am willing to engage in actions almost anywhere 

__ I am willing to engag~ in actions for this area: · -------------------

--I'll contact other S.W.A.A.T Team members in my area 

-- Here is$ _____ for a special emergency fund to support EF! S.W.A.A.T. Team 

__ Call me if you need an emergency donation or Joan for direct action 

__ I can Joa you money for bail on short notice 

__ I can help in this way(s): 

Include any other comments. 

Return to Earth First! PO Box 2~5. Ely, Nev~da 89301 
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